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DENTAL CARE FOR RTTARDEDCHII,DRENX
that are
The Childrenrs Bureau is concerned about the difficul-ties
experienced by parents of mentally retarded ehildren in obtaining dental
for the children, both in private offices and in clinic programs.

care

Pu.rpose
This conference has been called in order to establish guide lines for
practicing
dentists on dental care for the mentally retarded child, which
year
sometime during the next fiscal
will serve as a basis for consideration
by a big regional working conference which will be attended by representatives
from dental public health, teaching and private practice, from the six states
in the Southeastern Region of.the country.
The states to be included are Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mlssissippi,
at this conference will conTeruressee and South Carolina. The participants
sider the guide lines which we hope to estabLish in this conference. They will
be requested to digest them, disect them, analyze them, and so nodify them
that they will then be acceptable to the man in private practice.
also, may serve as material for inclusion
We hope that these guide lines,
published
panphlet
by the Childrenrs Bureau on dental- care
will
be
in a
wtr-ich
for the raentally retarded chi-td.
It is the hope of the Br:reau that from all of this rvill develop an
dentist of the dental
increased recognition
on the part of the practicing
md thereby, motivate him to increasing
needs of the rnentally retarded child,
ard al-so providing higher quality care
dental services for these children,
for children.
.Somethins about the backsroirnd of the Childrenrs Bureau and its interest
in the problem.
Background
The Childrenrs Bureau is one of the agencies within the Welfare Ad.ministration
of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The
Bureau was created by Act of Congress in 1912 in order to investigate
and
report on all matters relating
to the welfare of children in the United
not only with what
States. Through the years the Br.reau has concerned itself
was happening to the Nationts children,
but also with why it was happening,
and with how abuses could be checked.
The Bureaurs continual interest
in the 'rwhatrt, the rtwhyrr and the rrhowrr
has fostered the development of standards of care for children.
Since I92L, the Childrenrs Bureau has been responsible for administering
aid to the states to help thern inprove conditions for children and
financial
for mothers. The basis for financial
aid from the Federal Govern:nent to the
states for the improvement a-nd extension of maternal--child health, crippled
xProe.eedinqs of the m o a J - . i n o
Tennessee, on March 8th o n d Q t h
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childrents,
ehild welfare services, rests very solidly
upon the broad pedestal
of Title V of the Social Security Act of L935,
This Act, with subsequent A-rcendnents thereto,
conti.nues to serve - even
to thls day - as the basis for the National Heal-th program.
The Childrenrs Bureau is the Agency that adrninisters these grants-in-aid
rmder Title V to the states and to the territories.
Through the years, this
partnership between the Childrenrs Bureau and State Health and Welfare
Agencies has made posslble provision of those conrnunity services that children
need to have a good start in life.
The Socia1 Seer:rity Act also gave the Bureau an opporr'"Lnity to help the
states develop demonstrations and special programs in areas v,.here there were
gaps in service. One of the gains achieved through stimulalicn
provided by the
Bureau has been in the area of mental retardation.
During the first
six years of its existence, three of rhe major studies
that were r:ndertaken by the Bureau related to mental retardation.
So it 1s
obvious that the Childrents Bureau has long been interested
in this problem.
Before L95/+, there were very few activities
on behalf of mentally
retarded children
and their femilies
in this country. Although children who
were suspected of having nental retar'dation
were being reported by Public
Health Nr:rses, there were very few resources for even establishing
a dlagnosis. Consultation and guidance as to how to deal with these chilrtren oenerally was not available.
That year t L954, however, marks a milestone, because it was during that
year that a major step was taken by the Childrenrs Bureau in provlding a
special project grant to California
from maternal and child health funds for
setting up a diagnostic clinic
in the Childrents Hospital in Los Ange1es.
In L956t the Congress was made aware of the problem created by roental
retardation,
and the posslbilities
that night result from providing servj.ces
for these children.
It appeared that the principal
needs of mentally retarded
children were first
to find them early, then to provide cornplete evaluation,
then to interpret
the findings to the parents, and, finalry,
to use these
findings
as a basis for inrI'roving health and providing
care.
It appeared, also, that these services that were lacking could best be
provided thru program emphasis wi-thin the framework of maternal and child
health progrem.s adninistered by the Childrents Bureau.
On this basis and to achieve these objectives,
the Congress in 1957
increased the aru:ual child. hearth appropriation
by $trooorooo.oo ea:uarked
specifically
for special projects serving retarded children.
State Departments of Hea1th wed these funds to establish demonstration
services, training,
and study projects that focused on prevention,
diagnosis,
evaluation,
and supervision of chirdren with mentaL retardation.
By the erd of fiscal
year L957, twenty-five
states and heat-th departments had already established at least one such demonstration project.
By
the end of fiscal
year 1959, forty-for:r
states had such proglarns going. By
the end of fiscal
year 1960, special projects in service or training
were- in
operation in fifty-two
states and territories.
Between 1960 and 1963, there
was a 335 Lncrease in the mrmber of mental retardation
projects
demonstrating
services in special clinics
in th{q nnrrn*nr
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Definition
We define the Mental Retardation Cllnlc as:
providing eomprehensive evaluation,
medical facility
An out-patient
suspected of or
to children
services pri.marily
treatment and follow-up
team, of whlch
diagnosed as mentally retarded, by an inter-discipllnary
patients
seen and
for a1l
a physician takes the medical responsibility
scheduled hor"rrs.
is in attendance at regularly
for mentaf-Iy retarded children
Since Lg57, the mrmber of these clinics
of these are
About ninety-two
has grown from four to one hundred thirty-two.
fulds.
children
supported by maternal and child health and crippled
Current

Status

in this
program in every state and territory
There is now a clinic
and
Dakota,
and
South
North
Montana,
lYyorning,
of
exception
the
with
nation
Gua:n.
V{hereas in 196I, these Children Bureau-supported prograns provided
in 1962, 25rO0O nentally retarded ehildren
servlces for 2ITOOO children,
prograns. In 1963, the number went up to
these
thror:gh
recelved services
ZT.OOO, and in L9U+, 29rOO0 children were evaluated and received some
prograns.
servj-ce in these Children Bureau-supported clinic
prograns
are under age five.
A third of all new admi-ssions in these
it
md certalnly
to us as dentists,
Tiris may have some significance
principal
objectives of
becawe one of the
does to the medical discipline
these progralns is to reach children when they are very yowlg. Although the
they have also
major emphasis in these progralrrs has been focused on services,
of profor a variety
opportunities
and orientation
tralning
been providing
fessional people.
Legal Basis
in mental retardaPresident Kennedy had a special and personal interest
Health and
tlon,
and in October of L963, he signed into Law the Maternal-Chl1d
Mental- Retardation Acts, A.mendmentsto the Social Security Act.
Tho
nrrv'nnoa
of these Amendroents rras to help reduce the incidence of
^$v
t/syv
Thi-s Act, which is known as Public Law 88-156, has five
roental- retard.ation.
I would like to review very quickly those which pertain
major provisions.
to us here today.
especially
annual increases in the FederaL
authorizes
The Act, alrrong other things,
By
services.
children
Grants for maternal ard child health ard for crippled
Lg|O, the grants in each prograln will be doubled. There will be $5010001000.00
may have upon these
that new legislation
in each program. This bars the effect
grants.
Dr:ring this current fiscal year
$3510001000.00 has been appropriated by
the Congress for each of these two programs to be administered by the Childrenrs Bureau. Of this amount, Wr500r000.OO maternal and child health firnds,
firnds have been earmarked for special
ana $215001000.00 crippled childrenrs
in the area of mental
proJects for studies in care, training
and fellowships
retardation.
?
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In
proviso
in each
:.963 --

addition to this earmarked money, the Approprlation Act carries a
that one-thlrd of the increase in the regular apportionment each year
fund, and this ls a $510001000.00increroent per year since Oetober,
is to be identified with activity in mentaf retardation.
I\fo*ami*rz

91fl

Infafrt

Care

PrO.jeCtS

Public Law 88-156 also established a new program of grants for
maternity and lnfant care projects.
Tiris grant, this year, is in the amount
of $1510001000.00. Next year it will be $30r000r000.00.
These grants are available
to State Departments of Health, and with the
consent of the State Department of Health, to Iocal jurisdictions
of health,
in order to provide comprehensive pre-natal,
hospital,
md post-partum care
for pregnant women of low social economic status and of high risks,
and care
for their infants.
Such programs should resuLt in a decrease in pregnancy wastage, and in
the incidence of prematurity.
And because there is a demonstrated positive
relationship
between low birth weight and the occurrence of mental retardation, maternal and infant care projects should help preveni mental retardation.
This part of the Amendment dealing with maternity and infant care projects, also has implications
for dental care. We are very much concerned with
seeing that dental care is a part of these maternity and infant care projects.
The nucleus of servi.ce programs in mental retardation
is a specialized
team. Thls tea:n will usually include a pediatrician
whc very often will double
as the Medical Director of the program; a Public Health liurse, and a medical
social worker.
This is the basic team. In some clinics other people are included, speech
therapists,
nutritionists,
might be included and other nedical consultants,
such as psychiatrists,
as well as pararnedical specialists
may be used as
needed.
prograln fr.:nctions right here in Memphis. We have invited
One such clinic
the Medical Director of that program, Dr. Robert Jordan, to be present with us
at this conference. He has graciously accepted, and he will serve this con-- as a resource person, as a participarit,
ference in three capacities,
ild,
aIso, to present in some detail the concept of the team approach. Dr. Jordan
will be assisted in his presentation
this morning by two cf his team members,
Miss Betty Fo1ey, whom r have already introduced tr ycu, who is a medical
sociar worker, and l\fus. Ir,{axine chambers, who is a public Health Nurse
Consultant.
I believe we are going to get a picturc lf wha'- these people are doing,
something about the concept of the team approach tt the problem of mental
retardation,
and some of the problems that they enc'tunter in ttre course of
their work.
DR. JORDAN: Our clinic
started out in L956. I t,hink we were forturiate in
getting one of the early grants that Dr. Mitler mentioned, an6 we were,
furtherr
fortunate in being able to recruit
people fairly
scme professional
quickly so that we were actually seeing patients in the early spring, of 1957.
We had visited
some other clini-cs in +"he country to see if we could avoid
some of the pitfalls
that may come to some people in getting started.
We saw
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pl-aces in the East, and all of our staff members have
some very excellent
visited
one or more of these places.
that not only the medical specialties,
The Childrenrs Bureau realized
was
Particularly
of mental- retardation.
but others had neglected the field
this true of pediatrics.
here was the fact that we were not
I think a lot of the difficulty
i{/e didnrt hrow
other disciplines.
cornrmr.nicating with the other specialists,
the retarded.
what they were doing for the handicapped and, particularly,
A11 of the
our medical training.
We had been given inadequate inforuation-in
of vacuse
the
defects,
acute
or
disorders
metabolic
had
been
on
emphasis
problems
that
emotional
and
to
neurology
broad
approach
upon
a
and
not
cines,
isolation
in
more-or-Iess
operating
were
today.
We
about
come
we have seen
in the way that we needed
and not conmunj.cating with the other disciplines
and I think lve were
education
special
the
teachers
of
included
to. This
from discussing with these people than we were with any
probably furthest
others.
each discipline
say throughout our diseussion,
As we know now, and will
and each
child,
of
each
the
evaluation
to
to
contribute
has something distinct
carrnot
make
We
as
such.
be
approached
to
arrd
has
case
child ls an individual
them.
to
aII
of
generalizations
that apply
of a child by having personal
In general, we approach the evaluation
contact with the social worker that is assigned to the case. Then a physical
and the two have a conference to decide
examination by the ped.iatrician,
arid what
what other people on the staff should. see the child in question,
ard X-ray work should be obtained.
laboratory
sees the child, but sometimes we
always the psychologist
Practically
than
and we go no further
referral,
find that this has been an inappropriate
But we never twn anyone down without a
the social worker and pediatrician.
discussion between the two members, md unless there has been a discussion
about the case.
between members of the staff
either fron physicians or health
upon getting ow referrals
We insist
them
from school teachers or parents.
accept
do
not
We
agencies.
or social
do.
Some clinics
is that we get
One of the nain reasons that we think this is preferable,
stage
for better
the
we
and
set
cases,
screening
of
or.lr
arnorrnt of
a certain
to, to help
back
them
send
to
we
someone
if
have
follow-up with the referrer,
nar?rr
v t g r . t

nrrt
v $ v

*.ha -eCOfmnendatiOnS.

that is going to see a gi-ven patient has
After each of the discipllnes
we schedule a conference in which we discuss the
finished his evaluation,
case, come to our mutual agreements and diagnoses and recommendations.
I might add. l[e sometimes
We always dontt come to agreement very easily,
or
we have had some more observation
agreemept until
have to defer final
a
few
come
in
for
Then, after this, we have the family
some moTe testing.
loose
any
have
we
minutes at the end of the conference to be sure whether
and, also, I think most
infor:nation,
endsl whether we have any further
to let them see that we have sat down together and discussed
i-nportantly,
their case.
I think that this impresses the family quite a bit to see the number of
is thl-s true
people who have been concerned with their problems. Particularly
of the fathers.
^
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We raake it a point, also, to involve those'parents. Unless the father is
out of the coqntry or is deceased or some other excellent reason, we refuse to
hold what we call an inforrning intervi-ew with the femily unless both parents
are present.
Tn the vears we have been in operation, I think we have only failed twice
wlrv

rrr

r/

v

14

get
on this score. One of these two was the wife of a physician who refused to
her husband in because he was too busy. Of course, this meant that he was also
poout any recommendations, md we, therefore,
too busy to help her carry
the two
when he can come in we will be gla.d to sit down a-nd tell
litely
".i.a,
just
thern.
one
of
with
it
to
discuss
of thern, but we refused
is that we do not schedule one or
Aaother important procedrire, I think,
We have foirnd it
circumstances.
umlsual
very
tivo day rvork-ups, ex"epl under
and screen
days,
different
on
appointments
to be of value to have nultiple
rnore
but
work,
scheduling
on
bit. This has helped
them out a little
So that
evaluation.
each
to
digest
it gave the family a chance
importantly
many of
them,
with
interview
by- the tine we gei oound to holding an informal
much
more
problem
are
and
their
into
tirem have gai-ned quite a bit of insight
ready to aceept oirr diagnosis.
The medical disciplines
included on our staff are these:
The disciplines
pediatric
ner:rologY, ophthalmalogy and otology.
psychiatry,
are pediatrics,
such as
staff,
outside of our clinic
We, also: get other consultations
the
dental
through
consultati-on
to
dental
some
access
do
have
We
orthopedics.
school.
We have had a number of conferences with the dental school and talked
with some of the dental students in regard to the over-alI problem of retardain operatlon now
for retardation
tinn- anrj there has been a service clinic
Palsy Group in
Cerebral
United
local
the
approximatety three years through
the Les
through
offered
some
been
eo-peration with us, and there has also
Passes Center.
So there are two places in town that have offered dental- care to
retarded children.
of those who
The LeBonheur Hospital has been used for hospitalization
and this
care,
required an anesthetic in order to give them adequate dental
has leen used quite a bit.
Because of the lack of space, we do not have at the present time a dental
md,
but we have had plans for some time to do this!
consultant in our clinic,
and
consultant
a
dental
have
we will
as soon as we get in a new building,
evaluation and some service for demonspace with equipment for offering
that are dealing with handipurposes to the different
discipllnes
slration
area.
capped children within or:r clinic
psychologists
we have had fron the begiruring clinical
In addition,
give us
psyehologists
availabte for the evaluation of the retarded. The
evid.ence about
frinctions,
valuable irreonnation in regard to intellectual
problems,
perceptual
whether there rnay be
learning disabilities,
specific
be
rnay
whether there
degrees of retardation
and in some of the nilder
evidences of organic involvement as opposed to the question of how much
Some of our
emotional involvement may be present often in these individuals.
involve cornrtr.rnication problerns and the
toughest cases for evaluation
ef

vfl,

qru
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the degree of ernotional involvement as opposed to the
atterupts to identify
amount of organic invol-vement which may be present.
I / l n n v t i m e s i t i s i m n n s s i h l e t , n n n n r n l a t , o l r rd e f i n e W h a t i S O b 5 e f v e d i n e a C h
of these areas. Quite a bit of observation is necessary.
At the present time, one who contributes
a great deal to this is our
Speech Pathologist.
We plan to have the services of a nutrltionist.
We have had some conbut do not, at the present time, have a staff member in this catesultation
gory. Again, this is partly due to the lack of space and partly due to the
in obtaining the services of such a person.
difficulty
Cases of retardation
usually have other diagnoses, as well as retardation.
Last year, we had occasion to alalyze our cases and determine how margr
had at least one other diagnosis. Over 8O/" of our cases did have some other
major problen. Most of these were either some eye problem, such as poor
vision,
or some learning disorder,
such as a perceptual problem, and organic
behavior problem or cerebral palsy, or a problem with epilepsy.
This meant that we were marJr times having to deat with some other major
problem, because of the absence of some places in this cormlrnity that these
people rnight receive help. For example, if we received a patient from
Arkansas, we would not be able to send this patient to the City hospital
epilepsy clinic
for care of a seizure problem. They would not be eligible.
Another by-product of the presence of a cl_inic like ours in a community is training.
go back a minute and say something about the early days in the
I will
Childrenrs Bureau role and philosophize here a little
bit.
When Dr. Fairl-ess and Dr. Peabody and L,{r. Hormuth visited
us soon after
we had gotten off the ground, we were discussing some of the things that were
coming our way and what the guide lines should be. One of the things was, how
far we should go in training
of the disciplines
that were represented on our
af

off

At that time, the training
aspect of people in these varj-ous disciplines
was not felt to be one of or:r foremost functions.
As a matter of fact, I
think Miss Chambers, and I think Miss Foley, too, had to do a littl-e
bit of
selling
to make it so that we could spend time on this.
But I think as tfute went along, we saw that this was a natural by-product
of what we should be doing, and the Cirildrents
Br:reau has encouraged this
oa*

r'rrr'f rr

We were sort of pushed into the training
aspects of the progran in each
of the disciplines
represented on our staff.
This is something we did not
foresee in the begiruring and, yet, I think it has served several purposes that
are irnportant.
One of the nost important is that it has helped in recruitrnent
of people
lnto the field of retardation in each of these disciplines.
There are five pediatricians
whom we have influenced to get into the
fiel-d of retardatlon.
There are four or five social workers, we lcnow of offhand, who have served as field placements in our clinic,
who have gone over
to get into the field of retardatj-on. Two of them are now on our staff.
Another thing that it has done is to show, I think, the practicing
physicians in this regi-on something of the value of the multiple disciptine
approach.
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approach, first.
bit about the multlple discipline
MISS FOLEY: A little
bear his own
to
I think thaN we find that everyone of us on the staff brings
and competence on whatever problem the child ald his fandly
skill
proiessional
to us -- problems in the child.ts development or in the
nay le presenting
n
hr'
VIIM

'l

d Iq
U

'l pnr.ni
rv(!rr4frb.

no

we think separately about each situation afid we do a lot of things
together. Being part of a rnultiple discipline staff, housed together under
to
onE roof, certiinly makes it possible for us to exchange ideas frequently,
make suggestions tt each other, to becomefamiliar with the other fellow's
We learn to modify our iudgments, usually agreeing upon what the
discipline.
problerns'
speciiic problems are and what resources we can bring to bear on the
benefimost
work
really
ca3
that
we
T think that it is only in this way

ninllw for the retarded and the handicapped child.
consultaprofessional
I\fienv vounrrsters come to us who have had individual
they
testing;
for
psychologist,
tions. tr,tlyte they have gone some place, to the
in
on
neurosurgeon
a
possibly they have had
have had a family pediatrician,
people
the case. But at'nt point prurrio.* to coming to us have all of these
thought together about thls child and his problems'
have increased and
We are overwhelmed at times becawe our referrals
of July.
inereasert so raoid.ly that they have more than doubled sj.nce the first
must
we
and
retarded,
the
of
all
of
needs
the
to
melt
ulgin
w;"il;;-;""1"--tit
problem.
the
to
develop some new approaches
part of it is educating other people, so in their own
I think *"
"""-that
practice they can handle some of these things, themselves, because certainly
of coming to a child development
not every cnifO can have the opportlnity
people.
all these different
by
program, such as orlrs, and being seen
with the
in
working
had,
you
al-I
have
I dontt lsrow how much experience
him'
we,
with
us
and
with
Dr. Mcl'rnight has had a whole tr-lstory
retarded.
cormunity
in
involved
very
staff have been
AII of us on the clinie
We found that we were seeing children who needed help, and this
activities.
to
in the comrrunity. Then we made the effort
particular
help wasnrt available
the
retarded,
prograns
for
pre-school
such as
get some proglans established,
retarded child.ren, and sheltered workshop program, etc'
ior-"",rutely
duy
It is""t"a fascinating job.
for a long time we needed more help from
I think that we have felt
than we have had or that we have been able to arrange. We are
dentistry
looklng iorward towards some future developments in this area.
I dontt krow, Miss Chambers, you night make an estimate, or Dr. Jordan,
of the number of children we see who have sorne special dental problems who
need help.
DR. JORDAI1: It is very great. I think it is related to the two particuand, two, the econonic level of the
Iar things. One, the degree of retardation
patient who night be seen.
an the lower the social economic level, the
The severer the retardation
rrcre 1ikely they are to have greater dental problems'
and this
as much as possible,
We pul e:npirasis on early case findir€
people.
involves all kinds of professional
We feel it is very inrportarrt to get lnto these problems at as early an
It does not matter what profession you are in. You may be the
age as possible.
v\3bv
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and public
contact, although we feel that pediatricians
one who has the first
be the
will
who
the
ones
practitioners
are
probably
health nurses ard general
the
opporturity
ani
have
so-cal-Ied primary contact with a retarded individual,
to charurel them into some evaluation process.
to be tied in
Therefore, we feel, that it is proper for pediatricians
as they are, rather than some other specialty,
with the diagnostic clinics
such as psychiatry'
about what the mtrse
MISS CIIAIvtsERS: I would like to talk to the dentists
does and give you some stories.
a team approach is really
convinced, that certainly,
We are fully
necessary.
The Public Health Nurse has preparation in the prevention of illness.
to
I do feel, so far as the primary function of the nurse in relation
shr,ould be in prevention.
it still
mental retardation,
As Dr. Mill-er said, the primary prevention would be the maternal care where the dentists work a lot in the Health Departchild health supervision,
ments over the country and in accident prevention.
her role is in finding of the child early.
Secondary prevention,
I icrow we need
for the dentists.
I thj-nk this has many applications
I just wish they could see the children
their hetp earty with that child.
who are retarded so that we can get help from the dentists to help
earlier
this mother in good dental hygiene and dental care.
Of course, when we get the child frorn five to six, he already is attached
to try to
hygiene. It is terrible
to so many things and has such terrible
it early.
they
need
yor:r
and
help
start then and get it done. So they need
this
finds
prevention,
districts,
in
the
out
The nurse, in secondary
then
she
he1p,
and
child ear1y, refers him to an appropriate resorlrce for
giving
person
in
and then is a very important
participates
in the evaluation,
services to this farnily ard follow up.
here is in servicing these families.
One of her greatest contributions
Sometimes it is good to talk over these tirings with someone els.e and help
role there.
ourselves arrive at decisions. The nurse does play a vital
roles. One,
So far as my role on the ieam, I think I have two principal
as a consulting nurse. As a consultant nurse worked with supervising
m.rses who would be serving alt areas ar:d working with this
nurses or district
person who may have a ease load of 25O; may be working six schools. Think how
So I think this
mary people we can reach by ny using ryse1f as a consultant.
thing should be the primary role of the nurse on the team.
So I have found that I, much more than I had wanted to, have to involve
nryself ln giving direct service to children and farnilies and working with
Health Departnent people to where they are able to come along and do more
of this.
to the prevenAlso, this varies from conaor.rrity to cornmunity in relation
tion service of mediclne ln the Health Department. This, of course, is based
commurrity.
needs of a particular
on the partlcular
is to go lnto
So, rny role in dlrect service in the dlagnostic evaluation,
the horne and observe the child and his fpmily in thelr own envlronment.
md sometines they
ln yor:.r office,
agree as you see children
You will
act so awful, you think, he just canrt be like this at home.
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This is true. Often as we see children in the clinic,
they may be very
much more active and terrible
to l-ive with than they may be at home, or they
may be just the opposite. So that we donrt get a good picture always of what
the childts
like in the home or the parents have to live with a:rd what the
child has to put up with. So I think the horne visit
is very irnportant.
lfiany of my visits
are made at mea]time. I try to visj-t when all the
farnily is home and, of course, visit
by appointment. I find that this is no
objectionable
io parents. In fact, they usually reconrnend this. They often
end up saJir€:
nu.rse is really
the only one who saw my child as he realty
is.
Then, I think, the nurse isntt so vitally
interested
in determining the
degree of retardation;
but rather,
as we see them in the home, we watch how
he carr do in dressing and undressing; how he can take care of hinself
in
procedures. And we ask them, were your other
hygiene, ard all other little
children doing this, or were.they doi.ng more at the same age? It then helps
them see where the child is r'unctioning.
So I do think home vlsits
are important. Aaother thing, it helps us to
see what marry problems they have.
I think the nurse has really
a great deal to contribute
in follolr-up.
Because of very linited
time, I do very llttle
follow-up,
but it certainly
needs to be done.
I wontt commit the dentists,
but I think probably this is true, that the
more severe the haadicap, the more they need the dentist and the nurse. I
think 85$ of the children we are talking
about are only niildly
retarded.
These
children
are very nuch like other chi.ldren as far as looking at them, arrd I
doubt that their dental problems are ar\y greater than the general nrn of
nnnrr'l

cti

nn

But the more severely

handicapped have dental

problems and need us much

What are some of the problems? Some of the ones I run into rnore often
problems
are
around nutrition.
Oftentimes these people have been on a bottle
for years. The other day I was seeing a boy /" L/2 years old still
on the
bottle.
The bottle is usually kept a long time.
Too, we find more of the severely retarded children have difficutty
using
their tongue, have difficulty
using their jaws, and have a high palate. This
interferes
and presents special problems in getting food into the child. So we
may have to think about special foods, how we can enrieh diet and this sort of
thing.
Of course, the child who cannot use his Jaws well may not be able to open
them welI, md all sorts of th-ings like this.
But remember, this is the nrinortT.1r

^+'

Tho

nhl

ldTah

How are we going to get cooperation in this approach? I think we need to
lcrow more from the dentists
and have more from you in the early nursing education of nurses. I icrow I need more of this. 0n rnany of the visits
I mal<e, I
think, if I could get the child to the dentist he could help so marqy children.
How do you separate his teeth far enough and maintain that position
ard get
in a:d see them cleaned inside?
Then, of course, in nutrition,
we do need help with nutrition.
State
Health Departments have helped me, and now I am able to help more of the
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one and not too
families with this special feeding problem, a very interesting
difficult
a one when you really get lnto lt.
in the more severely handicapped children
Something that hurts terribly
I see so often, is because we didnrt get help !o then early, but they will take
they will pu1l all their teeth.
the child in and give then a general anesthetic,
Then the nurse does have problems in helping the fam'ily with nutrition.
This is why I advocate the early contact with the dentist so maybe he can
good oral
avoid that. Mqybe more fluorine
in water or topical
applications,
hygiene, can prevent this condition.
So, I dontt ]crow how you feel about the retarded. I dontt keow what
bit about how I felt when
contacts you have had. But let me teII you a little
Dr. Jordan first
ca]-led me to see if I would be interested
in rrvorking with his
team.
these very severely ha:rdicapped children
I will tell you very fraakly,
were really repulsive to me. And you may feel the salne way.
Dr. Jordan, when I told him this, said, I think youtd better see a psychologist.
So he gave me an appointment early. The psychologist wasnrt disturbed about this. I believe this is a very normal reaction.
I think we would
be abnormal if we didnrt have some of these feelinss when we see these childran

cn

tarrr'hl

..

handiCapped.

we need to help the families.
Still,
How do you feel the fanilies
feel,
the heartbreak a:rd disappointment in having a child like this? They need us.
They need your help and mine. You will never find people more grateful
for
help than these people are. So, I want you to 1crow, lvhen we ea1l on the
we need you, we need yor.rr nursing education and direct service to
dentists,
the people.
DR. JORDAN: I woul-d like to make two conments before we stop in our
discussion here. One is, Miss Cha:nbers has developed a form which she has
found useful with local- Public Health Nurses. \[hen she is not able to make
the home visit,
she sends a form out to nllrses, ad they are able to make a
horoe visit
and send back a good bit of information.
Some of you may be
interested
in seeing that form.
MISS CHIIIIIEERS: You mentioned I worked in educational
training
of the
people. I made reference to that early. I think some of the dentists will have
some of these same feel-ings. Once they start worklng, they will want to teach
other dentists so they can help them.
I have found it is very productive,
of course, with student mrses and
nurses in service.
DR. IIILLER: Thank you, Ivliss Chambers, Mi.ss Foley arxl Dr. Jordan.
( R e c e s s)
DR. X,trLLER: Now, we are ready for some questions.
DR. ADEISON: What is the percentage of youngsters which you have seen
refemed to institutionalization?
DR. JORDAN: We have to make the recornmendation of institutionalization
ruuch more often than we like to, ard we have bent over backwards not to malce
the recormendation.
We try to keep them in the cornmurrity if we car.
We may have to recomrnend institutionallzation
of a mildly retarded child
whose parents have died and who has no plaee else to go. We had this happen
twice last year.
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On the other hand, reeonmending it and getting thern are two entlrelY
different things. This county alone has, lsrown !o us, more applicants waiting
for the retarded than for whom there are
admisslon to state institutions
places. How long it will be before they are adrnitted is a question.
nn - hrrt I think in comnr.rrrities
MISS FOLEY: I think it is a small nr.nnnr^t,i
I/r vl/vr
like or:rs we see a larger proportion of severly retarded than exist in the
average community.
people and families when they
Problems are so apparent to professional
are grossly retarded. and haadicapped.
Then, Dr. Jordanr You didnrt mention this, we have been doing some
screening of applicants for our state school that will open in a couple of
of people who
years. So right now we are having a good mar)r more referrals
and we are helping with this.
want to get on the waiting list,
DR. JSRDAN: I think one oi tire things Miss Fofey is saying, is that if
we took or.rr percentage of recommendations, it would be a lot higher than the
because we
aetual percentage of retarded who need to go into institutions,
are obviously seeing the more severly handicapped ones rather than the mild
ones.

before we
II1SS FOLEY: When we opened we had such a long waiting list
Bureau
we
the
Childrenrs
with
patients,
in
consultation
that
began seeing
rir.nnned nrrr t,on age to ten.
who have suspected
has expanded and we are seeing yowgsters
Orp clinic
in
children
older
take
some
we
basis,
and
learning problems on an organic
those groups.
DR. ADELSON: What is the uPPer age?
for youngsters who have neuroMISS FOLEY: On paper our upper age limit
is eighteen. Holvever, ou.r focus is really on elementary
logical difficulti.es
age children.
DR. ADELSON: What about resources for the older?
in this combut we had nothirg
limited
MISS FOTEY: They are pretty
to
mqnity. We have just gotten a large grant from Vocational Rehabilitation
tralning
and
more vocational
and we a-Te noyr offering
or:r Board of Education,
This progran has just
special education classes than we ever had previoitsly.
ur

v}/],vs

vs

""l/

started.
DR. ADEISON: To what age is that?
In this program they hope
MISS FOLEY: They take them up to twenty-one.
jobs
and not shelterand
industry
business
in
competitive
place
them
in
to
ernployment.
workshop type of
DR. JORDAN: One of the things that has bothered us, too, in the clinic,
is the rran that exists between those who have gone as far as they can in
You eanrt
are not sixteen and are not eligible.
special educationr md t lelt
a
in
shel-ter-workshop.
eornmunity
in this
employ them, at least,
special- edueation
What do you do about a boy for:rteen who has finished
is not allowed
yet,
sixbeen,
he
is
not
because
and could work somewhere ar:d
to?
about diagDR. OBERI{AN: Dr. Adelson, of course, we have been talking
progralns
that the
kind
of
the
These
are
nosis, treatment, follow-up serviees.
the
mentally
to
the
approach
However,
Child.rents Bureau is supporting.

T2
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such
retarded child is considerably above and beyond. that even though clinics,
role to play in the leadership in the
as Dr. Jordanrs, have a significant
nnmmr

'

rn r' -f rr

But this is not to say that there arenrt many other kinds of prograrns
Adrdnwlthin Departments of Education, wi-thin the Vocational Rehabilitation
istration,
md rnany other cooperating cormrwrlty agencies and governmental
agencies.
Each state, now, perhaps you are aware, has been given a grant to formuThis varies
late a statewide comprehensive plan for mentally retardation.
from state to state.
and transcends
So that your question real-ly has quite a ferv implications
much of what we have tal-ked about so far today.
DR. ADELSON: One of the problerns f have noted in co:rsnurication was the
fact that children have received a fine evaluation and special educationr
ond *'lran +h^r/ sit around and do nothing. They are not recalled, because
they are generally past the maximum age. I think nothing at al-l is done. Afl
they do is tend to get obese.
illISS FOLEY: fn our clinic,
although they must be within our age limit
to start our servj-ce, we donrt ever close our service to them.
We dontt do a complete study. But I think we have those on an even keel.
But we donrt revi.ew the ones that corne to us.
DR. ADEISON: Does your clinic
function fuIl time?
IfiSS FOLEY: Frrll time and beyond that.
DR. OBERMAN: Nevertheless, Dr. Adelson has touched on a very sensitive
point,
md, that is, even where there are l-39 clinics,
most of them are still
involved in getting initial
diagnostic
and treatment services.
I tldnk unless we make an ircpact ard provide service in depth, it is
gLrr'B u\J rrv ,aore than a matter of settir'g up new clinics.
We are going to
have much more comrnm-ity involvement and breaking down the type of service
necessary, such as dentai- service,
md obtain it from hrovm clinic
services,
but using these clinics
as the coordinating
agencies.
DR. IitrtlER:
We will have an opportunity
to tal-k more about this very
thino ler'pr
Dr. Adelson, we witl also dj.seuss whether it ls prudent and more
erpeditious
to concentrate on what we a-re doing, or increase the servi-ces, or
expand and admlt more kind.s.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I think we are supposed to 1ay down guide lines and
plan a larger regi.onal conference.
The statement that over 80fi of your mentally retarded children have other
diagnoses, I think, is something which is an inrportant factor,
and, probably,
we find alr:aost rrniversal.
May I take another minute to say, in our CP Dental Clinic,
we separated
rlra man*o]] a' retarded patlents.
When I took our total group of patients and
subtracted the ones who were in for orthopedics,
cerebral palsey, and other
things,
about half of the remainder were nentally
retarded.
-- with cerebral
Of the retarded children 78$ naa mental retardation
palsey and other things.
If I were to add to those figures
a few that have
phenylketomrria,
disarthria,
seizures and emotional distr.irbance, J.t would
easily reach over BOfi. I think this is probably going to be a unlversal
kind
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matter
cerebral palsey label

nf
finiino
vMlrurf

n^

tag or
whether the program has a mental-ly retsrdation
or emotional distqrbance. Although it nay be different

in that area.

If we are going to stress, as you did so well stress, the multiple dishand.icapped.
approach, we must explain our programs to the multiple
cipline
practice
private
to
the
good
approach
going
bit
of
our
a
to aim
If we are
in
not
only
lcrowledge,
r,ve
basic
to
him
available
must make
in dentistry,
alnong
things
fourd
palsey,
the
other
artd
too,
but cerebral
mental retardation,
at
this
to
recognize
important
be
and so on. I think it would
disabilities,
a
Conference
be
iabeled
may
the beginning, even though the Regional Conference
for Retardation.
for Dentistry
that the menof the accompanying conditions
There mr.rct be recognition
to treat
the
dentist
want
t:l'lr.r r"pterried child is soins to have. So 1f we
the other
about
must
lcrow
they
these children intelligently
in their offices,
better.
the
ehildren
can
understand
eonditions the children have, so that they
your
colleague,
you
make
on
DR. CQHEN: What sort of impact do you think
rrnrrr
JUU

npdi

atr..i ni Ans -

},gurqUIrVIAlD,

,s
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f er.
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aual vt il n
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of doctors in this?
suming the responsibility
DR. JQRDAN: I think there are two ways of answering that. There are two
aspects of this.
I think one is the inpact it has on those who are already in practice,
and the other is the message we are able to get across to those who will soon
be in practice.
Each one gets about ten
We get the senior medical students on rotation.
and
Iectures,
and
explanations,
operati-ons,
to
clinic
or:r
hours of exposure
so forth.
that I talked about, who are actively working in
These five pediatricians
were from the students we have seen. On the other
the field of retard.ation,
hand, I think some awareness of what can be available i-s ircportant, no matter
whether they are going to be surgeons or what they are going to be. The hrowledge that they can find somettring in their area whereever they nay be practicing
and to refer patients is important.
There are a couple of examples that we might give, added to changes on
in Memphis, as a result of some of our
the part of private practitioners
the answer ro your question.
to illustrate
activities,
in one of the upper class neighborhoods of Memphis
One is a pediatrician
in the organic behavior problem, visual perwho has become quite interested
md has become enough interested that some of
ception problem type of patient,
who are having school
the schools in town have begun sending him patients
as
directions
problems, lc:owing that he will channel them in significant
indicated.
in diagnosing these ce.qes and hrowing
He has developed some proficiency
which ones to send on and which ones not to send on.
further explanation of what our medical
add a little
Dr. Jordan, Irll
students do. When they come to us, we have a patient whose diagnostic study
but we divide the group, there are, maybe,
has been coryleted in the clinic,
one-third
interview the father,
ten or twelve rnedical students, and one-third
Then they come in to our
the rnother, and one-ttr-ird has the child.
interview

L/-
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of the
staff conference, and there is a spokesman for each group who tells
physical
the parentsr coneern, the birth h-istory, and then the
interview,
examination of the youngst,er.
and then we all discuss this
Then they hear our staff give our findings,
together. This has been very produetive.
them sit and listen to us. They were bored
We started off just letting
got
to
lcrow a patient and the parents, they became
they
to death. As soon as
a good teaching device.
been
has
This
very much interested.
the
students, you cannot reach then wrtil
w'ith
working
as far as
I find,
they get scared. In other words, if
r.rntil
a
case,
you really involve them with
with me a:rd talk
go on a visit
they
when
but
they come,
you have L lecturer,
you
them.
have
then
about it and see it a:rd talk together,
a state
DR. SAUNDERS: I work w"ith a school for handicapped children,
Also, we
residence.
in
children
school, where we have about l70O
residential
an
out-patient
year
the
same
facility,
at
have just established in the last
evaluation center, such as has existed here.
written up for the Chilthing I noticed, when it was first
The first
And when we put
d.renrs Bureau, there was no provision for dental evaluation.
could be
a dental consultation
our explanatory parnphlets out, we said
provided.
Every
However, since that was written we have dental consultation.
patient has been exarnined by the center.
about this EO%. I find that IOOfr of these parents and
We were talking
in
for reconnnendation for the future,
children need this type of consultation
toothhome and professional care, oral hygiene procedures, diet, fluorides,
brushing, etc.
I feel that al:nost every child that you see needs a dental consultation.
T asree with Dr. Rosenstein that we must conslder the nrultiple discipline
handicapped approach.
and multiple
as a handle with
DR. NtrLLER: I think we are using mental retardation
or handicapped
handicapped,
problern
the
multiple
the
of
which to approaeh
general.
child in
I think the same guide lines which are establ-ished in the name of mental
could apply across the board to handicapped children in general.
retardatton
of the Bureau, this is a conference on establishBut becai:se of the interest
I think we all
ing guide lines on dental care for mentally retarded children.
understand this.
of the
after I spoke at some length about the interest
I was negligent,
people.
you
of
Some
questions
alnong
Bureau, in not asking if there nere arJr
-a
of
Bureau,
the concept of the Childrenrs
this was probably new to you
federal agency, involved in supporting progra.ns for chlldren.
Bureau? Are there arry further
Are there arqy questions on the Childrenrs
questions of Dr. Jorde:r?
DR, I/ESSORI: I woul-d like to ask Dr. Jordan a questlon.
0n the child. receiving nedical care not related to their mental or
getting these followed up by
ner:rological problem, do you have difficulty
thelr family pediatrician?
DR. JQRDAN: That is a real. good question. Remember that we ask for
physician or agency referrals,
so that we have a source to go back to.

I5
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We try to
This is another reason for not accepting schoolteacher referrals.
set all of these thinss back into the hand.s of the referrer.
anenic. We may send him back to the
Let us say a child is teribly
referrer
for the blood work and follow through. Or, Iet us say, we find on
We
exarnination that a child has some type of infection.
a routine pediatric
make a phone call and try to get then back immediately to the doctor who has
taken care of them.
DR. MESSORE: What is your success along these l-ines, because T ihink
whether
the whole conference is based on the lack of care of these children,
it is dental or nedical?
amou.nt of that is true, but being a Medical Center
DR. JORDAN: A certain
is pretty great, We have about
the competition here among the pediatricians
practicing
here, so it is not hard to get a handicapped
seventy pediatricians
patient seen.
is gettlng adequate follow-up for other
I think our greatest difficulty
problems than the one we are seeing them for in the lower social-economic
or somewhere else
groups. C€t them to go back to the city hospital clinics
pretty
times
type
is
so
many
difficult.
this
of
service
for
MISS CHAIvBERS: It is more of a problem in the lower social-econornic
^f thiS siZe with theSe medical facilitieS.
sr.o1n
and even'in o anmmrrni*.rr
5r vqI/
I tidnk it is important that the Public Heal-th Nurse is active on the
and carry out recommendacase. She takes up and helps this family to get
It isntt always easy but we
tions and she continues medical supervision.
strive to see that the ehild does have total care.

kind of touchy area, perhaps -- do you ever
DR. MINK: One other little
refer back to a physician, other than the one that refers? Because, from
your personal knowledge.,Jou lmow that this physician wouldntt take care of
them properly and you refer to someoneelse.
DR. JORDAN: This is a real interestirg question. In the course of a
work-up, a lot of patients real-ize that their doetor has not been the least
interested in this problem, and they may ask us if we would suggest someone
else.

There is one pediatrician
in town who j.s even hesitant to refer patients.
get
He doesnrt want to
involved, even to that extent. We have seen him lose
half a dozen patients that we hrow of, because he wouldnrt refer them. So they
Tl:-is sort of thing
went to some other doc+t so they could get referred.
happens.
The best way we get out of this,
I think, is to just say, why donrt you
ask some of your frierds
in the Parents Council who they go to. So I think we
get around this without directly
among
They, when talking
doing lt ourselves.
other parents, usually find someone they can go to who handles lt weII.
lvlISS FOLEY: Dr. Jordan, I think you missed one point, to be perfectly
honest. We find the pediatricians
dontt welcome back the patients who need
help with tranquilizers.
ftfs been a long, hard pu1I to educate them about
the i:se of tranquilizers
with youngsters with organj.c behaviour.
those, md we do
We are making sorp progress, but they want us to cary
have a medication clinic,
and we do quite a bit of follow-up.
DR. JORDAN: We stil-I dontt take care of other problero.s for them. We may
that has some other problem, an acute ear
see a patient
in the elinlc
16
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will say, no, I am not going to take
infection,
and one of the pediatricians
or whatever else it may be. Because they are in,
care of this ear infection,
they contact
But we insist
and he canrt, we simply write him a prescription.
their pediatrician.
where I have to make a number of
DR. ADEIS0N: T lcnow I have situations
ettr-ics where the
calls to find men who are willing.
You have marqy peculiar
family p\ysicians say it is not necessary and we say 1t is necessary. This,
to the situation
in dentistry.
in a way, is parallel
goes right here to
IIISS FOLE'Y: Our own experience in the clinic
Dr. Mcltrnight when he made a contact with us several years ago. We worked
together on sorTreproblems. Then we had some problens with families who
calrt afford private dental- care. They couldntt find a dentist in tourn who
wanted to take care of the child.
Thew hed tripd the femilv dent,ist,- end thev had heard of one or two
others, but when they described the child on the telephone, he felt that he
couldnrt take care of this child in his practice.
Dr. Mclfuight was helpful to us in giving us the names of several dentists
who were interested
and concerned and wj.lling to help these people. But that
is the way it had to be done.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: There is an extension of this into the dental- area. Let
us say the nr.rrse checks the childts mouth and sees the need for dental care.
thought to ask the family,
Is your first
do you have a family dentist who is
taking care of the child? In o-rher wordsr you almost have to get a reply that
rny child can get no care before you car route the patient.
Isnrt that right?
MISS CHAIEEI^9: This is always the procedure. We ask, do you have a
private dentist? Then, if they say, yes, we do, but he wonrt take care of this
child, or we canrt afford it, or:r nurses are aware of facilities.
DR. POLLACK: Itly question might have a dental parallel,
but that is not
what I am interested
in. I am interested
ln taking information back on public
clinics.
What do you do about the more sophisticated
reconrnendations you might
make concerning treatment procedures for patients within a nrral area? Would
you make a recornmendation for speech therapy?
DR. JORDAN: There are two or three different
features about this.
One
is, we have speech centers scattered within distances that they can get to.
For instance, Jackson, Terueessee, has a speech center. So, if someone i.s
from rural West Tennessee, they could either get to Jackson or here.
Another thing we have become involved in is the development of facilities
in some of these cornmunities, and we get requests to go to places like Helena,
Arkansas, with regard to development of special education classes, and we try
to alsrer those requests.
Some staff member, really,
one of or:r psychologists,
went to He1ena and
worked with them in regard to developing sorne special classes. So then, when
we reconmend to a patlent from Hel-ena that he be enrolled in a special class,
we have some recomrnendation to make to them, rather than telling
somebody from
Helena, cone to Mernphis and take advantage of what we have here.
IttlISS FOLEY: One thing we have been very rnuch involved in is helping
parents to organize parents groups. In this way, they have put pressure on the
local people to develop some resources.
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artd see if
a^nnorrncing a meeting in their home of paf'ents of retarded children,
groups
parents
in
small
some parents would shotv up. We have formed several
tovrns in this way.
In some of the areas, they already hrow two or three parents, and they
set up a time and place for the meeting, and get the group going. And then the
parents group puts pressure on the Board of Education to develop resources
such as speech therapy, and on it goes from there.
DR. JORDAN: We feel some obl-igation to point out to people from areas
what we think would be ideal for their children.
that donrt have facilities
I think we brought out the
very interesting.
is
all
DR. MILLER: This
problems
encourttered in these clinic
parallels
the
between
fact that there are
in education and reProblems
these
children.
prograrts and dental care for
and care
ferral
in rural areas, and Miss
We mentioned something about care of children
the prograln available to
to
referred
Chambers, in the course of her delivery,
the mentalty retarded children through celtain Health Department facilities.
The State of Tennessee presently is conducting a prograrn of dental care
.lv
fnr. mpnta.l
retarded children who are enrolled in special classes throughout
about this program.
the state. I am going to ask Dr. Williams to say a little
I am only sorry that or.rr Director
DR. WILLIAIvTS: Thank you, Dr. Miller.
is not able to speak to this one, because he gave birth to this study.
fn Tennessee ollr philosophy has been that dental care should be insofar
to do
who is best qualified
as possible provided by the general practitioner,
we have had or.rr indigent progralns, school programsr Prithis.
In the p6t,
in what we caII a cooperative dental
marily done by the local practitioner
prograln. Cooperative in that the funds for this prograrn are provided jointly
hw *,he lncnl cnrrntv end the state funds.
So when it beca.me apparent that funds could be used for treatment of the
mentally retarded, this program is more or less an outgrowbh of the one that
have been
we have had in operation, namely, that the local- practitioners
through the
retarded
in the care of the mentally
encouraged to participate
people
the
Health
in
County
contact of men on our regional staff and local
Department.
in the schools who have been
This is ar arrangement whereby the children
and
sent to those practitioners
d.esignated as mentally retarded were screened
to receive them.
who are willing
have agreed to work
We have been encouraged, because many practitioners
nn f,he mentellw retarded children. There was a little
slovmess in the beginning, but this has been picked up; and at the end of our first
Yetrr which
in
the larger
So
was not a completed year, there were 38 counties involved.
the
smafler
countiesr mmy dentists are cooperating. And also, in some of
ones, one dentist who is doing a mentally retarded program in a smaller
rendered various treatment.
county, has seen over 2OO children,
ild he told rne that
I asked him about some of his experiences in this,
to h-lm there had only been four
and very surprisingly
very fortunately
children that he was not able to render servj-ces to. I thought this was
quite outstarrding.
+ 4 J
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practitioners.
private
Most of the men who are working on the progran are
who
Nashville,
in
one
have
pedodonist,
Ire
one
V/e have some specialists,
who
dentists
local
the
is
it
Prinoarily,
travels some 5b miles to'participate.
this,
about
squeamish
little
a
and though early were
interested
;;;"-;;";;
We are keeping up with the
enthr:siastically.
program
the
into
entered
have
fr:nds pretty well, -I as you 1mow, Dr' Miller'
pR. liltttER:
might mention, this is one area where some of the increase
the Chj-ldrenrs
in maternal and child health fwrd granted to Terr:nessee by
- to the extent
activity
w-ith urentat retardation
Bureau has been identified
case.
of g-0rO0O.O0 in this particular
indigent children who are in the special
understand
I
nn. AOEISON: Do
who are
by the private practitioners
care
dental
education classes receive
reimbursed bY the State?
DR. WILLIAIvIS: Yes
DR. ADEISON: As to all phases of treatment?
DR. MLLIAMS: Yes.
from local and state
DR. ROSENSTEIN: Your reference to fr:Ids available
to the State by the
avallable
made
portion,
were
firnds -- state fr.uds, a large
Childrenrs Bureau?
prograln.
DR. WILLIAITILS:In this particular
program is funded by $/*01000.00 of
DR. l/trLLER: This mentai'retardation
Bureau,
materrral and child heal-th funds which were provided by the Childrenrs
thru regular formula mcney to the State
pR. mgfSOU:
In each case, it is determined just what area will be paid
for by those funds, is +"hat correct?
These firnds are not dental funds. They are
bR. MILLER: That's right.
.
the
maternal and child health funds granted. to the Department of Heal-th within
which could be serviced with
State. Dental prograrn is one cf the activities
such money.
in determining
a great arnount of flexibitity
But the State is permitted
how
much servservicel
givenl
of
areas
what
it
is
how
servicel
who gets the
forth'
and
so
so
on
give
the
servj'ce,
icel when to
who
for patients
DR. MESSORE: Dr. Williarns, do you have arly facilities
practitioners?
private
by
taken
cantt be
These funds are available for hosPitaliDR. WILLIAIvIS: Yes.
zatlon.
DR. MESSORE: You have dentists on the staffs of the hospita-}s?
DR. WILLIAIvI'S: 0f courser Yes.
DR. MESSOR.E:But there isnrt any physical set up for a center or clinic?
DR. WILLIAIUS: No, this is local.
Is all
MISS FOLEY: T have kind of a local question to ask Dr. lVilliams.
too
little
have
to
we
me
seems
It
areas?
of this being spent in the rr.ralin the citY.
available
we have urban prograns.
DR. WILLIAI\AS: Not intentionally.
wherever there is
progralns
are available
DR. I/trTJ,ER: I think these
within the area who
or
the
cowrty
They found somebody wi.thin
local interest.
I think these
particular
chil-dren.
to rend.er this service for the
was willing
less.
or
wherever they will be accepted, more
firnds are available
:: ' ,
!:.
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DR. MINK: Do you seek out these dentists,
or how do you go about finding
those who are interested?
DR. \IILLIAMS:
0n our staff we have ten dentists
who are lo or' nn q'l r' zorl
across the state. They are contacting their locai- dentists to encourage them
to participate
in the program.
DR. I\,{INK: Do you have any special training
for these dentist.s: Fnv
special courses, or argrthing that you give before L h p r r n a n i . - i a i n o i a ?
DR. \[ILLIA]v{S: No.
DR. MILTER: I think we ought to move along with this.
We have yer to
discuss the dental problems of these particular
children.
The Childrenrs Bureau is presently involved in publishing
a list
of the
current mental retardation
clinics
in the country. We can send each of you,
if you so desire, this list
as soon as it is off the press.
DR. MESSORI: we wourd like arl the information you car send us.
DR. MILLER: Dr. Pollack asked a little
while ago about a definition
of
mental retardation.
I have before me a definition
that was prepared by the
American Association on Mental Deficiency, os follows:
l,{ental retardation
refers to the said subaverage general inte]lectual functioning
which originates
during the developmental period and
is associated with impairuent in adaptive behavior.
Now, a littte
bit about the problems. It is estirnated Lhat 3/o of the
population in the United States are mentally retarded. There are estimated
to be more tharr two million
retarded children in this country, this meaJrs
individuals
under age twenty-one.
Ninety-six percent of these live in the commr.rnity.It is further estimated -uhat of the four million,
one hundred thousand live births each Xetrr
one hundred twenty-three
thousand babies will
someday be tagged as mentally
retarded.
(I think we brought out before the fact that narry of these are not recognized irntil they reach school age.)
Now, of this ni.unber, a littre
better tinan 3/,, wirl have rQrs below 25.
These are the severely ha:rdicapped., severely retarded, who will require total
life-long
custodial supervision and care in an institution.
Nine and one-half percent of the one hurdred twenty-three
thousand, about
eleven thousand seven hundred, will have IQts ranging between 25 and 50. These
are the trainables.
Some of these still
will require some assistance and some
management.
The remainder, about 87.3/, wilr have rers ranging between 50 and,75.
These are the educables. With education that is avairaUte or provided to these
'1
i n
sneer'
e l+ e
'l nsqoq
thi
c ruvue!
o-f * az
v!@Dvs
group cOUId make for themselves Some sort of
a place in our society.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that a]-l retarded children will - at one
time or another - constitute
a drain on the community and place a burden on
society. llr)rile, as a group, the retarded fall below the average life
erpectancy, the number of years the average retarded individual
lives has been
increasing proportionately
with the over-all
increase in life expectaney.
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of premature babies, md those with
the chances of survival
Furthermore,
congenital defects, have been increasing.
a:rd is very often
is associated with prematurity
Since nental retardation
a concomitant of congenital defects, the nr:nber of children with mental retardation
can be expected to j.ncrease each year.
It is estlmated that -- Dr. Jordan said over BOY'-- I think it is
estimated iJnal" 75$ of the rnentally retarded have one or more additional
physical handicaps, throughout the country.
if anylhing,
Not very long ago, almost everyone believed that very little,
persons
were
some
special
There
with
mental
retardation.
be
could
done for
education classes in a few urban a-Teas for school children who were damaged.
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care for retarded children who could not ftrnction
were providing residential
ln the commulity. But, since L95/+ there has been a trend towards erpanding
community prograns for these children.
The purpose of providing comprehensive health care to the mentally
as he grows
retarded child 1s to assist him to attain his rnaximum potential
in society.
up and as he tries to make a place for hinself
In the planning of these conmrnity prograrns, it is noteworttqr to point
have played the leading role.
It is equal-Iy
invariably
out that physicians
but - perhaps - in a derogatory sense, that in its planning the
notewort\y,
medical profession has failed to give much consideration to the dental needs
of the retarded children.
itself,
This, coupled rith the tragic fact that the dental profession,
put
great
with
dealing
approaches
for
has not
forth any
effort
to develop new
glaring
in
a
ornlssion
the dental needs of the mentally retarded, has resulted
of dental care from al-I too large a nurnber of these programs for the retarded.
infornation
on dental services that are
I have been attenpting to collect
provided rnentally retarded children
prograrns that are supported
in the clinic
by the Childrenrs Bureau,
If you will recall,
as I said before, there are ninety-two such clinic
programs in this country.
prograrns.
on twenty-three
Of the ninety-two,
we have received information
0f these, fourteen recognized dental disease to be a problem alnong mentally
retarded children.
Six of these progr"rms stated that dental disease is not a
particular
problem, but I question the response from these six programs,
becar:se they were identical.
Three progra&s gave no answer to the question.
It was further reported that the percent of parents of retarded children,
ranged.
who could not arrange on their own for dental eare for their
children,
between ten and ninety percent. One program estinated such difficulty
for only
percentl one
percent; four for fifty
ten percent of parents; one for fifteen
percentl one
for sixty percent; one for seventy pereent; one for seventy-five
fnr

nina*rr

r 4 I I 9 9 J } / v f v v

narnanl.

One program reported slmply that the najority
of parents encountered such
di-ffieulty.
Twelve gave no estimate. Of the twenty-three programs reporting
only six included a dental component. The remainder left their patients either
-- and we krow that the services are not going to be availto private offices
-- or to some offj.cial
able in private offices
or vol-untary agency. And there
are not rnany of this category which will take the mentally retarded ch-ild.
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The dental- personnel engaged in these six prograns that have an identifiable dentat phase inctude two dentists ful-l-time, two part-time, two dentalone orat hygienist full-time and one, part-time.
assistants full-time,
None of the twenty-three prograns provide trainlng for dentists in care
the omission of dental care from
nf rhe mpnte't]v retarded child. What ma-l<es
vI

vrrv

r{vrr

vsli,r

lamentabl-e is the fact that all
especially
programs for retarded children
at one time or another.
care
dental
need
children
retarded
nentally
not ever able to get it.
are
care
need
who
that
many
too,
We hrow,
in
on Nlental Retardation
Cormittee
Tectmical
a
of
There was a meeting
recomnendations
certain
with
up
this
came
md
Washington l-ast Septerober,
that I think will be of some importance to all of us
and eertain information
pass copies of these out now. There are two referto
present. I would like
care in the Minutes.
dental
and
ences to dentistry
page
this Report: you will find reference to dental
page
tt
of
5 and
On
care. So far as dental services, on page 5, a.Ie concerned, dental- care is a
necessary component of all prograllls for care for mentally retarded children.
They recormnend.dental care as a necessary component of comprehensive
n alle
retard.ed chitd.ren. The denta-l- problems of retarded children
of nentally
have usually been negleeted, although they are inclined to be more severe than
posed by retarded. chilBecause of the difficulties
those of norrnal children.
dzon
in dentistry
for these children is neeessary.
special training
It was agreed. that dental care should be a part of every progran for the
cfinics.
NATA
in mental retardation
of the mentally retarded, particularly
available
funds
In determining how much eare should be given within
would be necessary. Fluorides and other preventlve
and persormel, priorities
encourage the use of increased
progralns should be undertaken. The Br:reau will
prograln funds for initiating
and expanding dental services for the retarded.
On page 11, in the summary of suggestions for expanding mental retardaprograms, rrnder 2, Ilem C, I'dental care should be a part of every
tion clinic
needed in
prograln for the care of roentally retarded with more attention
solving the problems of providing such care.rl
There have not been many studies conducted in this country on the dental
I think you a1I received a copy of a
needs of mentally retarded children.
that was conducted
mentally retarded children,
study of non-institutionalized
at Fergus Falls, Mi-rmesota.
It was found that the average nr::rber of teeth attacked by caries of both
than for
and pemanent teeth, was lower for retarded children
the prinary
in the sane a€e groups. Howeverr only three percent of the
average children
deciduoi:s teeth of five to nine year old retarded children had been fiIled,
compared to more than forty percent for average children.
Only seventeen percent of the decayed pernartent teeth of the retarded
percent for the avera.ge
compared to over fifty
children had been filled
children.
Lost teeth percentages were higher for the mentally retarded chlld. In
percent of these children had more severe forms of
slxty-six
addition,
periodontal
d.isease. It was reported that the high prevalence and severity of
proportional
to poor oral lrygiene and inadeperiodontal
disease is dlrectly
quate and faulty
habits.
toothbrushing

z1
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nereent of the retarded children were fourrd to be using a
Fiftv-eirrht
toothbrush only once a week or less. Dlets of the retarded favored sweet food.
In seventeen percent of the cases, sweet foods were used exelusively.
tr'ortv-ei sht ner"eent of the retarded children had malocclusions severe
service.
enough to require some orthodontic
Only
Thirty-seven percent of these children had never been to a dentist.
an
of
That
was
usually
done.
work
any
dentalhad
been
had
those
who
half of
emergency natrire.
Sixty percent of the children were found to be cooperative du::irg the
in the dental office.
dental examination and were deemed ful1y treatable
and were deemed
fearful
extremely
or
Twenty-three percent were uncooperative
were
found to be
to be treatable
only with general anesthesia. The remainder
partially
treatable in the office.
The author of this study concluded that the mentally retarded child is
desperately in need of dental bervices.
A renort for 1961 froro the Treatment Center at the Baltimore Childrenrs
children receiving dental
Hospital states that of five hundred and fifty-seven
percent were mentally retarded. Seventy percent of
care there, thirty-eight
the services for the retarded required general anesthesia to pendt treatment.
percent of a-l-l patients had no prior dental care. Fifty-four
Forty-three
percent of all patients required general anesthesia. The greatest treatment
and extractions.
rvas provided for fillings
Another report in the October, 1964 issue of Ped.iatrics Digest, on
dental findings for the Mongoloid, states that delay in eruption and changes
in
tha
arrrn*inn
sequence occur conmonly in both perrnanent and primary teeth.
Mongoloids are also reported to have a low incidence of dental- caries, a
relatively
h:igh percent being caries free. However, perlodontal- disease is
of
rather severe for this group and is associated with early exfoliation
teeth.
percent of the Morgoloids showed some
It was stated that ninety-six
degree of bone loss cornpared with forty percent of the non-Mongoloid, menta1ly defective child,
md six percent of a group of normal patients.
Another report which was circulated. to you people was that from the
ffid I night add that the report that was
Joseph Sa:ruels Dental Clinic,
This report
sent out was a concise form of a much more lengthy report.
stated that the incidence ard extensiveness of tooth decay is greater in
retarded chi-ldren than in norma]- children.
This report also goes on to state that according to the Woonsocket
dental study, it was revealed it takes 3.3 dental- man hours to correct dental
defects in the average school- child. The report goes on to state that it is
estimated that at least ten dental man hor:rs w111 be required to correct
enrrivnlent, needs in the retarded chlld.
So, you see, we have these few reports. There are not too marqr studies
Some of these reports are
that have been done on mentally retarded chlldren.
about the dental needs of
conflicting
in nature. We need mueh information
these people.
to most retarded
The reasons why dental care j-s general-ly not available
children night be sr:rrnarized in the following.
v
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Filst. manv denf,ists nre relrretent tn acceot retarded children as
nntients in t,heir nrivet,p nffices.
We all lcrow that most dentists work on a
strict
schedule with definite blocks of time set aside for +"reatment procedures. Retarded children require extra patience in handling. It is extremely
difficult
to adhere to.r rigidly,
in treatment, to a time schedule.
Furthermore, it is difficult
to commandan extra fee, to off-set
the
extra tine and effcrt
that are required in treating
a retarded child.
Ser.ondIw
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for which -the average dentist is not equipped. The retarded children depending
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Third, training
in dental care for the retarded and :ther chronically
a.trdhandicapped children has not been provided in the schools of dentistry.
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for special patients has been included as an identifiable part of the curriculurn in some twelve or thirteen of the fifty schools of dentistry in the United
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Fourth,
the

nrental I v

there

is

retafded

a dearth
Child.

of fac+"ual information

$lldi

oc

t^

of the dental

rla+armi no nr.errel onnr- rates

needs of
Of

dental_

disea*qe for men+"ally retarded children,
have been felv in nurnber and have
involved tcc few chr-lldren to yield meaningful information.
Five, the plarrners of progralns for health supervision of retarded chlldren have failcd tc include dentists in the pla:uring. Thereby, overlcoking
-fho nnfantiq'l ^ontribution
that dental care can make to the total rvell-beine
of the retarded. Unless a dentis+- is involved in the actual plarrning, chances
are +uhat dental care may be either entirely
omitred frcm the program, or, if
provided a[ all, lvill be gross]y inadequare to meet the needs of retarded
children.
Six, the parents of retarded children often are apathetic about the
dental needs cf their children in the face of other competing medical needs.
Fear that their child will create a scene in the dental office,
or tha1, the
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patients from seeking dental care.
Finally,
as with aIl prcgrams of new aryareness, it is difficult
to
stimulate people to take the initiative
in develcping these new progralns.
In spite of these blocks to care for the retarded child, it is our
contention that dentistry has very much to contributel
that it has a definite
stake in this pr:blem; that it should be incluCed in all programs for the
health and rehabilitation
of retarded chi-ldren.
We have a few minutes remaining in which I will be very happy to enter+ual_rr
^ . ' - iIrty
^ - - . quesll_ons.
^''^^+-'^
DR. ADELSON: First,
I don't see toc much inconsistency between the
Samuels'Report and the reporr cf Fergus Falls, namely, from the standpoint
that two dif f erent t;rpes cf coru:runities were tested.
I think if we examine -[he nature of the retarded children in large urban
comrnunities as compared to smaller communities, we will find a higher number
of more severely retarded children in the groups in larger urban areas.
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I would like to say, the repor+, on Fergus Falls has given me more trouble
because of the fact everytime I have suggested dental scrvices, I have thrown
in my face they have fewer cavities than the average child.
-+;he
I think it behooves us to be aryare that the prcblems will differ
from
larger comrnr.rnities to +"he smaller cornmunities, ald even from center-t,c center,
The prcblems in Merphis
depending upon the lists,
md m:rnbers cf referrals.
will be different
from +-he prcLlems in Fergus Falls cr Arka:rsas, I am positive.
This is irnnorrart because it will nean-rha-Llarser serviees rnavhrve to
be set up or provided for and different
types cf services in different
communities.
DR. MILLER: I still
feel, if I nray answer this, that there is some
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prevalence and the need for services.
I think there is need for a nation-wide study, a gocd study thrcughou+"
+L^
nr-,rrnt,rrr tn rtet,prmine rji"""i"
nrevalence and dental t,reatment neerls among
UIIU
the retarded as a group.
DR. POLLACK: I would like to add my suppcrt cf something Dr. Adelson
said. The biggest stumbling blcck in prcmcting a prograrn in Bal-cimore for the
menf,allw
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DR. SAUNDERS: Several retarded have suffered from severe dental
flucrosis.
Any study from our school group would be conpletely different
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DR. COllEN: Wherever you go, whether it is a retarded child at home, or
whether it is a retarded child in an institution,
you are going to find dental
neglect.
I think we cannot overlook the fact when we have severely retarded, it
is
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find this particular
type kept at home more often in r.rban t,han in a rural
communit"y.
DR. XIILIER: I wculd like to repeat, we feel very strongly there is need
for a good study +,hroughcut the cor.mtry to determine these things. Otherwise,
rve are just cpinionating.
We are just expressing ou_Tovyn thoughts.
DR. COlflN: Dr. Wiener and I have some figures in Massachusetts on
institutionalized
and non-institutionalized
What you say is correct.
children.
The non-institutionalized
percentage
children have a nuch higher
of caries
nrotra'l
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DR. MILLER:
with the School cf
them interested
in
disease prevalence
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I might say that the Childrenrs Bureau is presently talking
Public Health at the University
of North Carolina to get
developing and coordinating
a nation-wide study in dental
and dental needs of mentally retarded children tLrroughout
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smalI sy'oltn of non-institutionallz,ed
menta'lIv retar.ded children
in a small
area, ard it is very possible,
of course, working with snal-l nurnbers such as
they use there,
that a slight
difference
in a number could yield
this big
riiffaronna
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We recognize that this was not a good study, but this is the kind of
information which filters
down to us. This is the only kind of information
hqrro
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lvtrS. SCHIFFER: I wonder if Dr. Cohents material is made up so that you
can send. it to us.
it up, but this involved a
DR. COIIEN: We are in r,he process of writing
We
did the survey for the
area.
the
Ncrth
Shore
whole area north of Boston,
figures from instihave
We
alsc
Association.
North Shore Mentally Retarded
difference.
patients. There is a considerable
tuticnalized
DR. MILLER: We would like to get this information.
We are, at present, training,
dentists.
DR. trESSORE: We are training
member.
ner.tinrrl nrlv- olrr local dentists as a team
proaspect of your particular
DR. MILLER: We tcrow about the training
of.
gratn, and this is something we would like to develop more
Too many of these prograrns, however, do nct provide any dental service,
in dental care for these children.
let a-l-onetraining
DR. ADEISON: I woul-d like to add another reason for further necessity
of a nation-wide survey. IMany dental services are suppcrted by loc0l organizations, UCP, certain local chapters, NARCand HRC. Many cf these are parent
orgardzations.
One of the reasons that the Fergus Falls Report lYas sc bad for dentistry
and for dental services is that parents have a tremendous desire to show that
in
thew nr.e t,hp narents of children who are as close tc norrnal as possible,
handicapped.
not
who
are
whatever areas they can find, or better than normal
report was bad from the standpoint" cf parent
So this is why this particular
organlzar]-ons.
Thev stnn6l rrnnn t,his nnp nnint and locked onto it and you cculdnrt
d.islodge it. This is another reason why I think it is absolutely necessary
that we have a nation-wide survey.
DR. MILLER: I would like to get this in the form cf a forrnal recomwe will make this a fcrmal
mendaticn tc the Chi-Idrents Bureau. If you will,
recommendation fron this Conmittee to the Childrenrs Bureau -' that the Bureau
wrdertake and support a nation-wide study of dental- disease prevaaence and
dental needs of the rnentally retarded as a group.
DR. ADEISON: I so move.
DRS. COHENAND SELLINGSLOH: Seconded.
(Wleereupon, the Motion having been duly made and seconded, was unarrimously carried, )
DR. ROSENSTEIN: To get back to the Fergus Fa1ls survey, an important
finding was that these children were not getting the care that normal children got. I think that is the importarit thing which showed up in this survey.
(Whereupon, ar" L2:OO orclock noon the hearing adjourned u.ntil 1:OO
o r c l o c k P . M .)
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At I:OO P.M., March B, L965, the hearing resumed pursuant to adjor:rnment,
proceedi-ngs were had:
when and where the follcwing
has raised the question whether $/e a^re finished
Adelson
DR. I\,61LIER: Dr.
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think
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them yet.
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We outlined the prcblem as we see it, on the basis of information that
filters
down to the Bureau, md we pointed out some of the blocks to care,
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retarded child.
I am going to relinquish
the floor to you gentlemen before too long, and
lei you hold forth all you rvant -uo. You will have an opportunity
to discuss
this problem and expand on it some.
We would like to get the benefit of your observations,
your extrleriences,
in this a-rea. You have a much broader experience than I have had with nentally
retarded children,
and we would like to lcrow what you people visualize
qq

n r n hv]
Pf

v!vrr!

omc
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If I night say a few words about the agenda -- it was developed this way
because, as we see it, in the quest for dental services, the mentally retarded
child a:rd his parents have an'identifiable
reciprocal relationship,
first,
to
the cors'nunity in which they reside, and then to the dental facility
that they
visit
or are referred to for services, and al-so to the dentist who is selected
to render the dental- care for the child.
We have made arl effort
to group the topics for discussion under these
three broad headings. We, also, must bear in nind that there will be some
overlapping and some duplication.
Because, also, we warit to keep this discussion on an informal basis, we rnlght not be adhering very strictly
to the
order of things, as listed in this agenda.
we will be using this agenda merery as a guide, as a poi-nt of focus, as
a point of reference, to maintain continuity
and direction.

The House cf Delegates of the American Dental Association has approved
a set of principles
which have been adopted as basic policy for the profession
on dental health progra:ls in general. One of the basic premi-ses, which underlies these principles,
states:
achievement
of health is the responsibility
of the individual's,
"The
the familyrs,
and the communityrsrf -- in that ord.er.
For the retarded child, however, it nLight very well be that the community
a greater degree of responsibility
in the promotion of health tha:r either
the individual
or the family.
I think this nright offer a good point at which to begin our discussion.
I think we might consider the question, is mental retardation
a community
problem; is it a problem in pubric health; just whose probrem is mentar
retardation?
DR. MINK: It has to be a corirnunity problem, because it involves educational
assistartce which taxpayers pay for and support. It involves public
health.
DR. ADEISON: I don't think there is a questj-on as to whether or not it
is a community project. There is no question about it. Econo:nica1ly, educat.i nna'l I rr
fram
arrorrr
o rnqdPnvari
n
oc * u a
r 1* I ,
the community has to assume responsibitity
for retardation.
DR. SAUNDERS: rt would seem, in my mind, that the population in these
groups, at least with which I am faniliar,
is getting younger. We are getting
IlAD
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j-nstituthe children younger, and we are gettlng the most severe ones in or:r
hundred.
seventeen
population
is
Our
tion. And they arJ there for a lifetiroe.
We have seven hwrdred bad.
DR. COIflN: I think what Dr. Saulders said is absolutely true, because
there has been a
hospitals,
if you have had ary experienee with pediatric
years.
tremendous change in the past fifteen
involve ttrree areas. They
the
referrals
pediatric
now,
units,
large
In
acute surgical
(nostly
children),
brain-damaged
d.efects
the
birth
involve
diseases.
probleu's, md conrplications from infectious
You'Il find - for some
If you look into the history of the fanilYr
come from low income groups a:td all- of
reason or other - that these children
point
that
on, become a cornmr:nity problem. \[hen
right fron
these children,
they
are refemed io a statp institution.
they are severely brain-damaged,
problem.
becomes a problem that involves not
It
Then it becomes a cornmunity
only the conmurrity, but the Federal Governrnent. Everybody becomes invol-ved
It nrns the whole garuut -- Federai, State, County, and then
in this problen.
in this.
the local- comnn:nity, md everybody has to participate
were pointed out,
whieh
DR. MILLER: On the basis of some of the things
I think we are a1I agreed that this is, in fact, a conmunity problem, or a
probler.r of public health.
It affects a
disability.
First of all, there is a long term, Iife-long
good ni:mber of the people in the commi-rnity.
The cost of management is usually beyond the average personrs mearts ald
which are not regularly
requires special handling and special facitities,
cannot be treated or eontrol-led in the usuaJMental retardation
available.
manner.
or concern of everyone
I think these things make it the responsibility
in the commwrity.
DR. POLLACK: I would like to hnow what you mearl by public health? Are
wnrr .qnenkinrr in a broad sense or a narrow sense?
DR. MITJ,ER: Pubtic heal-th is the prevention and control of disease, and
I think the
promotion of good health through organized cormwrity efforts.
I'conrnunity"
public
health.
implies
in the definition
connotation of
who sponsors the prograln.
DR. COmN: It doesnrt make any difference
period.
It is a community responsibility,
DR. POLLACK: One question I have about the public health is that the
public hea-l-th is only one conmunity area. The others are the dental school,
the dental- profession.
of the comDR. MILTER: We are going to get into the responsibilities
of the various agencies within the conmrnity.
mqnlty, and the responsibifity
of the responsibility
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I think there has been recognition
aJld I ihink in every
of the state,
Right now, I am thinking
of the co:munity.
of the fact that the severely restate in the r,rnion there is a recognition
had to be brought to a place where
tarded and. severely hand.icapped individuals
they could receive the care that they coul-d not receive at home. The eare
out of thi-s grew the
care and, apparently,
turned. out to be mostly custodial
that they were not getting complete care.
realization

z6
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They werentt gettlng the kind of care that would promote development of
to add to manpower reserve, such as may
within the individual
the potential
and so on.
be necessary today in a time of high enployability,
factor has become added to the care and medical
So that the training
care, and educatlon.
I think that this developed through certain steps, and I am thinklng
at the behest of the parents.
now of a group in cerebral palsey which started
Parents banded together beear:se they h:ew their children werentt getting
the care they needed. These parents then got medical people to set up stardmd so on, ard then they wanted dentists to
ards, to set up institutions,
form a 1ocal group. Tiris then got on a national level.
I think to this group belongs a great deal of credit for the team
one.
approach, because the team approach has been a very effective
development on
to note that there has been a furthdr
It is interesting
of this responsibility.
the national level of the recognition
It was the parents
DR. COIEN: The same is true with mental retardation.
Working on a national basis, then on a
the interest
first.
who initiated
bit later
state basis, a-nd then on a local basis. They got started a litt1e
group.
palsey
than the cerebral
It was nej-ther
grew because of the parentsr interest.
The whole interest
the medical professj-on nor dentist profession nor arry federal ageney who
The interest was started by the parents of the children
started the interest.
who were affected.
came from
DR. POLLACK: This is not true in our comnrnity. The interest
the medical and dental professions.
DR. lvtrTJ,ER: I think we cari all agree that it doesnrt rnatter where the
Ieadership comes from, but the leadership m.rst come from some agency or
somebody. It ca:r come from parents; it can come from physicians or from a
group of dentists.
agency springs
of the federal
But to go back again, much of the interest
people
the comin
problens
the
by
the
localof
of solution
from a failure
prograning
get
into
to
want
would
mr.rnity. f dontt think the Federal- Goverrunent
the
and
his
and
family,
If it could. be shown that the irdividual
at all.
-for
Federal
ca-n solve their own problerns, then there is no need
cornmurrity
This is how these things are born. I dontt think we have to
intervention.
of the conrmunity, other
spend too much tine ta1king about the responsibility
than stating
i-t is a coromunity problem.
MISS FQIEY: While we found for certain that the primary retardation
usually comes fron the lower socio-economic brackets, this is borne out in
or:.r school system where the parents pay what'they can on a childts upkeep to
the state, the maximum being $120.00 a roonth.
at the mental state school can
Seventy percent of our total population
pay nothing,
and only five percent pay the ful-l $120.00.
When you get into this tlpe of low socio-econonic bracket, where I feel
this thing eenters somewhat, then it is going to have to be a cornmunity
problem. Because these are people who carrnot always help themselves.
DR. ADEISON: l/r. Chainoan, lt so happens in certain low socio-economj"c
Ievels they can help thenselves better than others.
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DR. COI{EN: Especially
in a nrral situation.
It is the urban society that
has made the problem of the retarded what it is. The retarded was able to live
on the farm and more or less spend the rest of his I1fe.
Now, in urbarization
a-rd the speed of our society, these people cannot
cope ar$[nore.
DR. LAIY: We were talking
abcut responsibilities,
responsibilities
for
dental- care.
For ncrmal individuals,
so-called,
it has been said by the American
Dental Association,
ald pretty well accepted, that care is the prinary responsibility
of the individual.
Then the responsibility
of the family and then the
r.o qnnnq

i hr'

'l

i t rr

af

i ha

nnmmr rni
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As I recall,
it seems to me, that if we directed our discussion to where
these people differ
from that type of responsibility,
and what services they
need to provide care for them, and who is responsible for these things, we
'l
mi rrhi make a i ttl e more nroot'eqg .
I think with the rnentally retarded, for example, you can wipe out individual responsibility.
They cantt be redponsible for themselves. A statement
that this responsibility
varies in this group from the accepted ADA group
would be a good thing.
place, this type irdividual
In the first
caru:ot assume responsibility
for hj-s own care. So then, the second responsibility
fatls on the fanily.
And what can the family do?
Obviously, there are some things they can do. They can provide services.
When services are available,
they can hunt them out and get the child to them.
This is the type of ttr-ing.
DR. POLLACK: Let us take the fam:ily resporsibility
first,
because we
have already wiped out the individual
responsibility.
Now, the fainily responsibility
is shifted from the ADA recomlendation in terms of the mentally
retarded. Their recommendation is for the normal.
As it applies to rnental-ly retarded, I think because of the complexity and
the cost of care, ild the roultitude
of problerns that the fa.nily has with the
mentally retarded child, that the famify responsibility
here h.as changed from
the family responsibility,
as it involves the normal child. Therefore, we are
left with the greater corurunity responsibility
for the rnental-ly retarded than
the ADA has recorunended in terrns of the norrnal child.
DR. MIttER:
Does everyone agree w-ith this?
DR. MINK: I am not sr:re I do totally.
I dontt think he can make such a
blanket statement when we see from soroe of the studies sixty percent, or let
us sqy forty percent of these children could be treated in a dental- office
under routine procedures. I dontt think we eaJl say their responsibility
for
dental- care shifts.
DR. POLLACK: I say, it is shlfted - not completely ellrrinated.
V{ith the
normal- child,
I think the famlly has a greater responsibility
than the commi:.nity. With the handicapped child,
the cornmrnity has a greater responsibillty
than with the normal child. Ttr-is is just a shift of enphasis.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I think we all feel we have more responsibility
with
these children because they are more helpless.
DR. LtrNK: The first
thing we are assuning, all other kids are gettlng
good care, ffid we canrt assume that at al-l. We are not rea1ly a,ssr:ming that,
5t I
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so
but if we are using the normal child and his dental care as a base line,
child.
the
normal
than
off
be
better
may
in some comm.l-nities the retarded
DR. POLLACK: But only because the commrnity has accepted the responsibility.
DR. ADEISON: I lcnow, for example, that, oddly enough, in New York City
the handicapped recej.ve better ca.re on an average, I ttr-ink in one study done,
than did the non-handicaPPed.
places in the country.
DR. ITIILLER: This rnight be true in a few isolated
Again, this varies from place to p1ace, which was brought out this morning.
true elsewhere.
What is true in New York City rnight not be necessarily
and we have to find out.
This is one thing wtr-ich we have to establish
But I think we can safely say thatr s o group, the rnentally retarded
have been neglected. as far as dental care is concerned. f donrt thj-nk there
is a:rything to disprove that to ttris date.
DR. RSSENSTEIN: I have d feeling that we all feel this way, because
a.re more helpless. That it should be the
these patients,
these children,
level,
no matter how local or spread out, to
a
cormunity
at
responsibility
of the
possible,
so that the total potential
help these children in every way
going
to
he
ls
glows
older,
point
he
where, as
growi-ng ehild is improved to a
be more able to take care of hinself.
all the loving that they could get at
have been getting
These children
measures to help then grow up might have been lacking.
home, but objective
should be made, md dentistry
It is in this regard, I think, the effort
to help the child ta-ke care of his own mouth.
is an important part of this,
This is part of growing up, too.
of the
DR. ADEISON: Isnft it true that in essence the responsibillty
conrnr.rnity is exactly the same for the handicapped as it is for the nonhandicapped? That is what we should stress.
Because up to this time, the connr:nity has not accepted its responsibility
to the handicapped, whereas in many cases, it has accepted its responsibility
to the non-handicapped.
DR. POLLACK: I don't think it is the same. I think it is greater. The
in both areas. There is no question about it. But I
eommunity is resporsible
greater
terus
in
of services for the handicapped.
think it is
is
talking
1n ter:ns of seei.rg that dental treatnent
a.n
DR. ADEISON: I
provided, making sure there a.Te eenters, or treatment area,s, fot the children.
for the handicapped. I dontt mean
Therefore, they have the sane responsibility
those
areas, are exactly the same,
in
but the responsibilities
specifieally,
but this is not what they have lived up to.
a:'e exactly the
What we are concerned about is that the responsibilities
same in these broad areas and should be accepted as such.

DR. IvtrLLER:
in such preventive
and has a benefit
the normal chlId,

I thlnk this is true. If we think about the conmunityrs role
this w-ill apply across the board
measu-resas fluoridation,
for aII the people in the comm.rnity. Certainly, it will help

help the rnentally retarded child.
md it will
wh-ich Dr. Adelson mentioned., public health, etc., should be
Facilities,
They should not exclude the mentally retarded.
open to all children.

3L
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DR. MESSORI: Dr. Adelson, in our clinie
last yeur we had 1.2r/"OOvisits.
Out of those, only 11021 visits
were for the mentally retarded. So you see how
That is just an example.
retarded.
lve are helping non-mentally
DR. ADEISON: The point I was trying to bring out, I guess, can be
typified
by an example.
in New York State, but
The Department of Welfare runs a number of clinics
they do not accept severely retarded children and, therefore,
severely retarded
children do not get treated.
towards the
When I said that the community has an equal- responsibility
handieapped, then they must accept their responsibility
for this group, too.
This was the point that I was trying to make. 0n a broad basic principle,
they raust accept equal responsibility.
to make, because
DR. MILIER:
I can i:lderstand
the point you are trying
program in various states.
we have experl-enced this in our crippled childrenrs
The definition
of crippled children is reserved for the agencyr yet they all
obtain money from the Childrents Bureau for crippled children.
In some states, crippled ehildren are defined as a child of normal mentality
with certain handicaps. If he is not of normal mentality,
he is not
eligible
for service through the crippled childrenrs progran.
DR. COIIEN: I don't think we can make a blanket statement that the dental
care for the nentally retarded child is the responsibility
of the conmunity.
Because you fall
into the same problem as you do with crippled
children.
For
the number of indigent
children
there are in this country, we just couldnrt
i.n -f.qlra
possibly,
we donrt have the manpower, nor do we have the resolrrcae
care of thj-s severe dental problern.
DR, LAW: This is true. Lilaybe at this stage of the gmer we have to talk
about the ideal. About cormwrity responsi-bility,
I think that this same ttr-ing
could be said for the individual,
the fanily,
the conanunity, the profession.
The couu^nunity has a responsibility
to nor"mal ehlldren
and handicapped
children of all types. This responsi.billty
goes to adults -- to chronieally
i1'l
^
A-^,l
+^
r_rr, +r/o
ageo
uo evely group.
I think if we can accept that as a premise, what are we going to do
about it?
DR. ROSENSTEIN: Your conments about the definltion,
conumrnity-sponsored
paid for by a big city,
clinics
arrd these children not being accepted, I think
it goes back to sonething a little
deeper, and it is another aspect of our
t.n*

c'l

n r n h ] v4vJrt
an
vr v

.

I donrt want to get ahead of it, but I tbink they would take care of those
children if they could take care of them. But I think the dentists donrt lcnow
how to handle them.
Out of ignorance of the conditions involved, the feeling is, we canrt
handle these children.
Then they get referred
to other centers that may be
existing,
and they may or may not be able to take care of al-I of then.
So, to me, it points up a very irnportant positive
that should
direction
be ta^ken, and that is the education of the dental profession at every level.
DR. IvILLER: This point is we]-l taken. I think we are ready to sunmarize
this.
I dontt think we want to belabor the point concerni.ng the responsibility
of the corrunr:nity in th-is field.

)z
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I think we are all agreed that the comnormity ls responsible
for the health
and welfare of aJ-I the people ln it, to varying d.egrees, depending upon the
differenees
in socio-econonic status,
md so on.
But certainly
the conununity tras a responsibility
to all the people in it.
Perhaps, a little
bit more to certain special g?oups than to others. Just how
far the cornnunity is to go with a special group, with this particular
group of
mentally retarded children,
would vary with local conditions arrd local circumstances, the facilities
they have, the people they have, the training
of these
people, and so on down the line.
But let us talk about the ideal situation,
as Dr. Law suggested. Are there
any specific
]ines that corrmunity action should follow in providing
dental
care for the nentally retarded child.
DR. POLLACK: I think you will have to identify
more clearly
which groups
within the cormwrity we are not talking
about, in terms of the discharge of
this responsibility.
Isntt that what you had in mind? Isnrt that what you were
talking
about, Dr. Adelson, which socio-economic group has the responsibility?
DR. ADEISON: I rvas thinldng,
this morning, of the way Tennessee set this
up, which strikes me as an excellent prograrn. It is the first
tirne I ever heard
nf

r't

DR. POLLACK: You are talking
about the part of the cormunity receiving
the benefits.
I am talking
about the part of the community accepti-ng responsi.bility.
DR. ADEISON: I am not coneerned about who would pay for the indigent
care.
I a:n concerned that they will pay for it.
Once again, I refer to the plan that operates in Ten:ressee, which I think
is an excellent one.
DR. COlfiN: Couldn't you say that the conmunity has now the responsi-- agreed -- to be resolved on a state and local level?
bility
DR. MILLER: I thlnk we can say this.
DR. COIIEN: This covers the whole thing.
Because the corununity progran
Tennessee has is not good for Massachusetts, and visa versa. Each state and
each community has to solve its own problem.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: If we talk about the children,
themselves, coming from
different
economic levels,
a number of them go to private practitioners
ald
should; therefore,
information
and education should be available for the professlon doing this. But the dental profession shouldnrt wait untit the community gets programs ready, md then the dentists aren't ready to do it. I
ttljink the dentists
should be concerned with it early and then, so far as those
who cantt get private eare, there wi-ll be the multiple discipline
clinic,
whether they are school-affili.ated
or privately
endowed or publicly
endowed.
DR. ADEI-SON: Something specific
that coul-d be done is that a statement
could come out of this Cormdttee addressed to State Governments. Apparently,
from what I urderstald,
monies have been turned over to all State Governments,
part of which ca:r be allocated to dentistry
for retarded children.
If T am,
correct,
I think we should definltely
nake a statement as dentists that consideration
should be given to the allocation
of some of these funds for dental
treatment of the indigent retarded child.
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DR. COlmN: If you do that, I think you will also have to involve the
State Dental Society.
DR. I/trLLER: How would you want to involve the State Dental Society?
DR. COlflN: I would involve then rv-ith the responsibllity
of seeing what
money there is available, and seeing that dentists are edueated to carry out
th-is reponsibility.
This not only invol-ves the State Society, but also the
teachlng institution.
DR. IVtrT'T,ER:I thlnk you are naking a point that the dental profession,
should play a part in the plaruning.
DR. COliEN: Absolutely.
DR. MILLER: Should take part in the planning and the plarrring should not
be done for the dental profession by other people.
DR.TO}IEN: If we had a strong statement indicating to all the State
Dental Societies that this was the recomnendation from the Childrents Br.reau
that this should be done, I an quite sure you would get action.
DR. MILLER: Not from the Childrenrs Bureau, but from this Comtittee.
DR. COISN: From this Conference or from the Conrnittee. I arn sr.rre something would be done.
DR. LAW: Are you saying that the State Dental Society participate in
nl nnni no?

DR. COIDN: That is correct.
Because the State Dental Society, when it
gets down to it, is every member in this group.
DR. LAW: And this wouLd go to the local Societies.
DR. ADEI-SON: I am a little
hazy. In plarrning what?
DR. MILLER: The care program for mental-ly retarded.
DR. LAlilt: Are you classifying
state institutions
the sane as comnuaity?
DR. COlmN: When I refer to mentally retarded children,
I refer to both
institutionali
zed and non-institutionalized.
DR. ADEISON: But you must separate theto, Dr. Cohen, md we must discuss
both, one and the other. Because the problems faced by both populations
are
totally
different.
DR. COlmN: There is no question about it, but dontt you wrderstand if
the State Society makes a reconnendation for the state institutions,
there
woul-d be an lmprovement for dental care?
DR. ADEISON: Then, I would recormrend dental care prograns for institutions.
DR. MILLER: I think we cen be general at this point and later corrsider
specifics.
I think we carl 1ay down certain guide lines for comunity
action aeross
the board, ard then tailor
them to the specific
situation
or the speclfic
area
group.
or the specific
DR. ADEI-SON: I w111 te1l you that if you are looking for some actlon,
I
a.mnot too keen on having the State Dental Societies participate
in the planning. Because by the tlne we get a Conmittee Report back, two or three years
have gone by in which the Comittees
have changed every year. 0f course, I
eanf t speak for ltlassachusetts.
DR. COHEN: I think this all deperds upon the dentists
and the instltutions that are interested
in takir€ care of the rnentally retarded child.ren.
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Because if you make lt loown to the State Society,
you want on that Corunittee
some intelligent,
aggressive people interested
in mental retardation,
you will
get some action.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I have seen this work in some of the district
dental
soeieties where a whole effort
for the handicapped just got bogged dovrn at a
district
level because people were appointed to that Comrittee, md the Chairmari appointed by the President of the Society that yeil:
and they chose nobody
that had trainingl
nobody that was in a prog3em, a.rrd they did nothing. As for
gui-dance, the Childrenrs Bureau walts it frorn a University,
probably, becawe
they feel we must have the autonorny of the profession.
But there shoutd be a
factor of guidance to a Soeiety as to what general trends should be in helping
and pushlng personnel that can get something accomplished.
DR. COHEN: You see, if these recorrnendations come out from this Committee
on a national basis, and we can get publicity
for it, the State Societies
all
over the United States canrt push this away.
DR. MINK: I doubt, frankly,
if very roany dental people are involved on
most of these planning sessions. Here is where the State Dental Association
could beeome involved.
DR. SAUNDERS: I think it is something interesting
that the Texas Dental
Society has already connissioned a Conrqdttee to go out and survey the dental
situation
in the state hospital-s. But now that the State has already done this
and gone on record and submitted their proposal-s and done thei-r survey, since
this has been done, nothing else has been done ald the situation,
I would say,
is sitting
ln approximately the same position it was sitting
five years ago.
Just to get the Dental Society to go out and make a survey and even make
recommendations is no great panacea for our problems, because this has been
done in our situation.
DR. MINK: We have done exactly the same thing,
a thorough survey, and
and nn nno hrq heard anything about it since
sent it to the Governorrs Office
then.
DR. ADEISON: The specific
suggestion that I had made was that if there
are monies which can be appropriated
for the dental treatment of indigent
retarded children,
and yet are not, we should recomnend that careful
eonsideration be given to the alloeation
of these monies for dental- treatment.
DR. POLLACK: The point is that the money is there. It is not being used
for this,
md should be used for dental care.
DR. MINK: How much responsibility
do the dentists have for the eare of
indigents?
Should they have argl responsibility?
This is part of the community
locnnnoi

hr''l r'*rr
4rr
vJ

.

DR. IvtrNK: Do the local dentists have argr responsibility
to their comuulity
to do a certain amount of services for any of these people?
DR. ADEISON: r donrt think it is fair for us to say that a dentist
practitioner
shoul-d alloeate a certain amount of his spare time. But it is
certainly
fair for us to sqy, a dentist who wishes to treat these nef,i ents
should be reimbursed for the indigents.
DR. SELLINCTSLOH:We started out with a principle
for the provision of
dental care which was open to all- cl-asses ald types, md it started out with
individual,
fan-iIy,
and conmrrnity, in that order.
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Why dontt we propose a Resolution that would have the same ideas or
principle
for the provision of dental- care for the mentally retarded, and
and say, fa:nily and community, in that order.
sirrply omit the individual
on
DR, SAUMERS: Is there somethi-ng else we should consid.er especially
it
is
that
in that we should think real seriously of the fact
training,
to try to traln everybody in the field of mental retardation.
ridiculous
I feel that the child and his parents a:rd conrmunity would be better
served in special centers by people who are lcnowledgeable of these peoplers
bit.
special problems, rather than to try to teach everybody a litt1e
that was
Texas,
and
the
of
group
in
State
alone
on
one
statistics
I did
from cerebral palsey of whom approximately
suffering
the number of children
Taking the population at the dentist
fiftw nereent had menta-I retardation.
during his
to the fact that a dentist,
it
came
out
alone,
level in our State
see
only
would
his
community,
in
practice,
he
saw.everyone
if
of
lifetime
years
four
is
one
every
practice
which
life,
people
total
in his
ten retarded
practice.
year
on the average of a forty
Therefore,
I feel like in many ways, we would be wastlng our time ard
money to try to educate everyone in this field.
eenters depending on
I do feel there should be special comnrnity-type
the size of the corununity. We are working with special problems in our States,
due to low populatj-on density in a vast distance.
In New York or Long Islandr you might have one center for the whole State.
But I think we should
problens in this line.
In our area, we have different
and
cormrunity centers with special individuals,
think more about specialized
rather
this is the prograln we are suggesting in our area right now in training,
from al-I the 21800 of them in the State of
dentists
than taking individualor lcrowledgeable
Texas and trying to make each one of them a seni-specialist,
who wonrt even
at
least
there
are
1800
say
I
would
retardation.
about mental
time right there.
of
our
be
one-third
we
would
wasting
Therefore,
see children.
is education
quite
that
broad,
and
is
area
which
is
an
DR. ADEISON: This
follow
should
whether
we
to
discuss
I think we would have
of the profession.
the
with
senior
which
is
starting
the same technique that Dr. Jordan does,
medical students.
Should this be done in dental school? Should. care of the mentally retarded
be part of the pedodontic post-graduate work? Should the students in chlldrents
have any exposure to this area, so that they would know where, how
dentistry
and what the problelns are and how to refer then?
DR. COHEN: I don't think much is hrown about it, except a few sporadic
I think one of the thlngs that nlght come out of thj-s confetence,
reports.
something along this nature, ought to be done, and then I think we could be
about whether it would be advisabl-e to train dental students,
more specific
or whether they have a center like they have up in Providence, whether this
ndght be more practical.
DR. ADEISQN: I donrt see what the incidence of dental decay has to do
of management. I think we all agree that the retarded
with the standpoint
I think we are
children.
from non-retarded
child might be somewhat different
also agreed that many of the men in the dental profession would prefer not
dealins with them.
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If we had started on a senior dental- school level, we may have stimulated. more j-nterest. If we started ten years ago, or twenty years ago, we
in this field than at present.
may have had more men interested
Now we can make a statement that says, we
Let us say, we are starting.
the fact
i,wo facts: The fact that they are somewhat different;
hrow the first
possibly,
there
That,
that there are fewer men in the profession interested.
a
think
I
dontt
should. be sorne erposure within dental- schools for this area.
statement.
broad
survey of dental disease is necessary for this particular
to take
clinics
have
shouLd
we
to
whether
reference
I
had
COIflN:
DR.
care of it.
DR. MILLER: Letrs go back to the cornnnrnity. Before the eornmunity can
or to do a better job with what they
be expected to do either anybhing at all,
The general public has to supply
be
educated.
must
people
it
in
a-re Aoing, the
be provided?
education
whom
shoul-d
by
and
the funds, etc. How
role, if I an not mistaken,
active
an
ta^ke
Agencies
DR. POLLACK: Federal
has
agency that certainly
are
one
public.
they
So
the
in health education of
the means at their disposal.

DR. ADEISON: Private charitable organlzaticns, such as UCP, NARCPand
for the education of the corrnirnity.
frequently give out publicity
tuLv ,
DR. POLTACK: I think the professional- socleties also play a role i n
ni:rsing groups, a1I of these
health education of the public. The physicians,

groups.
of the educational processr 6
DR. SAUMERS: They are the recipients
well as the public.
towards dental care for the mentally
DR. MILTER: Can they contribute
retarded?
prograln for the
towards the educational
DR. pSLLACK: They can contribute
retarded.
rrentally
the nurses, the
role of the physicians,
DR. IrlIT,TnR: What is the speclfic
people?
other
DR. POIJ,ACK: Let us face it, the ptqysician is the leader in it.
have gone by rarrpHow nary physicians
DR. ADEISON: They need education.
them?
seen
ant broken-down teeth and never have
DR. MILLER: Who is supposed to educate the physician?
DR. ADELSON: We are.
the Federai- level with their health
DR. pOLLACK: At all three levels,
education progran a3d their resources to do it; second., the dental profession,
itsel-f .
DR. NIITIER: How should the dental profession do it?
DR. I\ffLLER: I think we cal agree it is most important that we involve
if we are going to d'o a Job of providing
in this,
others, other than dentists,
dental- care for retarded child.ren. Any one in d.isagreement with th:is?
educate the
DR. ADEISON: No. I think it is a question of steps. First,
profession that we wish to join with r:s. Two, then educate the connwtity.
and
he includes p\ysicians
DR. pOLLACK: In other words, by professions,
d.entists and nurses, para-medical people.
this problem. You
MISS FOLEY: I think everybody is so late in attacking
canrt state we need to start witn tfre dental- school, or we need to start with
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the State Dental Assocj-ation. I think we have got to come out at it in every
direetion.
I think this point about putting wetl-t,rained people in certain centers,
is a real good one. I think that is part of it.
The dental school program is part of it. If you got the demonstration
going, you are going to interest
a lot of people in the problem, and they are
going to learn something about you. If we had a couple of you in our clinic,
I hrow we would learn as well- as every patient
that comes in. But I think you
would have to do it through demonstration in centers that are multi-discipline,
people already in practice,
as well as interesting
and working with the dentalstudents.
DR. POLLA.CK: I believe the leadership role in ttr-is education program
is the Federal Agency.
DR. R0SENSTEIN: Let me cite a local example. I don't say that this is
the kind of thing that can be done all over the country. This took place, I
believe, in al urban area.
A survey was made of the handicapped children in five classes in the city
schools, ffid we arrived at the mean DMF, and the Departroent of Health, Bureau
of Dentistry,
had within that same general period surveyed the nor:nal child,
and aruived at a mean DMF.
We compared them, mean DMF, similarlyr
ild they broke up the DMrs from
the Frs, and the F in the cP grcup was away down lowl in the normar group,
high.
The DM of the CP grcup in the five classes was away up high.
The UCP of New York City went on TV and sent out for contributions.
They
sponsored four institutional
prograns, that is, sponsored or partially
sponsored a clinical
activity,
not a training activity.
Ours was one of them.
Five or six years later,
we re-surveyed the population.
We fowrd the F
factor now in six classes in the schools was higher anong the handicapped. than
the F factor of the normal children.
DR. MILLER: There are some people who donrt hrow what you are talking
about with your D and M and F. For their sake, will you erplain.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: The DMF involves totat experience in regard to dental
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of individuals
because a mean number and mean value can be easity aseertained.
So when I said the Dlvtr of all these handicapped children in the city schools,
it neant a meaJl was amived at. The terms represent the D for decay, the M for
missing, a:rd the F for fitlings
V{e had trained people involved in making these surveys, ffid we had the
gocd forti.rne to be able to go back to the City School Sys.tem and re-survey
the population in a city where programs had been started to get care for these
children.
We could even pinpoint the type of care that was given in the facilities,
depending upon which medical clinics
the children were going to.
But 6 years later,
these cerebral parsied -- when r say a child with
cerebral palsey, I always mear cerebral palsey and accornpalying conditions -had a better state of dental care than the norrnal school population had. This
was the direct result of local publie organization
plus interested
dentists.
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Some of the dentists involved had training,
some were in an advisory
capacity to local UCP groups. This is where voluntary dentists from the 1ocal
area joined or formed a guidance council to the local UCP, and gave them
their time and effort;
had meetings where the whole profession was invited,
and so on.
DR. ADEISON: I wonder if you could clarify
for me what was going to
happen if this Corrnittee comes out with a set of guide lines after the next
meeting, or the meeting after.
Specifically,
what are you going to do with, let us say, the seven or
eight suggestions, and wiII they be printed,
and if so, where? To whom will
t.hprr

ho

qonl?

DR. MILLER:

Anong other
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lVe could dlstribute
these. on a wholesale basis. We could mail then to
every dentist or every physician in the country, if we saw the need for this.
These guide lines which are going to come out of this particular
meeting,
as I said earlier,
will be fed to a large regional working conference involving people from six different
states.
After they get through discussing these guide lines a:rd modifying them
and developing them to fj-t the leveI of the practicing
dentist,
the one who
does the service, we are in hopes that we can use these guide lines to publish
in the forrn of a panrphlet, and make it available to the profession.
We, a1so, are in hopes that this experience might stimulate those people
who are going to represent dental public health, teaching, dental teaching,
and private practitioners.
These will be people who identify
thernselves with
dental public health in general, or with handicapped children,
such as the
Chairman of +.he Cou:rcil on Dental Heal-th in the State Dental Society, or if
there is a Con,nittee on Handicapped Children, the Chairman of this Comnittee.
These are the kinds of people who will be attending this Conference, and
we hope that they - ln turn - will be stimulated
to go back home to their
respective states and develop simitar conferences, calling in other people,
and thereby engender an interest
in the problem.
DR. ADEISON: Am I wrong in assuming, then, that this is preliminary
to
a Regional Conference which will then take the guide lines as set down here,
after they have been discussed, and applied to local condltions? This is the
point you lost me.
You said the guide lines. Are these the revi-sed guide lines which have
then been applied to local conditions but circulated?
DR. MILLER: We would like to get these down to the level where they wi}l
be acceptable to the practicing
dentists,
in general. The person who has not
identified
hinself with mental retardation,
per se, but the one to whom we
look for the performance of the dental service.
We hope that the Regional Conference will
come up with a set of guide
lines that will be acceptable to these dentists.
They will roodify these guide
Iines and adapt them to their own particular
region and thelr own particular
state.
DR. ADEISON: Then you will only be coverj.ng guide lines suitable for slx
states.
I am thinking
now of whether our grride lines could not be used nationwide.
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If we can come down with broad specific points of principle,
then it ean
be used on a natlon-wide level,
ild then the different
areas -an apply them
and become more specific.
MRS. SCHIFFER: You were asking a question about the distribution.
DR. ADEISON: Qulte a bit of it is sent to the NARC. Witt this be done
with the guide lines?
MRS. SCHIFFER: The Childrenrs Bureau wrl"tes and distributes
on many
different
levels.
For i.nstance, we have a publication
called nyor.r Child Frorn
One to Threer'r which is about the sixth grade level-. Dr. Oberman rr-rites on
the I'Infant At Risk. " That is geared to just the Pediatric
Departnients in
medical schools. So we can write alld distribute
rnaterials too, lft
these
different
materials and these guide lines,
r would think, can go to the
profession and to other places depending on the need that is seen.
We can have articl-es in our own publication,
Children, or we can have
articles
in a dental journal. They can be distributed
in many different
ways.
For instance, we have a clj-nic exchange amcng all the retarded clinics
in

t.ha

nnrrn*.rrr

DR. P0LLACK: But we are setting guide lines for discussions at a
Regional level. The guide rines can be guide lines fcr any place.
MIiS. SCHIFFER: When they are arrived at, then they can be distributed.
There are many different
ways that they can be distributed.
DR. POLLACK: They are guide lines for discussion,
not for publication.
DR. LAW: Wtry donrt you stop worrying about guide lines? Think what the
responsibilities
of these things are. Donrt worry about who is going to read
rnem.
DR. ADEISON: I would like to say, with any type of creative thinking,
if it is directed towards a specific object, it will ger better results
tha::
if it is directed towards a diffuse area.
That ls the only reason I ask, what will be done with the results of this
con'u'aittee, only so that we wirr lcrow in what direction
lve are going.
DR. nfiLLm:
We could jr:st as well present the guide lineJ coming out
of this Coru:ittee to a National Conference, but we are probing. We fiist
have
to get the idea across, that this is a problem; that it is a
froblem of the
practiclng
dentist;
that the provision of ca-re is his
that we
would like to see him do more for these children;
"""por,"^ibirity;
we would
like to see him
take these children in his officel
that we would like tc see him oarti einar,e
in clinic
prograrns and render more servi-ces for these children.
And as a pilot program, we are thinking to restrict
this in one particular region to see what the effect will be oi such a rvorking ccnference.
lVe
can do this on a national basis if it works out in this region. We
are planning to get general guide lines for general care of retarded children bv the
practicing
dentists,
thereby hoping to stimulate the dentists.
vile would like to do it throughout the country, but it wourd be a
tremendous undertaking. We are going to restrict
ii to one region jn the
country to see if it wilt do what we hope it witt do.
DR. OBERMAN: I can only speak frorn the backgrounc of pediatricians,
but
I would like to pick up on the last part of your phrase to the private prac,
ticing d'entists. Thi-s may be a little
too roulh to hone for nt rhe nresent f,ima
.+V
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for
on mental retardation
We have been plugging away at pedi-atricians
leve1 yet. Vfe are getting there
years. It isn't down to the local pediatric
and
in stages. We are getting there by promoting certain types of aetivities
down.
the accumulated weight is filterlng
But I dontt believe you a:'e going to get down there that quick.
DR,. I/trLIER: I also donrt believe it is going to be that sfunple. But
when combined at the end of a long period,
every bit we do ln one direction,
may lead us to that goal.
Bureau have any panphlets for the
DR. POI,LA,CK: Does the Childrenrs
as far as dental care?
fanily
DR. MILIER: Not on dental care for the mentally retarded. This is one
big gap that exists.
That is the reason lvlr. Ellison is here. He is going to adapt what comes
out of these Conferences into a pamphlet. Dtr. Elllson is one of our writers.
DR. POLLACK: I rnade up one for our place and I divided it into ehildren
from everyone
are so different
with Mongoloidism, whose oral manisfestations
primary
palsey,
retardaand the ones with
elsers, and the ones with cerebral
go
groups,
into a mimeographed
but I canrt
tion.
I }<rtowthese are three large
sheet for every parent.
md
But I have had to for"nul-ate these types of things for olr parents,
we run into a tremendous amount of ignorance of the parents, who acquire
ignoranee from other people who wonder why his lftrngoloid is slow developing
I think that this
and why his gums bleed, and why he can't have orthodontia.
is something that has to come out, and come out soon.
rather than
DR. IIIILLER: I think we should deal with broad generalities,
specifics.
I donrt think we want to get down to specifics here.
T think there are certai-n basic things which apply across the board.
that relate
So far as the specifics,
These are the things 'ne will establish.
state, these can be resolved by
to a partieular
cornmunity, or a particular
those in that state,
should be informed,
DR. SAUNDEBS: Couldnrt we state that the fanily
that
these
children do have
these
and
children
dental- care is necessary for
problens,
dental
for then ard them only.
which are specific
and
there are which have reported births
I dontt lmow what faclllties
It seems
lncidence of mental retardation,
ard other pathologica-l- retardation.
to me these people should be contacted as fast as the diaper service contacts
them, soon after the child ls born. There should be help from our facilities.
that are specific
for
DR. MILIJR:
There are certain responsibilities
certain groups and certain
agencies within the comunity.
Does ar\)rone want to
tafk about the role of the State Health Depertment?
DR. JORDAN: It seems to me, maybe you al-l touched on this -- but as in
some medical things,
it seems to me education of the publie that retarded
would neceschildren need dental care, as much or more thart other children,
sitate praeticing
dentists
answering a request for this.
But,
I donrt know how far to go with this sort of thing in dentistry.
certainly,
a lot is done to educate the public about the need for vaccines
arrd other things.
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DR. L{ILLER: This could be part of the role of the State Health Departconcerned with health
ment. The State Health Department is very actively
education of the public, or it should be, if it isnrt.
that the State Department of Heatth
Is there arly other responsibility
may have in this area?
DR. POLLACK: I think that they should include care for the mentally
retarded, reaching the sane groups as they provide dental- care for indigents
and not exclude it.
to awhile ago that
DR. MILLER: Such as this prograrn we referred
Tennessee is doing for those in special classes in this State.
DR. tuESSORE: I found out that the State Health Department is doing
very little
developing an educated public on dental health.
Tn Rhode Island: you cannot get them interested
in emphasizing the
importance of dental health to these retarded children.
I practically
wore
mwself ou-i, t,rvins to set them interested.
DR. ADEISON: That may just be a local problem. Wrat is the usual procedr:re that State Health Departments use in disseminating
inforrnation
for
the education of the public?
DR. WILLIAIvIS: We, of course, varXr the approach depending on the problem.
We do have a Health Educator and his staff.
DR.. ADEISON: I was wondering whether there is some universal
method
that all State Health Departrnents use to disseminate information.
Is there
q

?

nrn*.nnnl

DR. MILLER: There are several media, which are avai.lable in public
health which are used across the board -- lectures, diseussions, pamphlets,
filmq-

n1.qf.p7s -
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media.

Many of them employ Health Educators on their staffs.
Some of them dontt.
It is the responsibility
of the Childrenrs Bureau to disseminate information.
It is the responsibility
of State Health Departments. It is the responsibility
of Local Health Departments. It is the responsibility
cf the A-DA.
It is true, alsc, that the problems that Dr. Messore outlined do not
apply to all States. It is nc problem in New York or scme of the Western
States where all they do is health education. One of the furctions
of all
State Dental Prograrns is health education.
DR. POLLACK: Should we seek out available
funds to finance health
programs ?
DR. IIESSORE: The community should seek out funds.
DR. POLLACK: But the problem is that the locals don't hrow about the
^r"A;'1
^1--i'l -'+-,
^n
dvdardu-L-L-LuJ
these frrnds or how to secr.tre thein, and the State Heal-th
\r!
Department should.
DR. ADEISON: They already have funds which may be allocated
for
don*i

c-l-rrr

DR. POLLACK: Right, ed the key thing ls health education.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I can't help but visualize
what it takes to do dentistry.
One is the patient,
ard we lmow there is the need. There are a lot of them
clamoring for it.
The second one is the clentist,
ard we have got to get stuff
to the
dentist
whether it is hitting
them tine and tine again with inforrnation,
and
so on.
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I real-ize that you canrt circul-arize
the entire dental profession,
but - perhaps - a good segment of then might constitute
the roster of the
American Society of Dentistry
for Children.
They are all in it because they are lnterested
in dentistry
for children.
I would recorrnend when guide lines or information
or something slanted towards
the dentists becomes available,
that this be a specific
direction
in which it
be sent.
DR. IfiLLER:
How about the local health agency? I think that case finding
would resolve itself
more to the l-ocal efforts
than to the state.
In the lnplementation of programs, how about the responsibility
of
volunt.ary heal-th groLrps? We heard a lot about UCP. There are other agencies.
How about the United Givers Firnd? What is their responsibility,
if any, in
the area of providing dental care for children? Do they have arqr responsi-bility?
DR. ADEISON: In addition to marqr others, it is relegated to the baekseat. They have never really considered it.
DR. MILLER: How about the school system within the corumrnity?
DR. ADEISON: I think they fulfill
their role in that they requi-re
school notes to be signed up to a point. 0f cor.rrse, this is, again, a local
situation.
I dontt know how it works here ln Terrnessee. i dontt lmow how it
works in Rhode Island.
DR. MIT,T,ER: I donrt care for details on how it works, but do they have
a role in this?
DR. ADEISON: 0f course, they do.
DR. POLLACK: Every child must receive physical exarninations.
DR. ADEISON: There is no question that a child with a toothache cantt
perfor"m as well as a normal child. Therefore, they have a responsibility.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: This would include children
deemed educable.
DR. IvESSOR^E:We are workj_ng on the principle
of training
the more
educable patient to accept dental care in private offi_ces.
The Director
of Operation and Procedr:res of this program gave me figures
just before I left.
Fifty percent of those that they have been working on for
five years that were more trainable
or educable will
now aceept dental treatment from arqr dentist.
Now, that is an important thing in having a percentage established
where
you get a little
nucleus established
of men who hrow what they are doing.
I dontt wartt to go into details,
becawe we dontt want details,
but we
have a way of doing it.
Qns family,
alone, I will use the last initial
R, had three retarded
children.
At first
we had to pre-medieate them and give them general anesthesia.
You cor:-ldnrt even put a rnirror in their mouths.
Now, they walk into the main clinic
downstairs with the norrnal children,
and walk into aqy dental chair and accept dental treatment.
They are ready
for the private dentist.
That will help involve the private
practitioner.
You have got to start
this program in dental school. You cantt start it in a dental- office.
You
have to work up into a dental- office.
DR. BUGG: Since the schools have a responsibility
to see that children
perforrn to their maximum capacity,
particularly
the mental-ly retarded child.ren,
/+3
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to see that the child is maintai,ned in a good state
they have a responsibility
also, in addition to examinaof health, includ.ing dental health, including
dental measures in terms of health and
tions which are part of the preventive
education to the chi1d.
and education
This health education nlght take many forms -- control
in a modest
to
dental
experiences
early
erposure
lines,
or
along nutritlonal
way.
DR. ADEISON: Oddly enough, Ivlr. Chairman, I have fourd that dental health
education is usuall-y more prominent on the low IQ classes than in argr other.
Your dental health education in the special classes is better than in the
regular cr-asses.
DR. PQLLACK: Here is another source in terms of a captive health education source, your PTA.
DR. IvtrLLER: What should be the role of the Welfare Agency (Bureau of
Fanlly Services) in the provisicin of dental care for mentally retarded children.
DR. POLLACK: Arenrt some of the programs under the Welfare done for the
indigent?
DR. ADEISON: Yes, in New York State.
welfare agencies should.
DR. POLLACK: So where applicable,
herein of the
desire or a:t interest
DR. MILLER: How about stinul-ating
need for dental services, even though services are not asked for?
program and say, here lt is, come
It is true that if you open up a clinic
population,
percent
get
the
normal or retarded, is
and
it, only a certain
of
going to come and avail themselves of the services.
or education of the
DR. ADEISON: This is the question of publicity
public,
because the public is also made up of the farnilies of retarded individuals.
When this problem is presented to the public and in such a way that it
value within
i-t, that is when you
will bear a certai.n amouni of stimulation
have more i-ndj-viduals coming for treatment than you could possibly
will
hardle.
in this room who has ever worked in an
I think that every individual
has been somewhat astourrded over
institution
or has come into an institution
what they have found in the mouths of the chi.ldren. Fi:rtherrnore, astou-nded
by the fact that no one seemed to h:ow that this existed.
yorr will have no problem
is aware of the situationr
As soon as the fanily
in stimulation.
The problem is to make them aware of it.
to the responDR. futrLLER: Does anyone else want to tal-k to this point,
with mentally retarded children
sibility
of the conmrurity in its relationship
and with dental care for thls group of children?
DR. POLTACK: We have been speaking about indigency. The indigency problem is greater in the mentally retarded, at least in our state. I hate to
but that is al-I I know about.
speak about it personally,
does have
DR. MITJ,ER: I think it should be made clear that the conm:lity
towards all the people in it with regard to health education,
a responsibility
regardless of socio-economic status. Everyone should get the benefits of a
health education program.
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Preventive progralns also would apply to everyone across the board. When
it comes to providing care, con'rmunities can become selective.
Perhaps, there
should be a means test. But everyone should be able to obtain care,
If they carr provlde for themselves, this is the best way to do it.
It is
their responslbility.
But if they caru:ot, then the corumrnity eertainly
has a
responsibility
to make care available to those who canrt get 1t in the usual
way.
DR. POLLACK: There is one other aspect, insurance.
Insurance carriers
are always looking to Crop these kids off policies.
They have a lot of trouble in or:r conmunity. As soon as there is a-rnentally
retarded chiId, if it is written into the policy that they can drop it, they
will;
or as soon as the mentally retarded becomes of age, they wonrt carry
them.
DR. ADEISON: I don't think that it is legal. Certaj-nly not moral for
any prograrn to be drawn up and'restrict
arJr one from it on the basis of mental
retardation.
Ptqrsicar disability,
yes, but mental retardation,
no.
DR. POLLAOK: They donrt restrict
it to that but, for instance, they
dontt include hospital care.
DR. LAW: In fact, if they are colnmercial carriers,
they can rate their
policies
any wqy they please. It is a free country.
DR. POLL,ACK: Here is what I mean. The Dental Society in Maryland has
drawn up a prepayrnent plan for dentaL care, ald in it they include those
services which night be particularly
beneficial
to the nrentally retarded
DR. SAUMERS: What are those dental- services which include, speclfically,
the nental-ly retarded child?
DR. POLLACK: rn patient-hospital
care, for instance. only in-patient
hospital
care refers to oral-surgical
procedures only.
(Recess)
DR. MILLER: I think now we want to consid.er the parents of these
ehildren.
What should be the responsibilities
of the parents in their effort
to obtain dental- care for roentally retarded chlldren?
DR. ADEISON: There lras a word that, you used this norning, which was
ttapathetlcr't whlch r really
do not believe -- fearfu.l,
afraid of being
rejected within the dental offi-ce by the practitioner,
yes. But apatnetic,
no.
When I tldnk back of all the fprnJly groups, the parents of the handicapped
child who is at home have less apathy and take their responsi.bilitles
more
seriowly
than ar:y other group.
I, at least, have fowrd this to be true. I think that I woul-d like to
hear the opinions of other men around the table.
DR. SATINDERS: Can I repeat that thing which I told you a few minutes
ago, and this is from our Medical Director,
that the parents of the mentally
retarded chlld,
once they found out that the child is rnentally retarded,
undergo a mournlng process as if they had actually
lost someone in the ianily.
rt is very equal to a mournlng process, except that they aetually have a
living
ncnilaent to their problen which stays with thern all their
l-ives.
They go through this life
of over-protection
and often - at times rejection
of these chi.ldren.
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To an outside appearance, they may be putting
on a tremendous appearance
of being over-concerned for their child; but - at other times - they have a
to this
trernendous rejection
for this child. They wonrt pal any attention
child for a long while and, then, bring in the biggest Teddy Bear you ever
saw in your l1fe. They go backwards and forwards in this situation.
A pediatrician
said the first
thing the parents will say when you bring
them a child with Mongoloidism, where the defect is obvious, rrlvlyGod, in a
tremendous hospitai
how in the world carl you get the babies mixed
llke this,
1rn?ll

areas. I think Dr.
DR. ADEISON: lVe are talking
about two different
about the initial
impact.
Saunders is talking
They still
DR. SAUNDERS: This impact continues throughout life.
have
guilt.
they
this tremendous feeling of
And the direction
which
someti-mes
follow is over-protection.
DR. ADEIS0N: It is just this over-protection
that works for our
benefit,
in that they do wish to do everybhing possible that they can.
But even after rejection
of the birth is carrj.ed to an extreme, then
the child is r;sually institutionalized.
I am not saylng that this is the only
reason for institutionalization,
but it has been my experience that the great
majority of parents of handicapped children are far more concerned, once they
are made aware of the problem, about getting dental treatment,
oral hygiene,
diet, etc.
I see slacloress in diets and oral hygiene, but there is always this
desire to do everything they can. We dentists can provide a service that the
parents appreciate greatly.
They can see it. Something speeific has been done.
\.[hereas, speech therapy is a long procedure taking a long period of time,
the psychologist
talks to the child, but it is very slowl here, something
snee'ifr'c hns heen d6ne. Pain has been remOved.
The parents of handicapped, I would say, lcrow their responsibilities,
and take it far more seriously tharr the parents of non-handicapped, once
they are made aware of the problem. This has been ny erperience.
DR. C0lfiN: There are exceptions, but the majority of parents are most
grateful.
As far as professional
men are concerned -- I an speaking for
myself -- lt is probably the most rewarding erperience I have ever had.
DR. SELLINGSLOH: In or:r part of the country, we observed the identical
situation.
Usua1ly, they come in overdemarding,
but the very fact their
interest
is intense is something that gradually you car reverse, and it will
be a very favorable stimulant for the professlon.
DR. MILLER: What, then, does the parent need to hcow regarding dental
care?
DR. COllEN: The parent needs to k:ow the same thing that he needs to
larow about normal children.
problem in the
Except, there is an additional
handicapped.
DR. ADEISON: Plus one other factor.
that we all agree that
I think,
there are a large nr:mber of handlcapped who will be unable to have removable
prostheses. That is because of mouth-breathing and large tongues, difficulty
in swallowi-ng, etc., or who will have difficulty
in having removable prostheses made, or in adjusting to then. Therefore, it becomes of even greater
inportance,
the salvation
and retention
We must add this
of the dentition.
factor to the education of the parents.
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DR. }/[TT,ER: Are you assudng now that care is
child.ren? How about where there is no care?

available

DR. ADEISON: I would agree that the responslbility

to these

of the parent is

greater where the care is not available.
about vihat the parents need to }<now.
DR. MILLER: We were also talking
DR. ADEISON: This is where the comrunity must be edueated as to where
are. This goes right back to the commirnity, rather than the
the facilities
f ami-Iy responslbilitY.
What they must hrow, of course, is, as Dr. Cohen said, exactly the same
rh{no.
ntrrs
a.dditional things as parents of non-handicapped, plus where
sa rfew
v
urrrrr6,
y4\..,
to take the children.
in these ehildren that they
DR. SAUMERS: I think it is imperative
should receive dental treatrnent early. Like Dr. Adelson says, they canrt,
they have a
marry times, cope with removable prosthesesl arid, similarly,
therapy.
problern with coping with sone kind of orthodontic
early,
feel dental care has to be instituted
For this reuson, I certainly
as in any other patient.
as early or earlier
in which early routine and contlnif there is any situation
Basically,
with this group of children.
certainly
is
it
required,
is
care
uous denta-ljust
this:
to
add
wanted
I
DR. COHEN:
aLL of us Comlng back to what Dr. Adelson had to say, unfortirnately,
has in the eyes of lay
I an quite sure - are aware of the image dentistry
even aggravated when
becomes
good
The
image
one.
very
a
peoptd. It is not
care.
people seek dental
night go to tlrree or four
The patient
We talk about mental retardation.
enough, to send
interested
is
lcrows,
or
nobody
and then
or five dentists,
have in
they
like
clinic
or
a
them to a clinic like Dr. Rosensteinrs,
providence. So this patient has to seek out by asking a great many of their
md thjs doesn't help the image of dentistry'
frierds,
would help the situation.
Education of the dental profession itself
pOLLACK:
of the famlIy, they
So, in terms of the responsibilities
DR.
greater
than
for normal children
the salne as, but certainly
are - at least
nutrition.
care,
horne hygiene, home
ln teru,s of preventive practiee,
That is
The probtem comes up in the discharge of the responsibility.
service
out
seeking
another facet of it. They need more help in terrus of
progralns and finaace.
can
DR. ADEISON: Thls is an area where the local dental societies
dental
the
loeal
be of he1p. I lmow that urany, manJr calls eome into
definitely
availof the facilities
and they should have the lists
society for referrats,
able for the dental care of'the retarded children.
DR. MILLER: The parent, then, should know where to seek ca.I€.
DR. ADEISON: That is correct.
agency that the parent can
DR. pOLLACK: There should be an identifiable
refer to, to seek the servlce.
diagnostic
DR. ADEISON: Through Social Service within the voluntary
perhaps.
clinics,
MISS FOLEy: You all act like there are these places avallable.
DR. ADELSON: If they are available.
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DR. POLLACK: Axd if not, they should be made. Lei us tal-k about the
responsibility
of the parents.
They should be the first
ones to lcrow that the child needs dental care
and needs it early. The responsibility
to be lcrowledgeable about this thing
through education somebody is going to give them.
Would you settle
for lmowledgeability
about dental care? Do you krow
the child has dental needs?
DR. MILLER: How about a lcrowledge of home care?
DR. ItilINK: I think the parent should be made aware it is important that
they obtain medical care, but that prevention is even more important than in
a normal ehild. We wontt go into the specifics
of home care, but the parent
is going to have to play a role in taking care of the chitd a lot longer and
more specifically
than for a normal child. So the parent's role in home care
is rnultiplied.
We had a family where the mbttrer, when we finally
got through to her,
couldnrt handle ttr,is boy. She would get him on the floor and sit down on him
and brush his teeth twice a day. It was tremendous, the job she did. So, you
can motivate them.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: This might imply that these families need to get
educatj-onal alerting
to these things that every famiry should know.
It may be with volwrtary organizations
that this alerting
should be done.
DR. MINK: The parents of the retarded child have so many other problers,
if this trouble isntt cleared up real early. They are so involved in so many
other things, that if we dontt push the importance of dentistry
early, they
may not get to it until
everything is pretty far gone.
DR. ADEISON: Onee they have accepted the retardation,
that is lvhen there
i s ver"w I i t,t l c Droblem in motivati ns them DR. lvtrNK: A lot of these children a.Te so borderline,
r.rntil they get
close to school age, that it is pretty late for that moti_vation.
DR. MILLER: ViIeall lonow there is a difference
between what the parent
wouLd want for this child ard what the child actually
needs in terms of care.
Is there any differenee
in this area, as far as mental retardation
is concerned?
DR. ADEISON: As far as I am concerned, I think they would find greater
satisfaction
from the standpoint of permanence, as opposed. to aesthetics.
I think you would find less of a problem w-ith the parents of the handicapped..
people are perfectly
Ordinarily
willing
permarence of restorato sacrifice
tj.on. I dontt think you would find this true in the parents of the handicapped. I think what they want is for their children to be free from pain
and to be abLe to eat better.
DR. IttrNK: I think a parent comes to this.
I have had several that are
concerned. If they dontt have any aaterior teeth, that this will draw more
attention
to their child;
that they think everybody already looks at when
they walk down the street.
I have had them bring thern in in a basket wanting
orthodontic
treatment for crowded teeth.
DR. ADEISON: But, isnrt it true, if you explain to the parent that this
restoration
will last for a longer period of tine than one that looks better,
which has to be replaced, you will have less difficulty
with those parents
than with a non-handicapped child?
lrr
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DR. it4INK: In a majority of the cases.
DR. SAUNDERS: Of course, these parents, once the child has the handicap,
appearance.
try to do everything they can in the childrs over-all
Again, Iet us take the l\rlongoloid. We get a large number of requests from
these parents, because they feel something should be done for these children's
in.possible. In other words., they are always
teeth, even what is basically
the
in
child.
the
norm
looking for
They are grasping for any ray of hope. Thereforer mmY times they grasp
where aesthetics and orthodontia
md grasp for orthodonture,
for aesthetics,
irst e.nnnot he siven.
tha:r we are. We are grasping. We are
DR. BUGG: They are no different
to norm, if possible.
trying to do the best we car and bring our skills
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DR. MILLER: Vfirat is the parent to do if he is turned arvay by the dentist,
he contaets the dentist for care for the child?
DR. MINK: This depends a great deal on the comnunity. What is avallable?
There are maqy places where they can be sent, these diagnostic institutlons
and
or treatment centers we have talked about. Probably state universities
dental schools get a lot of these types of people.
of the families to get together
DR. POLLACK: It is the responsibility
if
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IvtrSSFOLEY: Many fandlies will try over and over again at different
agencies until they find someplacewhere their child can get treatment.
DR. MINK: If there is a dentist in the comnunity, and word gets around
that he will care for handicapped children, he has a tendency to get pretty
busy.
of the families to go
DR. ADEISQN: You said it was the responsibility
set

b--

torrether

and do what?

DR. POLLACK: Take an active role in the seeking out of services to be
made available to their children.
and so
of facilities,
DR. ADEISON: In the forrnation and construction
forth?
DR. MINK: This is what night be referred to as an image in dentistry.
So many of these people are bounced arould r.rntil they wind up with a severe
toothache, when somebody has to see them.
DR. POLLACK: They have to do a lot of detective work to find one.
lf they are in a n:ral area. I have had patlents come 150 miles
Especially
a dentist.
There
them because they couldntt interest
and we had to hospitalize
were dentists in their area, but they just wouldnrt commuriicate with other
Some
md the other families probably didn't have much information.
fanilies,
patients go 150 ur-iles to get dental care for their child, because no one w111
treat their child.
DR. LAW: We come back to the same fact. There are so few dentists that
give complete care for the norrnaf- child, much less the handicapped child.
are the same
DR. IIILLER:
I think the problerns we are going to identify
perhaps
problems that concern everyone,
more emphasis, a -rttle
with a little
more need for focr:sing on the backlog, that has grown up, because of neglect.
/"9
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will be pretty
But basically, I believe the guide lines and principles
much sinilar to those that apply to all children.
DR. ADEISON: More education of the community and of the profession is
ronrri

rod

DR. JORDAN: I would like to hear lvlr. Hormuth and ]Vliss Foley talk a
how the dentist feels
bit about how you feel towards these childrenl
Iittle
towards then and how they counsel with the parents. A lot of parents reject
They dontt want to bring them in. They dontt want to keep
these children.
backr
md they don't want to be bothered a lot of times. And
then
bringing
and so forth.
yet a lot can be done to make this child eat better,
you,
how do
pretty
the dentist,
towards
as
hostile
acts
If the family
your
to
them?
responsibility
you handle them? What is
family but I have found freDR. ADEISON: I have never had a hostile
and medical diagnostic evaluation centers,
quently in a couple of institutions
that the parents get hostile because of the fact that they are overloaded
on their clinic days.
They sit arowrd for a very long time and have about a three minute
and are asked to come back on the following WednesCaJ. This goes
interview
on for seven to eight nonttrs, md they get arrnoyed.
I arn thinking of, hostility
institution,
I do hnow that in one particular
has been shown frequently because of the delay and of the too many return
interview j-s discouraging to
visits.
A two-hour wait for a five-ninute
anyone.
the way we do it. Rarely would one wait an hour,
DR. JOFDAN: This isntt
Occasionally that.happens. Never are
except maybe for ar MD in our clinic.
tvhr rcv Jw

su vev rer n
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nn hour.

take?
DR. ADEIS0N: How many rnonttrs does yoi:r average evaluation
you
Miss
Foley?
what
would
say,
DR. JORDAN: Once it is started,
according to the probMISS FOLEY: There is quite a bit of variabillty
just
last week, we had a conference on a youngster whose
Iem. For exa-urp1e,
workup was begun the end of December. That child moved through rather qulckly.
and family attitudes.
So much concerns the child, his problels,
take as long as six months,
sometimes we deliberately
As we said earlier,
towards our appointments.
hostilely
but we dontt have parents.reacting
resources for them
We spend a lot of time with then. We provlde available
along the way.
with what we just heard.
DR. ADEISON: This seems to be in conflict
They
coming in with hostility.
about families
DR. JORDAN: I am talking
the child,
arrd they are real uhappy about the whole
are already rejecting
They try to manipulate us and make us do what they want.
situation.
DR. ADEISON: This wontt come up with dentistry.
DR. COHEN: Dr. Jordan, I lcrow what you are tal-king about. I donrt think
people,
this problem is one that can be solved. I think we, as professional
do the best we can.
parents they may not bring the child to you after
If you have hostile
you have told them and made your evaluatlon,
whether it be a neurological
We canrt send
evaluation or psychologic or psychiatric
or dental evaluation.
out to bring the chlld in.
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DR. JOFDAN: But would some of these dentists r,vhosee these children,
parent who was trying
enough with a hostile
understand ard be understanding
to tell him what to do?
DR. POLI"ACK: They are so glad to see us there is no hostility.
to pay for medical and dental
DR. CQlflN: I think people are reluctant
So you have it
bitls,
ffid then there is a tremendous amount of hostility.
with normal people.
between a medical evaluaDR. ADEISON: There must be a differentiation
instance.
tion and a dental evaluation in this particular
is shown by a parent at an evaluation center, it means
When hostility
tuhf lnc t
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so much as it is a defense mechanism. They dontt want
sure it is hostility,
to be told that. They lvant to be told rvhat they want to hear.
this is one of the
But when a parent brings.a child to see the dentist,
pain.
generally, you
that,
child
is
in
So
the
to
avoid
unless
a^Teas
easiest
treatment, you
facility
for
parent
a
into
a
dental
a
brings
child
will find if
will not find hostitity.
MISS FOIEY: You are all in a specific position to help them, and this
Parents come to us feeling very hosmakes a tremendous amount of difference.
tile towards professional people because of past experiences. Brtt when they
find out this is a place that is concerned, that wants to help, we see a
whole charge in their attitude.
because you can relleve
But I think you are all in a wonderful position,
so much more pleasant for the
the carious teeth, and make life
the pain, fill
child and the farnily.
IvR. HORMU|H: Except, I think, the point Dr. Jordan is trying to make,
maybe there are too many people in private practi-ce with the kind of attitude
and approach you have mentioned around the table here.
I think if you will recall back In L9/+9 and 1950, when Brooklyn Jewish
and Flower Fifth were set up, outside of your (Dr. Adelsonts) program at
of maybe six or seven dentists in
I can recall a private list
Flower Fifth,
prepared
to take on these retarded
the whole City of New York who were
child.ren.
with a great deal
I ttdnk maybe these parents do come to these clinics
^+_
vr

h^6?r
w!r!
rrve

lrflI
vJ

.

There are only I3B in the
available.
We donrt have very mar\y clinies
whole country. These are seeing about two pereent of the retarded children.
to deal with these parents who
that are willing
The nr:mber of dentists
are rather few.
amor.urt of hostility,
I think,
have a certain
of
About three years ago, we had at one point considered the possibility
cover some of the
a panrphlet addressed to the parents that would essentially
As we began to talk to
things you have considered under fa.rnily responsibility.
they felt that naybe this wasnrt the tiroe to do this.
some of the dentists,
Primarily,
because they didntt feel there were enough dentists in private
provide this kind of care. And what we
praetice
in the conmr:nity to really
were afrald of is giving the parents a panphlet which they would use to beat
the dentist
over the head with and maybe not enough men were ready to follow
throush on it.
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DR. ADEISQN: If the question was phrased, does the dental profession
see hostility
on the part of the parent, I would say, yes; no question about
it. But the question was phrased, do we?
thal they have found
No. A11 lve see is the feeling of overwhelrcing relief
But I have no doubt that there are many practhe facility
for the individual.
because they will reject the
titioners
who are faced with tremendous hostility
child for treatment. No doubt.
who probably help
DR. MINK: I think there are a number of dentists
Because when I was up in Mirureapolis with our new
create this hostility.
in, when bounced around a
would be referred
interns
ald a private patient
towards dentistry.
bit, they had some hostility
Iittle
The new intern not properly broken woul-d see a backlog of caries, built
up over a m:mber of years, ffid lvould irnmediately junp on the parent for not
taking care of the childts mouth.'v\hen, maybe, they had been trying to get
and they have thus created a
somebody for the tast three yeai"s to do it,
patience
to overcome.
hostility,
.wlr-ich takes a lot of
around this table are not a fair exa:nple of the
Those'of us sitting
Maybe they got someone into the
average dentist seeing handicapped children.
and the man didnrt lcrow they were retarded. They made a routlne
office
and the guy wonrt do anybhing.
appointrnent and they corne to the office
the parent fills
out a medical resume for
DR. POTLACK: In my office,
the child. There is one question, is the ehild rnentally retarded? And it
goes down the list.
But we donrt ask then this over the phone.
DR. MINK: I have seen Mongoloids where the local physician never told
*ho

noranfq

f lcnow
DR. ADEISON: I think this is true, also, on the national level.
if you ask, is your child handicapped, on a piece of paper, and lvhat is the
h n n d i e a n - c e r e h r n l n a ' l s c v i s f a r m , 1 r et e . ' c n t a h - l p t h a n m e n t a l f e t a r d a t i o n .
I think this is not a sign of ignorance. There are certain tendencies
in most areas to avoid a rrstigma'r.
,

vvr

DR. MINK: We get back into another subject, back into conrmrnity responsibility.
Some schools take these children into school, and the teachers havenrt
enough courage to kick them out when they find out they are retarded. If they
kick then out, they make the pupil aware.
Sone of these children will stay in school two or three years before
them they are retarded. And they are even promoted.
somebody bothers to lell
lfhen they are sixteen they can kick them out. This is a unique problem, of
course. But I can speak on this for two states.
DR. IvtrLLnR: One of the big problems facing prograrn people today is the
question of what dental services should be provided mentally retarded children.
Does anyone rryant to talk to this point? Horv much dental service should be
provided retarded chlldren?
DR. POILACK: TotaI.
DR. ADEISON: All that is possible, of course.
possible,
not only given
DR. ROSENSTEIN: A11 the home care instruction
once but repeated and repeated and repeated, with the parent receiving instruction
as well as the child.
I lmow that it is just not complete dental
care and they need the preventive
work more. We }a:ow that if you follow the
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where we found
idea, we found out in that survey that I spoke about earlier,
and
M is greater,
the
D
but
factor,
the handicapped child had a lower filled
rive have added
yowig
adult,
gets
a
to be
teeth. When he
it means moi" *i""ing
patients,
these
and with
conditions,
to his other crippling
dentat crippling
is essenthat
it
So
more difficult.
work is additionally
dental restorative
preventive
that we see these children as early as possible and institute
tial
care as early as possible. We must prevent tooth-loss.
and perienrphasis on orthodontic
DR. ADEISON: I would put additional
dontal services for the salne reason.
I lvoul-d add erphasis to the total area of care, but I would emphasize
servj.ce to prevent loss of teeth.
and peridontal
orthodontic
system, whether they need anybhing or not, should
DR. IIESSOR5: A recall
De ser up.
-f.hen
n
r tavnva9q9eDe u? \ r
DR. ROSENSTEIN: The recal,l for the handicapped {l o c umvnrrIa
+tr(J
^ , { ^ oD
-^
+vlrvr
L ^ f ^ 1v1 uE
-h
a home
lI\J
They may not yet be able
it is for the normal child.
at
I/2
3
to
recall
onrs
try
think
we
job,
and
I
bmshing,
the
even
with
care
intervals.
to 4 months
DR. LAW: What do You do for them then?
carj-es taken care of,
cleaning, additional
DR. RGSENSTEIN: Prophylaxis,
is
a big part of it.
Repetition
instruction.
care
and we repeat again home
cared
getting
these children
you
with
concerned
lvere
DR. LAW: Awhile ago
about
you
were
worrying
them.
You
of
were concerned about the munbers
for.
because you were going to overwhelm the dental profesputting
out pa4hlets
sion. Now you are golng to give them all cornprehensive dental care?
DR. ADEISON: Then let us tal-k about what.should be done, not what is
zl nna

thorough conprehensive dental care.
Ideally,
DR. lvtrLLER: With frequent recall.
DR. RQSENSTEIN: It ls nuch sinpler if we can see the child earlier.
the greatest benefit in the
stardpoint,
DR. POLLACK: From a practical
heal-th of the comrmrnity in terns of its resou-Tces can be gained in preventive
dental practice as compared with the cost of neglect.
MR. HORMUIH: Could you define for me what you mean by early preventive
care? Does all early preventive care need to be handled by a dentist?
DR. POLLACK: Not all of it. Preventive dental care today includes
X-ray.
education, topical fluoridation,
nutrition,
services to include preventlve,
dental
DR. I\trLtER: Someone has defined
are made available on a
that
ad follow-up servlces
therapl,
diagnostic,
-(patient-dentist).
one-to-one basis
This is the concept of dental care. Preventive is just redr:ndant actua1ly.
Dental care includes preventive services.
I\i1R.HORIvIUTH:Would you spell out what sone of these itenis are. Might it
prograrns to stirmrlate some of this through other
not be part of existing
personnel?
pg. lygTJ,ER: We will spell out the services, Rudy, but these w111 come
if you will pertnit.
Iater,
DR. ivtrNK: Back to Dr. Lawrs question, what you are saying, if we have
we cantt proceed to have
X number of hours to treat X number of patients,
eornprehensive care for a1l of them. What do we do?
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DR. LAW: That is rvhat I am asking,
thaco

what are you really

going to do for

enf,q ?

nqt.i

of these
DR. IIILLER: Let us talk about the concept of treatability
patients.
We have heard talk back and forth. Some children are said to be
f r rU- llr J
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of patients? Is there such
Does anyone want to talk about treatability
a t h i n s a ^ sn a r t i n l I w t , r e n t , a h -el a n d f r r l I w t , r e a t a b l e ?
DR. CQffiN: AII mentally reta-rdable patients are treatabl-e either in the
If you cannot treat him awake, he can be put to
office or in the hospitat.
sleep.
DR. ADEISON: f will say, as regards manageability, all retarded patients
no.
are manageable one wqy or the other, but treatability,
as far as I Ia:iow, are
DR. COllEN: Atl nentally retarded patients,
treatable.
patient who comes in one way or the
DR. SAIINDERS: Y/e can treat'every
other, or rre carl manage every patient that comes in.
diseases which have in their syndrome
We have these pathological
and I have a lovely list
of thern.
functions mental relardation,
hydrocephalic.
Let us take one. For instance, the uncontrollable
of pain and discomfort, that we
I think in many ways, except for relief
ere mewhpheeting olrr heads asains-|" the waII . I think on some of these
n h i l d r . e n v n r r w n r r l d h e s r r h . i e n t , - i n tr hr e s e c h i l d r e n t o a d e f i n i t e m e d i c a l r i s k
complete treatment.
for us to go in and institute
DR. itttrLLER: In other words, every patient lvho presents himself to a
private office can be managed by a dentist if he puts himself out to do this.
0r there are meaJrs available whereby a dentist can see tha-L care is providel.
If he doesnrt lvant to do it himself, he should refer him, perhaps, to a
Is this correct?
specialist.
DR. COIIEN: He can relieve that patient of pain, and relieve the
natient of the nat,holosv that exi-.-'-s in his mouth.
here, because all of
DR. MILLER: The dentist has a responsibility
a:rd marageable?
these children are treatable
DR. COllEN: Right.
of retardation
DR. ADEISON: I would like to lcrow what classification
dn rrnrr rrso? Rpn:use I have heard four different
around this
classifications
table of mental retardation.
DR. l'IlLtER: Mr. Hormuth, would you care to anslver this one?
DR. ADEISON: Do you use the AAMDclassifj.cation?
to report on, the
IVR. HORMUTH: This is what we are asking *-he clinics
A,AlvDc lassif ic ation.
at this
DR. ADEISCN: I icrow there is a problem in this. Frequently,
classification
one way and someone may
table, I will interpret
a particular
interpret
it another !yay, and so forth.
I think it is important for us to
about. Because rye are talking
define terms and irnderstand lvhat rve are talking
it enters into.
and
treatability.
This
is
where
abou-b manageability
put
into
and treatability
canrt
always
manageability
DR. SALINDERS: You
s
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DR. ADEISON: I made that
lcrow what groups we are talking

statement
about.

but

at the same time we have to
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taken to the office are ambulatorY. That
DR. SAI-INDERS: The children
i'.{hether we get into the
would be the educable and some of the treatable.
severely handicapped, I donrt lmow.
and
to be institutionalized,
DR. ROSENSTEIN: More of those are likely
this is not the group being considered.
Ivf,SS FOLEY: But we have got in Menphis alone 300 youngsters waiting to
-f.hrpo
nT fnrrr
vea.Ts.
go into the institution.
Some of whom have been waiting
So I think these too are problems in the comrn:nity.
DR. MILLER: Another question rvhich faces people in programs was brought
up by Dr. Law and repeated by Dr. Mink. It is the one about the prudent use
sums of money that rnight be available for dental care.
of restricted
With the same amount of available funds, does one attempt to provide
or complete
servi-ces to a large number of retarded children,
restricted
group
the
spme?
of
treatment to a small selected
and foremost concern is
DR. ADEIS0N: It seems to me that our first
upon the amount of
depending
with pain and, therefore,
4y ow-nfeeling,
-pathological
conditions
pain
the
and
would be to eliminate the
money
general
and health
behaviour
of the
which would lead to the deterioration
of the patient.
-- I
DR. IritrNK: I have heard the expression used by one of our faculty
-that
to
be,
that in one of the states where he used
may be rrisquoting him
pennanent
In
other
teeth.
that they were allowed to fill
they had a priority,
for permanent teeth only.
words, they could. only use amalgam, and so forth,
In other words, the object was to save permanent teeth. This would be
to accomplish the most
eliminatins
tain. This was one method of treatirg
with the least. I donrt hrow if this was ever followed up. This would be
thing to try sometime and would break aII of rqy principles.
an interesting
But I thought of this out in the Eastern part of Ken-ruclqr, some of
those counties donrt even have a dentist.
So if they did want to give dental care, to go out there and take
the students, and treat one segment with cornplete care that is not retarded,
and then when they are
and primaries,
and a:rother segment lvith terporaries
sixteen, see who has the most perrnanent teeth.
DR. ADEISON: This is the same problem as education. You want to give
education or diffuse it
one child or a smaJ-l group of children a terrific
vr
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to even think along those
DR. Ivf,NK: It breaks aII my principles
lines.
DR. LAW: I bet they would be just as well off.
DR. MINK: I am afraid that is what I would find'
pr. ffiT,T,ER: A lot of prograrn people operate with a restricted
amount
of money, and they have the problem of what to do with this money. Shou1d
-f,hcv
selected
nrnrride
mnrc serviee^ e.omnl.eteservj-ce for a small restricted
vrruJ
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because the moment you adnit to
DR. ADEISON: You must do the latter
aroount of problems.
you run into a fantastic
a certain amount of selectivity
nr.nrridc
fnr
nnrnnlete
YoU must
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nnscs
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tfeatment?
dn
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md then proceed to Dr. Minkrs
diffuse it out on an emergency level, first,
^,.--^^+{
^DU65sD ururl.
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DR. MINK: I donrt want to be quoted as trying to support this. This
a hypothesis.
DR. I\tIESSORI: I dontt think you have to be worried about being overwheLmed with numbers of cases. when we get to that stage, r too will- be
rvorried about it.
I think right now, in the next two or three years, we should stick to
complete dentistry.
DR. ADEISON: Are there j-nstitutions
provi-ding dental services
with restricted
fi-rnds unabte to supply complete services to their oatients?
DR. LAW: Every hospital in the corrritry, practically.
DR. SELLINGSICH: In regard to something nentioned there, there is
a tendency to increase the volume of patients in institutions
without
increasing dental services. !/hen there was a ratio of small population
to a small dental staff,
they were able to have a comprehensi-ve program.
Then, as you increased them, in some cases trebled you-r popuration
to your dental- staffr
yoil invariably
ended up with this thinning out.
You have to neglect yor.rr deciduous teeth to maintain full,
long range
coverage. You have to go to your permanent teeth eare, and you are forced.
into these things. You have no alternative
beeause your budget j-s timited.
DR. MILLER: But it would be ideal if total care could be provided
for all.
DR. SELLTNGSLOH: well, we tend to rook at the practicar.
The ideal
would be fine.
DR. SALINDERS: What we try to do in our State Hospital,
one, we
always provide for the rellef
of pain, but two, we go through the student
levels arrd, therefore,
the d.ormitory levels and take the ones first
on a
vocational rehabilitation
program, the ones that have the greatest chance
of going back into society,
and make sure they have no handicaps in going
back into society. Slowly work down on a recall situation.
lVe have started out on an re of 20. Now we are d.own on an rQ of 30.
This includes hydrocephalics, rnicrocephalics, md associated pathological
disease processes.
But you always have to be there for the rerief
of pain. r think
there is so much pain that js going to occr.r and, as far as r am concerned, that even necessal"y dentistry
includes restoration
for the primary
is

* ao-f

h

DR. I/trLLER: r think we have spoken enough on this point.
r woul_d
like to move on into priorities
of care and standards of care. Any program
for promoting and maintaining dental health shoutd provide for complete
fulfillment
of certain pedodontic standards.
In 1915 t the American Society of Dentistry
for Children developed
a set of oral services for children that would meet the minimum requirements for growth, developnent and health.
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of services that the profession has in raind in assisting
This is a list
state of comfort, function and apto achieve a satisfactory
the individual
pearance.
of standards of dental care for children adopted by
I have here this list
for Children, J-:91'5.I would like to pass
the American SocietY of Dentistry
these out.
OF DENTAL CARE FOR CHILDRNN
STANDA.RDS
AdoPted bY
for Chil-dren
American Society of Dentistry
1A/.5

1

Periodic

examinations,

including

x-ra)r diagnosis

2 . Dental prophylaxes

fillings,
amalgam or silieate
Restoration of carious teeth with silver
or with metal eastings lf necessary
or total pulpectomies
including cappings, partial
lr. pulp treatments,
when indicated
5. Anesthesia, when necessary for the control of pain
appliances to maintain space and to prevent
6. preventive orthodontic
mal-occlusion
applj-ances, when needed to replaee nissing teeth and to re?. prosthetic
esthetics
store function and satisfy
and mouth infections
disease
periodontal
8. Treatment of
inpacted or supernumerary teeth
diseased,
of hopelessly
9. Extraction
for the health of the child
necessary
IO. Sgrgical procedures when
of scienthe applicatlon
patient
encourage
to
and parent education
1I.
promotion
of
the
and
disease
of
prevention
krowledge for the
tific
health
of standards for oral health services for children applies to
This list
children in general and is not pointed towards the mentally retarded child,
per se. It i; very possible that there are several omissions. This has nothing
md I think we night take some tine and consider this
io Oo with prioriiies,
and, perand see if ar\y are omitted, what should be added to this list
Iist
for mentally retarded
in the order of priorities
haps, relate this list
children.
Does anyone recognize what is oroitted frorn this }ist?
and fluoridation'
DR. POLI,ACK: Dental prophylaxis
in home care procedures,
instruction
of
concept
The
DR. ROSENSTEIN:
it deserves a mention by
think
I
eleven?
in
number
would that be included
to be more specific.
itself
DR. MIT,T,ER: How about special needs? The mentally retarded children have
needs and they are not covered here.
special
DR. COIIEN: For lhe mentally retarded child the home care prograrn is exbecause i.t necessitates the involvement of the parent or
tremely inportant,
because manJrof these children canrt do it themselves, and they
the guardial,
have to be educated to do it for the chiId. So this should receive priority.
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somewhat for
DR. MINK: I think mrmber five probably could be broadened
sedation
general
terms
very
the care of the retarded children to include in
and general anesthesia"
tecbniques for the management
of appropriate
DR. BUGG: The institution
including sedation.
of these children,
becomes compliDR. ROSENSTEIN: I think it is where mental retardation
But othervrise I have found a lot of ten,
cated with emotional disturbance.
area to be
nine, twelve year old retarded children who are in the trainable
done without sedation'
to have dentistry
cooperative and willing
perfectly
trouble finding cases
have
to
r:sed
We
that.
on
agree
DR. MINK: I totally
for the
reconmendations
about
talk
we
if
but
to do under generalt
""ln"ii.a,
a guide,
as
list
this
r.r.sing
is
and
list
retarded chiLd and somebody sees this
is necesit
where
cases
those
in
omit the use of sedation
and we specifically
in a
this,
that
necessary,
is
it
sary or th" ,r"" of general anesthesia where
sense, is saying that this is never needed.
and
There are some of us here that probably use more than we need tol
need
to'
we
as
much
as
it
probably some of us here that probably don't use
DR. MILLER: Do you think we ought to include it as a separate item?
DR. COIffiN: No. I think in No. 5 you can say, anesthesia may be necessary
for the control of pain as well as general anesthesia for mouth rehabilitation
where indicated.
We use it only in
DR. MINK: We use the word pre-medication incorectly.
sedation. It could be prophylactic.
for the management of
DR.OBERI\4AN:Institutionofappropriatetechnique
including anesthesia and sedation'
these children,
of
DR. MILLER: I might also, while we are at it, pass out another list
hrr f)v. - flerrw
nf the
prepared
was
which
children
for
essential dental services
of child Health a:ld Hurnan Development. ( enelosure )
National Institute
teeth in that?
DR. ADEISON: Is there ar5rbhing on fractured
then you might be able to
you
and
to
DR. MILIER: Let me pass this out
of prioriwith a list
then
up
relate one against the other, artd we caJr come
ties and order of services, if you will.
It
DR. POIJ,ACK: I bring this up and just make this as a suggestion'
these
of
But in the dental treatment
might not be germane to this list.
more so than others, we need a more thorough social and psychometric
children,
in standards of care for mentally retarded
examinati.on. Iiut this raight not fit
We need
for this care. We need this inforrnation.
But in ptup.rution
children.
a thorough rnedical examination, psychometric and social.
as an adjunct
DR. MILLER: This rcight be added to the order of priorities
vJ

vL

to general care.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: It is a requi.rement, and it is right up at the top'
DR. ADE]SON: This question of traumatic injury is an important one, not
of numbut also from the standpoint
of treatment,
only from the standpoint
fractured
to
regard
careful
wlth
be
as
parent
to
tire
ber 11. fn educating
teeth, etc., and also fron the standpoint of varlous appliances where the
dentai profession could suggest methods whereby children may be made less
accident pfone. I think this is a very important feature.
DR. POLLA.CK: That is a good family duty, accident prevention.
DR. NIILLER: Are there any other additions?
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as a separate item.
DR. MINK: I would also U-ke to see these injuries
DR. IvIILLER: Let us add it. Maybe it would be wise to list those fourteen
in simnlified
terms on the blackboard, and then let us consider them and try
which may be
of priorities
to arra-nge them in an order of importarlce or list
rendered and
be
will
services
what
and
much
how
guide
in selecting
used as a
nz.nrridcd fnr retarded children.
first?
What do you want to list
pOLLACK:
Did we agree about the suggestion of nedical evaluation to
DR.
be in this? I think that should come first.
DR. MILLER: We could make a point that it is essential that the dentist
receive a conplete medieaL workup and social background of the patient before
undertaking dental. treatment.
This is a necessary adjr.rrct to treatment and care. ff services are to be
provided, what is the order in which they should be provided?
DR, SAUNDEF,S: I just had one question which sort of came to my mind.
I'priorities
of dental care'r, in that I
Should we actually put down a tist of
where we canrt do all of this.
feel like we may g"l into this type of situatlon
We just do m:mber 1.
saying which of
DR. MILLER: This is the point. lYe are not necessarily
importance. In
of
in
order
list
is
a
but
this
done,
be
should
these things
we could
services,
these
permit
of
a}J'
to
available
not
are
the event furrds
essential.
are
these
certainly
point.
But
have a eut-off
DR. SAUNDERS: But what is essential for one child may be completely not
essential for the others.
DR. MILLER: f don't think anyone wiII disagree with the need for relieving pain when Pain exists.
People have referred to this
DR. MINK: you are in a sense dictating.
study in Mimesota as a standard.
you are creating a standard. But if he
prioritiesr
If you list these as -or
this, somebody is going to teLl you, you canrt
says, yol oo this insteao
do this because that is not high up on priorities.
DR. pOLLACK: I would list them in order of care. You lsrow what you do
tirne. What do you do? You find out if he has
the first
when you see a patient
paln and you relieve it.
of
it priority
DR. MILLER: Change the wording and instead of calling
the order of care.
care, Iet r:.s list
thing you are going to do as an adjunct is
DR. pOLLACK: True. The first
md the second thing is relieve pain.
get the medical and social history,
penneate
everyone of these orders of care.
should
Education
DR. MILLER:
place. It applies across
you cannot relegate education to any one particular
f . r

u+ . uf - + + + v e

frlvvfsvu

rvr

the board.
everyone of
examination and educationl
Emergency care and educationl
it'
onto
tacked
education
have
these standards coul-d
DR. ADEISON: This is a specific program for the management of a reto deal with retards in a commr:nity, then
If it is a facility
tarded child.
parent, should be carried out by that
the
mrmber I, education of
actually
Do you ulderstand what I am trying to
care.
of individual
regardleis
facility
be used for'
jr:st
will
what these
sary? It depends on
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DR. MINK: This is what we have been saying all afternoon. We have to
educate them before we teLl them what they need.
DR. A-DELSON: Thatrs right.
We would then cut down on the need for dental
care. That is ordinarily
the fiu:ction of the facirity,
to educate.
DR. POLL,ACK: Then Dr. I'rliller is talking
about the education of specific
services rendered.
DR. MILIJR:
We are talking
about dental care rendered by a private praetitioner,
and risting
them right now. rn a clinicar
program, would this
differ?
DR. ADEISON: No, but the program, itself,
is al additional
fimction,
I
feel, when dealing with handicapped, providing additional
information to
parents on a generalized standpoint,
not only on a specific
one by an individuar practitioner.
That is why I didntt larow where these rures apply.
pg. 14fT,T,ER:These are standards of eare we are tarking
about on a
one-to-one reLationship, patient to dentist.
DR. POLLACK: I think there is an appropriate distincti.on,
educational
program over artd above the procedures rendered, which is the general education
of the parent.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: f wonder if you are thinking of what I said before,
which is the specific
instruction
for home care procedures which normally
would fit when you are making your examination and diagnosis,
when you give
your prophylaxis.
DR. POLLACK: Then the specific
progran in terms of each
additional
service rendered goes along with it. lYe are really combining here standards
and procedures.
DR. MITT,ER: Thatrs right.
We are taking these standards and trying to
arrange them in an order of care.
DR. POLLACK: All you have to do is put three as including x-rays instead of periodic examinations.

DR. LAW: What is the matter with periodic?
DR. POLLA'OK:Because periodic exa:uinations refer to standards n f o a r a
rather than order.
DR. SAUNDEF,S:I think we are getting into a mess on this situation,
because I think everybhing depends on the child.
We are trying to fit the mentally retarded children into a category of
suggested order of dental services or suggested priority
of dental services.
r think the child, himserf, or the parents, themselves, are going to make
our order. I think we should make a list
of dental services which should be
performed for the mentally retarded children,
and the dental services necessary for the mentally retarded children,
but I dontt think we should have an
order of dental services.
I arn definitely
against it.
DR. MINK: Dr. Sar:nders' suggestion has a lot of rnerit becarise you may
not do this in order of treatment.
DR. POLLACK: Fundarnental to the suceess of any therapeutic
measure is an
orderly approach to the problem. This does not mean that everybody is going to
fit in with the order. But you have got to have an orderly approach.
It doesnrt mean that if you can't do a periodic exarainaiion, or it
doesn't mean if you canrt take X-rays, you shouldnrt do a prophylaxis. There
has to be some order of approach.
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if we put it in some sort
DR. MILIJR:
I think you will alL be satisfied
of order, and then modify the order in accordance with the statement Dr,
Pollack just made.
DR. RQSENSTEIN: A child should have the benefit of a diagnosis. Once you
eliminate the emergency cases ald your general concept of the education of the
the child deparents, and again we are talking
about ambulatory children,
serves a diagnosis.
DR. MINK: Nobody is disagreeing with you at aII. It is just a matter
time around.
that sometimes you cartt always do ever;rbhi-ng that first
putting
down these reconmendations in order, we
DR. SAUMERS: But, by
will be coming back and people will be passing out these things for years,
saying, this is the order in which these people should be treated beeause
this Cornnittee said so.
DR. POLLACK: You can say, this is the order if the child is amenable.
DR. MILLER: What would you recommend, Dr". Saunders?
which says
situation
DR. SAUMERS: I would say this is a beautiful
and not even put in
essential dental services for children should be listed
numerical order so there wonrt be arqy problem at all.
DR. MILI-ER: I want you to repeat what you said before.
he comes into
in the situation
DR. SAUMER^S: That the child, himself,
rrnrrr nffino chnrrld be the one to determine the order of ca3e and the services
aI1 services should be provided.
to be provided. But as an objective,
DR. MILLER: And here is the list
of services?
DR. SAUMERS: Right.
DR. MILLER: How do you feel about this?
start,
and the logical
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I think we should have a logical
siart is the exa:n-ination and diagnosis. If there is an emergency situation,
go ahead with a diagnosis until you relieve the patient.
you donrt naturally
following
such,
a mouth should be cLeaned up, every mouth.
And
profesDR. SAUNDERS: I think vre are making suggestions to intelligent
place.
the
thing
first
think
T
sional men who have this in their mind in the
professional
that
men is
aII these
we wish to emphasize to these intelligent
and
services are necessary and essentiaL for the mentally retarded child,
they should leave out no servj-ces.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: We are hoping to get these to dentists who we have been
away and shouldntt we give them
told all day are turning these children
guides?
the dentists how to practice his indiDR. SAUNDEF^S:We shouldnrt tell
vidual dentistry.
needed in those instiDR. ADEISON: fsnrt there some order of priority
funds? Isnrt that behind what you had asked
tutions which have restricted
for?
DR. MITT,ER: Right.
l-et us then take
DR. ADEISON: If you are asking for that specifically,
that up after al-l the essential services are finished and put aside. Let us
gi.ve you an order that you can provide your facilities
which have restricted
funds.
DR. OBERI/AN: It seems to me, Tennessee has going here the largest program I la:ow of. I think you already mentioned it, but would you reiterate
how you approached this problero?
ot_
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to
This is prircarily left up, in Dr. Saunder's PhilosoPhY,
DR. WTLLIAN4,S:
list we suPPlY to the men.
the individual treating dentist' We donrt have any
I go along with Dr.
that,
at
DR. ROSENSTEIN:The more I keep looking
dental services
essential
under
Saunderst recommendation that we put that dovm
it is going
confusing
more
for the child, because the more we add to this, the
to be to the dentist.
to go to dentists where you apparently think
DR. ADEISON: This is a list
areas or facilities
particular
or believe that there is a problem in certain
fqnds. You wish to lcrow the order of priwhereby there are only restricted
This is a separate
so that the fiinds can be used to the best ability'
ority,
retarded children'
question from the essential dental servj-ces for mentally
a State Legislature
DR. SAUNDERS: May I say againr aI\Y time you allow
of priority,
in
order
serv1ces
dental
to get hold of a list tt essential
patients and
all
for
one
priority
of
care
where they can say, we will take
monster'
another
t*or-we have created again
not priorlty
and
concept rryeshould have and put out is for essential
I think
".,"'y
conrp}etedentalcareonallleve}sforallpatients.
A-rrytimewedropdowntoaprioritysystem,anytimewedropdownto
md we are
care exists,
I will assure you partial
anJ/chinA but total
"-""",
'
standards
our
Io upgraOe our siandards and not dowrgrade
i#i"g
of maximum standards rather
DR. MILIER: You would prefer to say a list
than minimurn staridards?
DR. SAUNDERS: Correct.
with high
in setting up a small institution
DR. LAW: I am interested
dental prototal
the
comprehensive care. This is almost what we have now in
than l'0S
less
much
public
fession. We are taking care of a small part of the
has gone
population
good care, ffid the rest of the
and giving them relatively
to hell.
to come' It isn't
DR. IESSORE: It is up to the rest of the population
that we are not giving it to them'
you the facts of the things
DR. LAW: t-am not arguing why. I a.n telling
you alreadY lcnow.
is only a
DR. MESSOFE: You might as wel] give then ever;rthing if there
few coming.
here' and
DR. pOLLACK: I think that we are wearing two hats sitting
all of r:s are doing it'
practicallY
In terrns of our priBecause many of us are private-patient-orientated.
dental
of total
terrns
in
think
about thu*, we
anb in thinking
vate patients
care in art orderly manner.
today irnder the
As cr:stodia:rs of public firnds is the way we are thinking
of
insufficiency
the
of
Children's Bureau. Then we have to establish because
we
basis
patient
private
of care. so although on a
these funds a priority
when we deal with public firnds we have to accept it'
1bea,
this
might not like
private practiDR. MILLER: I would rather have your point of view as
private practibecar-se these guides will have to be acceptable to
tioners,
have to lcrow,
we
But as Dr. Saunders pointed out, this is something
tioners.
so we will talk about it a little'
served' total
come, first
DR. POLLACK: Our order of service is first
and that is the end' and
care, with exception of emergency' That is it,
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his conarJr man who does less than that to a private patient is violating
relationship.
tractual
DR. MILLER: How about pay:lent for care?
DR. pOLLACK: I think that is the trouble we are having in discussing
funds you have to have a priority.
lVe alL lsrorrrwith linited
this.
far
in this cor.:ntry getting
DR. MINK: There are an awful lot of children
from ideal care in private offices.
of care?
DR. MILLER: What can we say about quality
I think it is up to
anylhing.
say
should
think
we
don't
I
DR. ADEISON:
local
societies.
the State Boards and
DR. SAUMERS: I think it should be stated that sornetimes because of the
in management of these children that dentists take short cuts.
difficulties
ought not be attempted because of
Let us say anybhing but complete dentistry
do
again. Because of this, the best
going
over
to have to
the problens you are
a dentist thinks a child
because
we can do is necessary. I found so nany times
is defective, he will put in a defeetive restoration.
DR. A-DEISON: I don't think we can set orirselves up as judges of our proor group of pracof work. This is not what any individual
fession on quality
are set up for.
titioners
DR. IvILLER: There may be certain basic fundamentals which in thenselves
and experience. We are not talking
make for quality service, such as training
about somebody going in and looking in a mouth and saying, there is an overhnno
in this amalgr:m and, perhaps, it can be finished better.
if he
ff a man has ample training,
Quality of care ean go beyond this.
are measures of quality.
i s a pedodontist and has broad qualifications--these
you why. The
DR. POLLACK: Quality of care is ir:nportant and I wiII tell
is greater than that
standard of care to which the cormunity holds specialists
In view of the comwhich the cormulity holds for the general practitioners.
you
have an added burden
do
retarded,
of
mentally
plicated
treatrnent
nature of
by the comdemanded
greater
care
as
of
standard
to use someone who maintains
to seek
responsibility
you
moral
have an added
mr:nity? In other words, do
nature
of
complicated
view
of
the
services for these children in
specialty
the dental care? I dontt ktow.
Does he have an
could take care of aII patients.
A general practitioner
to
a pedodontist
children
in sending roentally retarded
added responsibility
for
anesthesia
dental
in view of the fact that this child night require
than
do
it
better
cal
everybhing he needs; and assr:ming that the specialist
the general practitioner?
along these
have an added responsibility
Does the private practitioner
the standard of care j.s
lines as long as the cormunity has determined that
greater for the specialist?
DR. MILLER: I think we have made certain statements applicable to the
but I think we can also go a step further and admit that
private practitioner,
or with a clinic
perhaps a progran person who is connected with an institution
night set up certain
progran supported by public funds which nay be linited,
priorities
among essential dental services. So that he cart supply basic
essential services or render care to a number of children for whom he may be
responsible.
Is this acceptabLe?
A?
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DR. LAW: Whatever order you put these down in is going to assurnesome
order of priorities.
Whenyou publish them without making p:'iorities,
I wiII
1-,,,. +'t^ ^+
ULri)/ UlIdu.

But I think it is going to be accepted as somewhat of a priority
on that
basis. I would agree to see some of this order go out , for exarnple, that you
do prosthetic appliances before you treat peridontal disease of these children.
T Ur ^L /-I I r + +U L
. i * r . , - U^ u s h o u l d .
IIIIIA
I
U
J

Donrt label them priorities,
Iabel them dental care services. But even
gives them certain priorities.
the fact that they are in an order or list
So
I would rearrange them without nur$ering them or calling them priorities.
DR. SELLINGSLOH: I would tend to say total dental care services, and I
an applying it now to institutional
work. It would be applicable to private
practice too. V{e sir:rply tend to try to establ-ish in institutional
servj-ces
three or four categories,
aII on equal terninology.
One would be emergency care. The other one would be diagnosis. Another
one would be corrective
treatment.
Another one would be probably exa:nination,
preventive treatment, not to give priority
to any one. Any servj-ce that is
offered would fit under ar$r one of these. No order, but tend to imply that a
good total dental care service would incorporate these phases.
DR. MILLER: Vfould incorporate preventive,
diagnostic,
remedi-al, corrective services, and follow-up care.
(Whereupon the hearing adjor.rned until Tuesday morning, March 9, L965.)

On March 9, L965, al,9:OO otclock A.M., the meeting resumed pursuant to
adjourrunent, when and where the followiqg
was had:
DR. MILLER: To sum up, I think we established yesterday that this
business of dental health or dental care for mentally retarded children is
the responsibility
not so much of the individual,
who usually carrnot provide
for himself in this case, it certainly is a parent respnnsibility.
f-u also is
a cornrnunity responsibility.
Before a cornrm:nity responsibility,
it is a responsibility
of all the
people in the corrnunity and especially
towards the mentally retarded as a
group. The comrnunity has the responsibility
for health education.
Certainly
if prevention and care cannot be provided by the fa:lily,
the
coriununity should take some leadership in establishing
a program or in pronoting a program to provide care for the rnentally retarded child.
The parentsr responsibility
as was pointed out yesterday, in the case of
the mentally retarded children depends so much on the fact that he needs
a..-',1 ^--^
SUIuAIuE.

He has to be told what to do and what channels to followl
in arranging
care for his child.
We deci-ded also .resterday that dental care should include aII those
diagnostic,
remedial, educational and preventive and follow-up services which
can be provided by a dentist for the child.
We decided yesterday that in professionaL dentaL care by a private practitioner
that there should be no order of priority,
but rather services should
for
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be left to the judgment of the practicing
dentist,
md also to the demands of
case as to what course of action to follow in rendering care.
the individual
Also, we mentioned the fact that aLl children,
mentally retarded as well
as others, are fully treatable
and manageable.
Now, are there any additions or corrections
to the statements that I
made so far?
DR. ADEISON: Just an addition.
Under Community Development of Financing
to Indigent Patients,
the 2nd one, and six down, rrSeek out availabl-e funds
to finance care progralns for indigent retarded children. "
DR. MILLER: Woul-d you go along with a statement that if this is the only
program or facility
for the retarded child, the conrmur"rityshould
available
set up a sliding fee scale?
DR. ADEISON: I go along with that.
project could erbend then to others beDR. MILTER: And the coqunity
sides the indigent
except that they would have to make arrangements for care?
DR. ADEISON: I have no objections to anyone being treated at a particuLar facility,
but I do feel the people who can afford should pay, and a
sliding
scale would certainly
be agreeable.
DR. MILLER: This conforns to the philosophy of private health care. I
night say that in public health,
the care conponent of the public health program should provide for those who have no other mea:rs of getting it. So
there is nothing that we are advocating which is not a part of a basic public
health progra.rn.
DR. ADEISON: However, f would like to see a statement that only where
that funds can be appropriated for a facility
there is no facility
and that
be
no
interference
there
with private practice.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: It is very likely
in the sroa1l cornmunity with one dent.ist who doesn't take these particular
difficult
cases. The eommur:.itymay be
so small that it may have no facility
either.
So that there needs to be naybe
for art interroediate level of personnel, and very often it
a eonsideration
night be the pedodontist.
It nay be in the next big town or the next city.
So that the dentist will brow that he cantt handle this child, but the
man who is specializing
in pedodontics night be sufficiently
trained to accept hirn as a patient,
and it still
keeps it at the proper level of private
practice in the hands of people trained to take care of the handicapped.
DR. MCKNIGIII: Are there arJr programs available
now, mainly by State
Health Departments? f believe Missouri has one. I an not farniliar with aIi of
them by any means. Which would provide dentaL care for handicapped children?
DR. MfLLER: There are many prograrn.q for nonnal children
in existence in
this country. MobiLe r:nits are used in some places. Fixed installations
are
used in some states, but there is no care availabte for certain special
classes in marqr areas of the country.
DR. MCKIIIGIIT: I have reference to yor:r dentists
who raight not wish to
accept patients of this type. To me, the most feasible thing is a state progrilr
something along these lines.
DR. LAIV: f a.msure these will vary from state to state. f believe the
Connecticut State Health Department pays $:O.OO towards the cost of operating
room and alesthesia
for an overnight
stay in the hospital
for a child.
This
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cannot be used to pay a fee to the dentist.
It is strictly
for hospital-ization
for the child that needs general anesthetic.
The dentist either contributes
his tine or they find other sources of
fi;ads to pay him in the comrnunity. It varies in the l-ocal- communities just how
they apply this.
For one patient
in the conrmmity, it might be much more
econornlcal, as far as everybody is concerned, to take the patient to a center,
rather than try to bring the unit out to him.
This is sornething which has to be worked out by the commr.inity. We dontt
propose to tel-l them how to work their own problems. Each state prograrn will
vary, and f am sure the communities have their own ideas about what they want
to do about it.
lvR. HOFlvlUIH: I don't krow whether this situation
here is similar to
basic pediatric
care j.n some areas. I wonder whether by adding the phrase
rrfor the indigent" here, whether. this
rnight create problems when you begin to
move into training
programs in terrns of, say, post-graduate training,
and this
kind of thing, where the teaching staff essentially
is being paid for ar1d
where you rea1ly carinot charge twice for a service and where, for purposes of
you may well want to have it broader than just an indigent populatraining,
tion in order to teach or train.
Would this kind of addition harnper a prograrn such as that? f h:ow when
you get involved with medical schools in terrns of post-graduate training,
most of those projects have set criteria
for the kind of patients that they
see ald donrt charge. It gets pretty involved and conrplicated.
DR. MILLER: In other words, they are interested more j-n teaching material and material for teaching purposes.
DR. SAUNDERS: They have a sliding
fee scale and this type of thing, but
if a certain type of teaching case comes along, then if the professor or head.
of the department says this is a teaching case and we should see this child
here because of its value to the students, then the indigency clause is
usually written out for these patients.
I lcrow thls is the way it works in
our out-patient
center.
DR. A-DEISON: If we are working with the population figures as presented
by Dr. Miller,
f don't think we will have arqr problem whatsoever from the
standpoint of enough patients
for teaching facilities.
I think it is a little
different
from pediatric
studies where they may be looking for anomalies, for
the rare cases, and so forth. You are not dealing here with a situation
such
as that.
DR. MILLER: Let us get on with this discussion this morning. lVhat are
the reasons that are proposed for the present state of dental neglect among
the mentally retarded? It lays the blane squarely at the doorstep of the dental- professi-on.
Aroong other things, the dentist generally is charged with pulting in the
welcome mat for this group of patients,
in order to discourage parents from
bringing their retarded children in for treatment.
Now, if this is the case, we are definitely
concerned because the American Dental Association states in its policies
that care should be available to
all, regardless of income or geographic location.
What then, precl-sely, should be the responsibilities
of dentists tovrard
the rnentally retarded child?
66
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DR. SAUNDERS: I think again you have to go back to the fact that you
The welcome mat is pulled in for any child.
have to consj-der children first.
or anybhing efse is not going to
There are some dentists again that training
quirks,
they do not desire or wish to do it.
help. Because of certain mental
don't
}arow how to handle this thing. I
If a man sits there and says, I
years
of age in 20 years, and I don't wish to
haven't handled a child under l-2
see chil-dren at alL. He recognizes this fact and recognizes his ovrrninability.
I donrt think you can blame him or crucify hin. He is looking at this thing
very rationally.
DR. ADEISON: It is true that the welcome mat is pulled in for children.
denti-stry, the
But I think if we look back over the history of ehildrenrs
we have seen a treattitude
of the profession towards accepting children,
years.
mendous change in the past fifteen
Fewer welcome mats are being pulled in and it is because of the education
think the same thing wilt hold true on this
of the profession on all levels.'I
level when it comes to the mentally retarded.
find a
It is true we will
We educate the profession not to be frightened.
as we find a certain
certain m:mber of men who prefer not to handle children,
muober of men who will
not handle men or women or old people, but I think this
There is no doubt about it.
will change with education of the profession.
of the profession in
DR. MILLER: But what should be the responsibility
general,
patients?
rendering
care,
in
to
all
the matter of
Do dentists have any moral
Does the profession have ar\)r responsibility?
to take all people who come in their offices and render eare for
obligation
then.
DR. A-DEISON: I donrt think ar\)rone is going to disagree with you on this
level, plus to the best of his ability.
basis with dentistry
being
DR. MINK: I think that there is a different
a roan who practices couldn't take every inas elective
as it is. Naturally
maintain his own living.
But he can
digent patient
in the cornmr:nity and still
But when
infection
and pain which is his obligation.
take them and elininate
now, I
about the non-paying patient,
it cane to elective procedures, talking
go
question
whether
he
should
atiead.
we
have
a
as
to
think
to pay, for instance,
DR. MILLER: Do you think the question of inability
rnentally
retarded
child
is
not accepted in the
is one of the reasons that the
private office? f dontt think we are talking
about the sane thing.
DR. IIIINK: I think it is fair on the part of the dentist
and his perpatient
rather
how
handle
this
and
than getting
to
sonnel not being sure on
do
cornpletely
canrt
anybhing,
they
involved in a situation
in which they
avoid it by not seeing the children.
I think this is true with pre-school children whether they are retarded
ald not being
or not. I think it is a matter of fear of handling a situation
sure of being able to follow through. This is what education does. It overcomes this fear.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I agree with you. A great deal of the lack of care, I
wouldntt say all of it, is due to this, but a great deal is due to an inthat the child has, and
security
or a lack of lcron'ledge about the conditions
it points up the need for training.
shouldntt be in dental
But the training
procedures, because they have studied their dentistry
and they ]mow their
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so that the dentist learns
training
dentistry.
So this needs to be additional
he can wtderstand the
has,
so
that
child
that the
more about the conditions
child.
many more of these
Once this is done, once there is this i:nderstanding,
children witl be accepted. I think the type of result that comes from this
was demonstrated in the Fergus Falls area, becawe they
training
additional
and dentists and heLd local roeetings for the
for physiciars
held institutes
of these chil-dren -- the dentist
told thern about the characteristics
dentists,
a psychologist
doesntt have to be the teacher. It could be the pediatrician,
-they r.rnderstand them
can give them behavior aspects of these children
better and will- be more readily acceptable.
of the dentists could be
DR. SELLINGSLQH: I think the responsibility
shown in a case T became acquainted with not too long ago, where one of the
to a small comretarded chitdren was allowed to go on fi:rlough,
nentally
there. Shortly after he arrived
raunity with one or two private'practitioners
allowable, the patient
there, and with more than half of the fr:rlough still
had a toothache. The parent took the patient to a private practitioner.
But the
There were fears of the dentist in undertaking this situation.
referued
the
he
simply
carried
out
when
of that dentist was
responsibility
for care.
patient back to the institution
that is acceptable both to the
Then we roaintain an image of dentistry
private dentist and to the people of the community. So that if they donrt
to
in the care, then it should be their responsibility
wish to participate
seek out latowledge of who to refer thern to. So there would be action, rather
to dentist
and finding
and go from dentlst
than he get on a merry-go-rowrd
disappointment.
to me when I exarnine the children
DR. SAUMERS: It is very interesting
from the
when I see just how many of them, especially
in our institution,
fact,
dental
care.
I feel
In
level,
have
outstanding
higher soeio-economic
groups
state
in
our
higher
socio-economic
children
of
the
like most retarded
dentist-care.
school have received
ft is very su-4)rising that most of these children have seen only about
on
men. There are four men that have done all the dentist-work
for.rr different
probably these 200 retarded children.
dentist is morally obliDR. MILLER: Can we say, then, the practicing
gated to accept atl patients presented to him, and either render care to thai;
n
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to handle that patient by himself? But he should make some
he is unwilling
disposition
of the case, rather than just turn it out.
Now, we lceow that in dealing with retarded children a dentist nay find
relationships:
He may accept the patient as a
himself i-n several different
from
private patient in his own office.
He may accept the patient on referral
He may pariicipate
a comnunity program and handle him in his private office.
-n a
program, on a part-time basis. He may even participate
in a clinical
status.
corom:nity program on a full-time
between dentist and the
in the relation
Should there be any difference
patient in these different
situations?
DR. ADEISON: I can see no difference at aII.

o.'
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the same, regardless of what situaDR. MILLER: Are the responsibilities
tion he works in?
is exactly the sa,ne.
DR. ADEISON: The situation
of the dentist to the child's
DR. MILLER: How about the relationship
physician or to a physician who might be farailiar with the case? What, exbe between the two?
should the relationship
actly,
with the physician prior to
DR. ADEISQN: There has to be consultation
treatment. There is no question about that with the retarded child.
inforroation?
DR. QBEFIvIAN: Would the dentist want any additional
DR. ADEISON: No question about it; he must have it.
DR. RQSENSTEIN: Even though we agreed that there is no need for this
is requiredl
otherwise,
a complete medi-cal-social history
being a priority,
how does the dentist hrow what condition this child has, rmless he gets an
abstract of the medical history.
DR. MILLER: Before any treatment is undertaken, it is most important
a medical evaluatj.on of the child.
then to get a complete history,
an interview with the
medical
and family history,
DR. CQIIEN: It is a
chil-d
at
home.
Both things are imthe
mother, of the problems she has with
portant.
with the parent who
DR. MTLLER: There should be this relationship
brings the chil-d to the dentist?
for
should before any treatment is instituted
DR. CQtmN: There certainly
or an interview
fhere should be a briefing
arqr form of handicapped condition.
gets an understanding
of what the family
with the parents so that the dentist
toward the child, the behaviour of the
problem is, the parents' attitude
plus the roedical consultation.
Then
child at home. This is very inportant,
the dentist has a full picture of the whole problem.
rapport
DR. MILLER: Does the parent have a part to play in establ-ishing
case?
between the dentist and the patient in this particular
DR. COffiN: Absolutely.
DR. MILLER: More so than with nornal children?
DR. COliEN: Thatrs right.
DR. MILLER: Do you think parents, perhaps, should be present in the
operating room?
DR. CQHEN: This varies from case to case. Sometimes it is all right and
with
But I think that there should be some orientation
sometimes it isntt.
from
begirning.
parent and dentist right
the
DR. ROSENSTEIN: f go along with what Dr. Cohen says. One of the things
that the dentist needs to get froro the parent is just what the child is
capable of doing at home and what he can do by hiroself. And it is through inforrnation like this that the dentist can begin to assess the chiLdts potential
in the chair; can he fold
for cooperation in the chair. Can he sit quietly
his arns, and so on?
from the parent, we found very often in severely
As far as cooperation
where there has been other therapy, the family has
handicapped children,
learned the concept of discipline.
rainded to
objectively
In these instances, the 1amily is sufficiently
of instances, the parent or grandparent of
In the najority
assist the dentist.
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the severely retarded, or othervrrise handicapped, child is a help to the dentist
in the office.
DR. ADEISON: I think it is an important point to brlng out the fact that
'a
of the parent.
medical consultati.on, should be held prior to the orientation
Because very frequently we get a distorted viewpoint of the chil-drs capaand potential.
bilities
It is wise for us first to get the correct and objective picture from
the family physician. Then listen to the mother.
f donrt think we ought to go into actual techniques there, because, first
of all, there is disagreement in certain areas of childrenrs dentistry.as to
whether parents be in the room or out of the room.
Certainly, with the retarded children, I don't think we could have argr
rules.
set
fn addition to which, I think the temperarnent and personality of
dentist
is j-nvolved quite a bit.
the
DR. COIIEN: I think there is one other aspect that is very irportarrt,
and
that is the psychologlcal aspect of the parent-dentist relationship.
I think
this is an opportunity for the dentist to share with the parent all of the
problens that this parent has had with the child through the yearsr
I
DR. MINK: Another inrFortant aspeet of this parent interview, it gives
the parent confidence in the dentist, that he ]o:olys what he is doirlg, which
is of the utmost importance. Because if they donrt have confidence in an individual, they are going to be insecr:re in letting hin treat their child.
DR, MJT,T,ER:Dr. Adelson brought out that we shouldn't go too deeply into
technique. We don't want to be telling the dentist how to handle the child,
but we must remember that we are looking to you people whomwe consider ertrlerts
in this area to 1ay down certain gulde lines for the average general praetitioner who has been fearful about taking these children.
and, perhaps, go a little
I think we can take a few liberties
bit id"o
technique and outline some of the steps that a dentist could or should take in
order to overcome or dispel fear on the part of the patient.
DR, ADEISON: Mr. Cha:-rman, if you are planning on getting more dentists
io ireat retarded children, the only way is by having short-training
institutes
on the local Ievel.
The only way that we can do it, as far as I can see, is to first elini- naie the fear and, secondly, bring thern to the brief lectures and institutes
which ycu would have in different parts of the country.
But the more anC more we go in',,o techaiques, I arn afraid, you are going
difficulties,
because you are not giving them enor:.gh,and a little
have
to

]znnrnrrarlooic on'i.ng io be dangerous. We are l-iable to }ose these practitioners
r,vhomyou may bring in by oversimplifying
the situation.
DR. MILLER: I don't believe we are looking for an order of steps that a
practitioner
can fol-Iow in haldling
all retarded children.
But, certainly,
there are certain things which he has to 1oow, which he can utilize
to overcome fear on the part of the patient.
He should be familiar
with such things as premedication,
and f wonder
how mar5r dentists
who practice
need some additional
training
ln dental medicine.
He should be made atuare, I think,
of the fact that with proper pre-medi1
just about everyone who walks 1n.
cation he can manage and treat
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DR. A-DEISON: There is disagreement even on this point. I heard gentlemen
sitting
around this table who feel premedication is totally
unnecessary, that
with a lcrowledge of the child and pedodonticsr you donrt need it.
DR. ROSENSIEIN: I wonder if we are aLl agreed that the first
thing
needed by the dentists is additional
leowledge about the significance
and
meani-ng and all other aspects about mental retardation.
This is the basic
need, so that he can understand the conditions in the child.
DR. POLL,ACK: I think the ftmdanental reconrnendation to the practitioner
at the Local level is to seek out and participate
programs that
in training
might be available,
or are available
for the management of mentally retarded
chil-dren. This is his responsibility.
DR. SAUNDERS: I think you could say it is the responsibifity
of organized society and also the dental schools to provide such training.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: The example Dr. Saunders quoted certainly
indicates in
the State of Texas somebody took the buII by the horns, ed so you had courses
presented dovrrnthere.
You mentioned four dentists.
Are they all dentists who had short courses?
DR. SAUNDEF.S:The courses we have had so far have been lip-service.
In
other words, lectr:re and discussions. Almost every man of the forty-some
people we have had so far has requested more practical
erperi_ence.
DR. C0lmN: f think the dental schools are lagging in this area. I think
the majority of dental schools are not giving forrnal courses or short courses.
I la:ow I parti.cipate
in one and have for the past ten years in Perr:rsylvania.
year, we gave a full
The first
course. Now it has dwindled to once a year.
you only have a limited
You find, even if the schools do participate,
number of practitioners
who avail themselves of this sort of course.
DR. MINK: I think that dental schools, perhaps in rnarqycases, are doing
harm
more
than good in this area. I can speak from one example.
When I was at Indiana, the dental students would rotate through a clinic
for a day or a couple of days of a semester. If they happened to be there on
a day when you had some rea11y severely handicapped children,
this was their
only e>rposure. And then they would leave this envirorunent with the idea this
picture of the handicapped child.
is the typical
I followed this up by interviewing
many of the students,
by asking them,
what in your mind is a typically
retarded child.
I almost got the classic
picture of a severely involved, severely hypertonic patient,
or something
like that. When they graduate and leave that school, they have the feeling
that this is the typically
retarded child.
We have seen the Fergus Falls study and other areas.
psychology that we treat norrnal children with,
We could use the practical
that we can succeed without pre-roedicine and without general anesthesia. The
vast majority of these do not need these. When we give these courses, we
should select retarded patients to make sure we have the nildly
involved, cooperative retarded. Jt:st l-ike when we assign students, we don't give the new
problems. We try to give him a patient with which
students the most difficult
he can do a job.
I think very strongly the dental schools donrt give an adequate background. They give exposure and lip-servj.ce
to this. They need an adequate
course with proper background taught by professional
men that lctow the answers
7L
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and not by dentists
to whom perhaps this sounds good, so he tal-ks about it.
And thcn they need to treat retarded patients in their regular dental clinic
environment arrd not in a hospital set-up or the set-up where you make a big
deal out of treating
handicapped children,
like this is a specialty
area in
-L UbgII

.

in dental students that, in order to treat
I feel if we could instill
them, they have got to get their hands in their mouths. But this one day or
two days ex?osure, I think, can do more hann than good in dental school.
DR. A-DEISON: I agree with regard to wrdergraduate dental schools, but f
would not apply the sarne attitude
to graduate students who have been in practice. However, this is a naticnwide problen, apparently,
in the fact that
there arentt enough men to accept these things, and the problem could be
broken donn into two basic parts:
The problem at present and the problem we
are going to have in the future.
The problem we are going to have in the future lies with the dental
schools. This probably can be solved by having as part of the pedodontic
graduate program a portion of the curricuh:m assigned to the dental care of
the handicapped. But we still
have a problem in many areas of the country,
how do you get the rural practitioner,
who nay be one of two practicing
in the
comtunity, to treat the retarded children.
The only way we can do that is to
try and interest
them and stiroulate thera by short courses given on a local
level.
That is the only viray you can do it. You are not going to bring them into
a training
schooll you are not going to refer the child 400 mites away to a
qnoniolic* nr irlgfiNution.
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DR. MINK: I don't disagree with your philosophy there at al-I. So how do
we take care of the children in nu'al areas?
DR. ROSENSTEIN: I havenrt attended these courses, but I have looked at
them. Many of these short one-week courses are hospital
orientated
and premedication orientated,
and they talk about the difficult
child; they talk
about the exception rather than the ru1e. And the man goes away from there,
and marqr times he goes away with the idea, my God, if that is what f have to
do, I am going to stay further away than I did before.
DR. MINK: I think the courses are enough, but the problem is in how the
cot-Lrses are gj.ven. We gave these twice when f was in Indiana, and we would
select men whom we lc:ew saw children.
This was sponsored by the State Health
Department.
Then we would use these men for referrals.
We already lcrew one that saw
children to start with. Because you pretty well lcrow the men in your area.
Secondly, we invited them in and they took this weekrs course. V{e actually paid their tra:rsportation.
Then we used these men for referral
purposes when we would get a retarded child from that area. It was harder for
them to slough off when they lcrew who was sending the patient.
It worked
'l
'l
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courses for the practicing

dentist

is

about the only

way.
DR. MILLER: You are saying, also, that professional
dental care for the
vast majority of mentally retarded is not very much different
than it is for
normal chil-dren.
7)
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rubber dam and mouth prop that
DR. MINK: I think with Iocal anesthetic,
people.
these
of
vast
rnajority
we can treat the
fn fact, we had trouble in Indiana with finding cases to use premedicastution and gener.al anesthesia for our teaching prograrn for post-graduate
dents in pedodontics.
DR. MCKNIGHT: f have talked with some of the gentlemen in the room on
this sarne subject, and I couldn't agree more strongly with them.
We treated children who ranged from the very mild to the very serious.
We have had made available certain money which rbould provide hospitalization
for those children in the very severe group.
These children are usually treated at one of the places that we staff,
i . r r i r l JnPnr] g u a d
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tittle
sum of money has been
I forget exactly how long this particular
but three years or something. In the time that it has been availavailable,
children. Most of
able, we have not used aII of this money to hospitalize
these kids are treated in a dental chair just as we would treat ar1y other
child.
that you use with aly kid that
We use the sarne techniques in treating
The salne psychology, the same understandingr the same
comes to yor:r office.
interest in the patient.
I feel very strongly and agree with Dr. Ivlink wholeheartedly that there
but let us donrt make too big a
are those who give arJrone a lot of trouble,
kids.
deal out of treating most of these
courses, the short one-week courses or
DR. MINK: fn these training
whatever you want to cal-I them, I think it is imperative that the dentist and
his assistant together should attend these courses. Because I think in treatwithout the
child, it is alrnost irpossible
ing a retarded or any difficult
The assistant is as much a part of this dental team
aid of a good assistant.
hiroself.
treatment as is the dentist,
can attend these courses and become loowledgeable in the
The assistalt
assistant is going to be of great benefit to this dentist
area. The dentistts
in treatirg.
DR. ADEISQN: On the question of general anesthesia and drugs, from the
I agree with Dr. lvlink and Dr. Mcl{night.
standpoint of manageability,
use
of drugs on a routine basis, now, or of the
We are speaking of the
putting the
general
routine
basis, and continually
a
r:se cf
ariesthesia on
ehild.
the
I think we
general
continual\y
sedating
chitd under
anesthesia,
remember
that
to
highly
important
is
should break away from this concept. It
break
through
the
to
premedication
be
of
assistance
may
there are times, that
unnecessary
it
is
totally
and
then
initial
fear problem, to establish rapport,
to use drugs again.
I think the same thing can be applied to general anesthesia. Let us say
that we have a child who is in pain with highly rampant caries. Here we have
that the breaking through to establish rapport is interfered
the situation
with to a great extent becar:se of the pain.
never to be used again in
In this case, a one-time general anesthetic,
is highly recommended, so far as I am
routine therapy ald routine treatment,
concerned.
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technique
So let us get away from the concept of u-sing a particular
routinely
on these chiloren for management. There comes a time when general
but preanesthetic is necessary, not only from the martagement standpoint,
drninentlv in ord.er to restore the mouth very rapidly. Then routine therapy be
used.
DR. ROSE|ISTEII'I: I a:n very pleased to hear this r:nanimity of opinion, because there is involved here sonething that is basic.
-bo principles
in pedodontics, developing the patient rapport,
Tt relates
to.
I am glad to see confirned certain principles.
and how they are conformed
tr'irst. whnerrer is qninp to handle or work wi.th'r,hese mentally retarded
children or otherwise handicapped children must have a lcrowl-edge of the
This is
handicapping conditions and the behavioral aspects of the conditions.
repeating what I said before.
Once he has this lcrowledge. and uriderstanding, the dentist can apply
of pedodontics. And with the observations of the operation
basic principles
that the children
prograrn, we evolved a third principle,
of an active clinical
,
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believe that every ha:rdicapped child shoutd be screened this way, and if he
is amenable to this type of treatment, that is fine.
then there are other
If he cannot be managed adequately and successfully,
procedures available,
as Dr. Adelson has mentioned.
DR. MILLER: How do you feel, Dr. Messore, about what has been said here
about the use of general alesthesia?
DR. NESSORE: We try 1,o wean them as soon as we can. We have to start
some of them, as Dr. Adelson mentioned, where you can't do it another way.
I'd like to lcrow. Is there an abundance or lack, of pedodontists? I don't
meari those that caII themselves one.
If there is such a lag toward norrnal children there really should be a
ingreater lag toward the abnormal children.
If we cannot get practitioners
you are going to find a greater percentage that
terested in normal children,
in the abnormal child.
wonrt be interested
we try to vrean them from that, too. We sometimes
As to premedication,
go dornrnto weaker sedation.
then
and
with
stronger
siart
t;pes of anesthesia. We try to get
there
are different
to
anesthesia,
As
medical men doing that.
have
an
anesthesia.
We
from
too
strong
away
from heavy pre-operative
children
should
wean
these
think
that
we
I
general
can
be
handled.
Our goal, is to get
anesthesia.
They
sedations and
general
private
anesthesia thing can
for
office.
This
a
these children ready
be overdone.
DR. PQIJ,ACK: I am concerned wiih some things that Dr. Messore said. I
think with the growing manpower shortage facing us, I think we ought to congeneral practitioners
in this area. I don't lcrow if
centrate on interesting
the top age isn't too high, but the Childrenrs Brreau goes up to twenty-one.
the
DR. MINK: I think you find with the vast majority of pedodontists,
cut-off age will be fourteen.
given have to be adjusted as to the locale.
DR. PQLL,ACK: Any statistics
and communication, locale
But with or:r j-ncreased methods of transportation
isnrt as important as it was many years ago.

7/,
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We have patients who travel 20 rniles for one visit
to a dentist.
So
locale isnrt iroportant as it was before.
About fifteen,
twenty years ago, the ratio was fifty-eight
dentists to
one hundred thousand. Now it is forty-six
per one hundred thousand.
Even with the increase in dental schools and increase ln student "chair
daysr'r it is going to get worse. l{e are not able to maintain the ratio even
with only forty percent of the population seeing patients on a regular basis.
We expect by I9B0 that forty percent will grow to sixty percent.
DR. POLLACK: The average income for dentists has gone up from $LOTOOO.OO
to $151000.00. The average work-week is less now than it was flfteen
years
agor and we erpect it will get less as time goes on. You are going to put out
propaganda now which you want to create a greater demand for dental servj.ce.
You canrt even meet what you have got now. So you have got to solve this thing
in several ways
One of them is to interest
more general practitioners
in this field.
The
second is better education prograrns in terns of preventive dentistry.
f am concerned about the fact that we ought to get more general practitioners
interested
in the care of these handicapped chirdren.
DR. COiiEN: I think if you are realistic
about what is happening in denat this particular
tistry
time in the history of our country, you just have to
look at our econor\y.
If you are involved in teaching in the way I have been for a very long
time, you take a look at yow dental graduates. They are attracted to the
more glamorous and more lucrative
aspects of dentistry,
no matter what you
say.
Dr. Messore said we need more pedodontists.
We have so little
time in
oirr prograrns in pedodontics in most of our universities.
Dr. Mink is doing it
a much better way. I think he will probably end up with much more young men
interested.
When you add the glamour of plates ald dentures, it just doesnrt work out
we]l. We are not attracting
the nimbers of young men that we should into
childrenrs
dentistry.
I think the older men are lost.
f don't think we can
do much with this group. Dental education has to take stock of what they have
been doing. What is important in dentistry?
They ought to work on this aspect
of it.
PIay down the plates and the dentures and play up the most inportant
-- childrenrs
-- because if you did this and
aspects of dentistry
dentistry
you had a good preventive
programr you would elirclnate most of the things we
are involved with.
DR. IvLIT,T,ER:Concentrate on conservation of teeth?
DR. COIIEN: That is correct.
DR. MINK: I heard some of the old doctors in pedodontics talking
about
fifteen
or twenty years ago that Dr. Adelson related to. That pedodontics was
not even a course in dental schools fifteen
or twenty years ago. Now it is a
required course. We all lcrow there are some dentists who shouldn't see kids,
and a lot of them dontt. A lot of them see kids, and we ought to make them
sign things that they will never see a child; but I think eventually,
maybe
in or.rr lifetime,
that the handicapped in this group is going to be part of
dentistry.
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is having the same problems we have
dentistry
I am sure that geriatric
here with the retarded handicapped children.
is going through this same business right now. I
Pediairics
DR. 6BER1r,{AN:
for this
perhaps i-u wouldn't,
dontt lctow whether it would be appropriate,
1ngroup to spend a little
time to suggest how they would like to stimulate
Ugr

gD

U.

DR. MINK: Atong the same lines, one of my staff is on the Licensing
DepartCormrittee that recently submitted a reconrnendation to the Pediatrics
to
the
being
taWht
really
dentistry
is
to find out how much
ments trying
who
will
dentist
may
have
a
programs,
we
because
pediatrician
and in pediatric
he
says,
it
and
about
doesntt lcrow enough
treat the child but the pediatricial
no, you can't do anybhing. Don't go a.iread.
needs to understand
I think it is a two-way problem. The pediatrician
what can be done for these children as wel-I as the dentist.
are going through a change, but their
DR. ROSENSTEIN: Pediatricians
from ours.
different
charge is entirely
nowadays is concerned with inmunizing weII children and
The pediatrician
the major part of the problem, and he is concerned with
this constitutes
emotional problems.
Dental disease is as prevalent as
We are in a very preearious position.
getting
the manpower to take care of this
not
rre
are
before,
and
ever
was
it
disease.
dental
our young men who graduate. Becar:se I see the
We are not interesting
get
of recommendation. Pedodontics is still
out and ask for letters
boys who
pi1e.
on the bottom of the
DR. SHEFIIAN: T am extremely sorry T didn't get to hear the discussion
But hearvery stimulating.
yesterday, because it seems like it was eertainly
job
ahead
ing the discussion this morning, as I see it, there is a two-fold
of us.
One is in dental education. We have got to do a better job with the
In other words, we
]irnited amount of time, with our r,rndergraduate students.
have got to raise a new breed.
Secondarily, we mr.ist stimulate the so-called younger nren that are aLready out in practice.
the undergraduate students in some way. The
We have got to stimulate
not
profession,
must face this problem a:rd get our men interested,
altogether,
just the specialist
but the men who are in general
for children,
in dentistry
practice.
We have got to have him meet this problem.
DR. SELLINGSLOH: I aro in agreement with Dr. Sherman on this situation.
You have given a real good approach to the early years, up to 18, 19 years of
a longer
age. But we run across a lot of the severely retarded that are living
years.
has
to go
I8,
19
beyond
that
It
need
maintenance
and we
span of life,
general
practitioner
you
the
have
to
appeal
to
beyond the speci-alty then and
on this for continued maintenance over a period of tine.
of people to
DR. SAUNDERS: Bringing up money, some of the reluctance
feel
like it is
is becau.se they
treat the retarded and handicapped basically
rewarding as other
going to be charitable
service arid not be as financial\y
service. This may be a reason for non-treatment of the har:dicapped in their
office.
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DR. ADEISON: I think it is a factor but jn a reverse way. I think you
could possibly use the financial
aspect to interest
more, but I donrt think it
is the financial
aspect that keeps them r:ninterested.
DR. MCKNIGHT: 0n the contrary,
I think that this might well be a problem.
Most of the men who limit themselves to children -- are interested
in them, or
I doubt that they would have entered the specialty.
However, aside from his interest
in children there ls still
a financial
aspect. Unfortunately,
I think that in some cases this would be a factor.
I
feel that too frequently
we might find men -- who would refi:^se a child treatment because it might take more of his time, when he would not be able to put
in $IrOO0.O0 worth of crovrn or bridge.
DR. POLLACK: We have agreed that the average practitioner
who is untrained in this, who is faced v'rith this child for the first
time, turns him
awaybefore anything like time or.money consideration
comes into it. He turns
him away because he just doesn't hrow what to do with the child.
Now, I adnit to you that after this man hrows what to do and begins to
handling them, a secondary factor might be finaricial-.
I think a reluctance
on
the part of the professional
to take care of this child is because of the lack
of h:owledge in these areas and. T think- seennrlfy, money may be a factor,

DR. MCKNrcni;--i"; ;;;

il-;

;";;;;1";;;;'ny

position. r think you are

right.
That they are afraid of them first,
but secondly, they are interested
in h:owing what is it going to pay.
DR. ROSENSTEIN: There are two different
levels of reagtlon of people.
One, the undergraduate students who are just begiruring to be exposed to
pedodontics. This is probably the resuLt of the increased sympathy for the retarded artd cerebral palsey and other handicapped children
that the general
public is being exposed to. They are developiqg arr increased s;rupathy beeause
of TV progrems and radio appeals and maiL appeals and newspaper arti"le",
and
so forth. And I think most of these fellows were aII aware of a professional
moral obligation,
and their reaction was that, well, I have to take care of
the retarded child of the fanilies
in nry area, and I want to learn as much
about it as possible.
I think this is not linT-ited to the four countj.es in the Fergus FaIIs
region.
f arn sure there ror:,st be dentists
in the other parts of the cor:ntry who
feel the same way, jr:st like everybody here is dedicated to this. So what this
points out is the need for more lorowledge.
DR. POLLACK: f agree with Dr. Rosenstein IOO%. Becai:se of the emotional
appeal of the handicapped, I think we have a ready manpower source at local
levels to take care of these children.
Our job is to get the training
and infonnation to these men.
DR. MJTJ,ER: I think we have arrived at some agreement on a few basic
points.
Dr. Law has these thirgs written
do'srn for r:s. Would you mind repeating
them, Dr. Law?
DR. LAW: I got the feeling,
really,
this norning for the first
tirne that
the group was unaninous in their opinion.
That the general praetitioner
does
have a place in this field.
That they can take care of the great majority of
these children.
That we are going to need education at the r:ndergraduate 1evel
primarily,
&d this is the history of all things.
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place

it

untilFedodontics started out as a post-graduate thing and got no
reaL]J achieved stature in schools as an undergraduate cor:rse. I think this is
true cf the handicaPPed children. It has to be donel we all seem to agree on
+ l^.i ^
UlIfD.

At the sane time, I think most of you felt that post-graduate
should be made available to the practicing dentists.

education

competence and loowledge spread around the table here
There is terri-fic
at the undergraduate level through oi.rr facilities
teaching
to do all of this
and there is competent teaching
institutions,
various
it
in
the
for
available
really we are not in as bad
that
and
institutions,
these
persor:nel at all of
yesterday.
we
were
shape as v{e may have thought
level.
I never
yesterday, the thing seemed to be all on the institutional
a copractitioner
as
private
the
you
had
accepted
really
got the feelirft that
very
is
a
you
feel
there
and
him
you
do
accept
I feel
worker in this field.
the
small degree of training,
place for him. With some relatively
definite
in
his
own
patients
these
of
average dentist can take care of the majority
^ffi

aa

DR. MILLER: This leads to another question, now. You say the general
how far can we expect the general
has a place in this. Precisely,
practitioner
praetitioner
to go in his private office in handling these patients?
perrnit.
and equipment will
DR. POLLACK: As far as his training
here. I think cerDR. MINK: I think we are getting pretty individual
could be just as capable and good and
general practitioners
tain individual
pedodontist if he had the backdo as much in their office as aqy well-trained
do a liroited arnoult and wilL
ground for it and the lcrowledge. Others will
ones out much sooner, perhaps. There are two things you
refer more difficult
saying.
are actually
or how mueh
about how much can he do in his office,
One, are you talking
environment?
0n somego
hospital
a
to
and from there
can he do in his office
genupon
the
dependent
is
problem
really
I think the whole
thing like this,
going
to
rea1ly
it
is
just
is,
if
like anything in dentistry
eral practitioner
are for the difficult.
get
done, because the specialists
ptosi pedodontists up my way, this is my opinion, probably 50% are treating many, many children who are good kids that dontt need that much, but they
are better with chil-dren and parents take them there. But they are not treatshould be capable of treatproblens which specialists
ing the real difficult
ing.
DR. R0SEI'LSTEIN: Dr. Mciiright reninded me just a moment ago about a recgeneral
onrmendation I made yesterday, that a good core of interested
practitioners
wj-1l be fourd in the roster of the American Society of Dentistry
for Children.
for
in dentistry
We lcnow that this group of dentists are interested
for
about it and getting the "Journal of Dentistry
and learning
children
on it. So if a core of general practitioners
Childrenrrrand reading articles
is needed, this would be a good one, and it has got a membership of appreciable size.
about. I
DR. ADEISON: There are two points that I have been thinking
the appeal that the care of the handicapped has
think we are irnderestimating
.7R
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I think it is easy to enlist the aid of genfor margrgeneral practitioners.
I think there is a certain hero role assigned in a smaller
eral practitioners.
conrnunity to the dentist who takes care of handicapped children. I think that
this is la:ownby dental practitioners.
That should in any rural area the local component society have a meeting
and the question be asked, how many of you men would like to give a half-day
of yor:r week to the treating of handicapped children, we are setting up a
course here for you, I think that there will be a tremendous response in this
area.
T am not saying that you will keep all of them interested, but I think
that there are manJrmen throughout this country whom\{e can enlist in this,
shortage applies when it comes to this
and I don't think that the manpo'vyer
problem
particular
here.
So I think we are overestimating or:r problems in getting the aid of
particularly
general practitioners,
in areas where you are going to need
them.
Secondly, the thing that bothers me was the point that the pedodontists
generally tr:rns over a patient at a certain age. f donrt think it should be
true in the case of retardation.
case there should not be a turning away
I think that in this particular
of the p.atient at a certain age in the area of the handicapped.
DR. POILACK: I disagree. One of the reasons why pedodontists should turn
patients away after a certain age is because the patient moves into an adulttype dental problem which requires adult-type solutions.
Then what you have to do is train your pedodontist in certain other
areas in which he night be deficient in rneeting adult problens like bridgework and prosthetics.
DR. A-DEISQN:I believe they have originally been trained in this area.
DR. POLLACK: But they have the right to be ca1led specialists because
have
received additional training in certain other areas, and have
they
agreed to restrict their practice. This is part of the arrangement that was
madewith the dental profession and with the American Dental Association.
DR. IvIILLER: Dr. Adelson is saying that the chronological age of a patient in the case of mental retardation should not be the criterion for
pedodontic care.
DR. POLLACK: But his dental age and dental needs do not stay static
with his chronological age.
DR. SELLINGSLOH:I would like to suggest this. What we are trying to
contact at the early age would be regarding
say by keeping it with the initial
covering the naintenance program afber eighteen years of age. He could sinply
refer him to the proper practitioner that would take care of surgery, crown
and brldge, the prosthetics, etc. but he would have contact with this patient
rather thal cutting out.
continually,
DR. SAUNDEF,S:Speaking as a pedodontist, our office is not arranged for
or do we have the equipment for taking an impression for gold work or for
prostnetics. We donrt do this type of work.
I havenrt done a prosthesis of aly kind for an adult for sj.x years. I
feel Iike if I started to attenpt this type of thing I would be depriving the
person of the best possible care. I donrt feel that the pedodontist should
79
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jr.ist keep this person forever,
I feel that there are some very adequate genpractitioners.
don't
say I a.rnagreeing with Dr. Poliack, but f feel like
eral
I
people
who is lcrowlshoul-d be referred out to the general practitioner
these
pedodontist
problems.
for
a
and
There are certain things
edgeable of their
pedodontis-c
do.
should not
there are certain things that a
for the handicapped at dental schools is taught by
DR. MINK: Dentistry
pedodontists,
which is wrong. I feel again back in the dental school level we
should invol-ve peopie in the operative department and people in the pedodontal
easy.
department and people in prosthetics,
and so forth. This isn't
In our new school we tried to do this once and sent out a copy to the
departand the whole response we got was from the pedodontist
whole faculty,
ment. The rest of them have to be educated in the schools to take care of this
responsibility.
I am in pedodontics for a reason, ald when they get to be a certain size,
for
and I am not going to hang on to a l-ot of older patients
this is it,
years and years. I will be honest about that.
feel the salrre way. You roight keep theni older
I think nost pedodontists
but you are not going to take them on when they get to be fifty
than nineteen,
and sixty years o1d. I think we need education of other people who are teaching or:r students to be general dentists
and showing an interest,
and not just
pedodontists.
DR. ADEISON: But we originally
spoke of two approaches. One was within
the dental schools assigning the role to the pedodontic department; the secthe aid of the general practitioner.
ond was going out and enlisting
One is a
present problem and one a f\rtwe problen.
If we are looking to the future,
the thought had occurred to ne that
as we had originally
ultinately
our pedodontists are golng to be responsible,
these patients.
talked treating
DR. R0SENSTEIN: Pedodontist divisions
and departments are including
the
ol-der patients in their handicapped patients program.
The extent to which we include older patients in our handicapped patients
clini-c is one half-day.
Our fellows get the training
and are taking care of
these older patients.
I made the point that it is so essential that we get the children as
early as possible yesterday. It is so becar:se the neglect, the dental
crippling
that took place in so mar5r of these older handi-capped peoplers
mouths was so outstanding that the direction
we have got to stress is getting
the handicapped child as early as possible,
so that we can prevent this dental
crippling.
It would be wonderf\rI if we could el-iminate the problem of the exfor the older handicapped patient.
tensive restorations
DR. LAW: fttis would be sort of ideal for the unhandicapped person, ioo.
It doesn't occr:r there to get them this early. Look into the mouths of arqy
large gloup. They are not nuch better off thart the handicapped.
DR. ROSENSEEIN: For the ambulatory handicapped group that will
seek
treatment and be accepted there is already an inculcation
of some sort of
discipline
in their training,
in their sheltered workshop or whatever, and the
dental home care instruction,
has to be added to the discipline.
DR. POIL,ACK: I agree with Dr. Mink about the school trend in the special
care cli.nics for the hatrdicapped is definitely
out of pedodontics. The movement is toward the general practitioner.
6U
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DR. A-DEISON:If that is true, then the point I brought up doesn't exj.st.
It was the future f was thinking about.
DR. SELTINGSLOH:That is what f'm talking about. Pedodonties plays a
major role and will continue to play a major role in this, but they will not
be the only ones playing the role.
DR. MCIOIIGHT: This might be kind of a simple statement. What we are
trying to do here is to set up something to help these kids, md we are pointing toward other meetings. ff we are doing this, if we are trying to look at
ouf inmediate need, then could we focus attention jr.r,st for a ninute on this.
This care is going to come largely from or.rr general practitioners.
We
can elin:inate a certain percentage becar:se marry of the general practitioners
will not accept argr children. I go back again to Dr. Rosensteinrs statement,
that we concentrate on a group such as Amerfcan Society of Dentistry for Children, Can we get these men? Can'we get down to brass taeks and 1ay out sone
plans to intbrest these men in taking the handicapped child? Maybe this is
entirely out of order, but it seens to me that this is the
of or:r situation.
""* as we can get
We have an jmrnediate problem which need.s solution as quickly
it.
We cannot possibly meet the need with our specialists or ar$r other-such
group. We have to go back to these men who are interested in and willine to
accept chiLdren.
We have to teach them the techniques which might be necessary to handle
a speciar group of handicapped. To me, this is the crux of or:r problem.
DR. MILLER: We will give you an opporbunity during the last half hor.:r
of this session to make cerbain suggestions and recormnendationsto the Bureau.
We woul-d like to lclow what you people think the contribution of the Children's
Bureau might be in order to help solve some of the problem that is facing r:^s.
l9e are very much open to suggestions. A point was made before, and f think we
might stress it, that the ar::<iliary peopLe in a dental office do have a part
to play in the care and managementof the retarded child.
Could we elaborate a little
bit on this point?
DR. MINK: f feel that a well-trained assistant who feels comfortable in
working with retarded children is a tremendous asset to the dentist. I feel
that marrytimes the dentist may come to the traini.ng session and he, himself,
will not take back the same }a:owredgehe learned there to help her.
If she could sit in on some of these sessions, this would be beneficial
to him in the care of the patient, beeause in nar5r offices, she is the first
one to contact the chiLd. I feel that even the severely retarded children
have feelings, and they can sense insecr:rityl
and if there is arry insecr:rity
arrywhere in the chain, this raay create a managementproblem that, othervise,
in the trained office would not be there. Ideally I feel the dentist as weli
as the assistant and office personnel would benefit from these training progrsjrls.
For exarnple, if i.t is as Dr. Sar:nders mentioned, the men wanted more
practice where they actually worked on the patient, this would be the ideal
to bring this assistant along and actually help him in such an envirorunent
to treat the patient so that she gets e4posure, too.
I say, again, I feel with an interested educated dentist and a trained
sympathetic assistant and a local anesthesia, a rubber dam and a mouth propr
in some cases where they have lack of concentration, that you could treat
tJI
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in the average dental office without arly special equipment and
these children
without any special approach other than the salne approach you use toward any
child.
difficult
Now, again, f feel premedication is of the utmost importance. There are
setup
those children with whom you have to use premedication. A pre-operative
is of the utmost value. Again, you have to use it, ald the dentist has to see
about it. Again, this goes back to school
you use it oi;her than just talking
disagree, but general- anesand these courses. I think a small majoritywill
thesia is a must.
As both of these men said, most patients never have to have a general
anesthetic more than one time. Some few do. A lot more design special chairs.
you see this in the literatr.re.
There are certain cases where this is important.
he has to buy
in dentistry
As soon as you teII the general practitioner
it
is rare, they
because
child,
rare
to
treat
this
equipment
a whole bunch of
away.
shies
He
children.
going
lot
of
these
to have a whole
are not
You tell him he can treat these children the same as he does the rest
cf his :hildren. He canrt see it.
it.
I don't think it is a big deal. I donrt think
Ma;rbe I am simplifling
ii is some big specialty that we have to set orirselves up as super-specialists
or sonething like that.
DR. SELLINGSLOH: There are other things to come up where you get into
personnel in cases where there are areas of
fac=-rttres on these ar:xiliary
severely retarded and even in the mild or moderate retarded.
We have found through experience that in the cities that have licensed
that they help tremedously in the preventive program and,
denial hygienist,
ye-r, rn iheir education, they have had no exposure to retardation.
it has beneIn ca:;es where you have to use your assistarrts in progrars,
r-,iic
sessions.
future-uraining
in
any
thero
plogra:n.remendously
to
include
fii,:l
-,he
+,hem
great
deal
of
produced
a
patient,
it
and
type
of
ro
fr orienr,ated
1^^ l n
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DR. },{INK: Can I make one comment on the dental hygiene role?
because they seem to have
lfhen I was in Indiana, the dental hygienists,
great
deal of time working with the
spent a
nore tj-ne than dental students,
handicapped chrldren, much more than the dental student. They were tremendous in work;ng with these kids. They could get radiograms and work up
some of these kids.
I think the dental students could have done the same things if they had
the time. But hygienists yvere a real asset in this area.
DR. ADEISON: I am bothered by something. I a:l bothered by an oversimplificat,ion.
It may be due to the fact that possibly f, at FLower, have
patients than you gentlemen have. Maybe becar:se of the large
seen differeni
population in New York City, more of the severely handicapped, more of the
severely handicapped children are seen there than they are j-n
hyper-active
other locales.
DR. MINK: 0f the thor:sands of children that f have exarnined, I would
can be handled in an
to say that the great roajority
very strongly
hesitate
children
are
non-handicapped
sarne
conditions
as
exactly
the
under
office
k:ow,
at
have
seen,
f
children
that
I
large
m:mber
of
is
a
handled. There
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evaluation center who carrrot be treated that way. I am not
this particular
saying general anesthesia is the answer, but ]et r:s not over-simplify this.
DR. MILLER: I think somewherealong the line the analogy has been made
to the concept of the tea:u approach to this entire problem.
VIe heard something about this yesterday from Dr. Jordan, and his group.
Certainly the concept of the tean approach is nothing new to dentistry
in programs for children
because we have been conducting and participatirg
with clefts.
May we suggest now in the handling and managing of the handicapped child
This concept that you brought out is
that there is a place for a team effort.
very interesting, the need for training, not a man in pedodontics or j.n care
for handicapped children, but rather the training of a team or a group which
works together in handling this child. That they should be trained as a uli.t,
rather than an individual person. This is an interesting concept, as far as
we are concerned.
DR. MINK: What I said is that if we are going to have the post-graduate
courses to practicing general practitioners,
that there would be value i.n
bringing their offlce personnel along to take this course along with them.
Not jnst a course for dental assistants in the care of handicapped, but along
with them.
DR. ADEISON: I think this would be excellent. I would be concerned if
there were a rigid rule that the entire team rnust be educated in these progra$s. This is what I would be against. f would say, wherever possible,
definitely bring in the auxiliary help.
DR. MIIIER: Would you reconmend pilot training prograrns in this direction?
DR. PCILACK: I would most definitely.
DR. COilEN: You are referring to a graduate dentist.
DR. MILLER: Yes.
DR. OBEIIIAN: There is a parallel. I don't lmow how parallel it is. At
Cornell, for instance, for some years, they are taking tea:ns of physicians
and nurses who are interested in the premature child, taking them as a tearn.
There is a difference between the two, but for a period of time they work
together in the care of the premature. It has worked out well.
DR. COHEN: This also coufd be worked out in the dental school- where
you have a training program for dental assistants.
We have one, too, where the girls are integrated with the dental students, ild the dental students utilize
not only dental assistants, but at
Forsythe we use hygienists where they have practical training in the clinic.
So it can be worked out in this area, too.
DR. SAUNDERS:I, nryself, try and take my office girls to any type of
conference or meeting or seminar where they are welcome, but I run into
problems in the fact that they are not as easily able to leave their faarilies
and take off.
DR. OBERI{AN: I was wondering if this would take into consideration the
development of the university affiliated
centers for training in mental retardation.

6J
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psychology,
The program is to include representatives
from pediatrics,
social work, just anyLhing you can think of, associated with many of the
medical schools. Dental cornponents certainly
have been talked about.
These centers are predicated on'the basis that they will be used for
training.
They will be used for the training
of marqr, manJrdisciplines,
and
this seems to be a place that dentrsiry should like to explore.
They are developing rather rapidly in the nedj-cal schools. I am sure
manJrof these medical schools have dental schools associated with them.
DR. MILLER: I think we made cl-ear sone tine d-rnng this conference that
there is need for the dentist to assume sorne leadershj-p and to ideniif)r himself with ongoing community progralns for he has a :cn;ribution
in providing
care to the retarded child or the handicapped chrll.
This might be an area
where this could apply very, very logi.cally.
MR. HORL{U'ITI:WeII, I would also hope, bascd on these discussions,
that
this group in some futue
meeting would prcvide us wrth guide lines in relaticn to what kind of course content ought -i;o go intc these urij.versity affiliated centers, as they are being bu:-lt and approved, in relation
to dentar
t r a i n i n s - - t r n i n i n o n f d a n * . i o + a n d a S S O C i a t e dO e r S O n n e I .
There have been three of these projecls
approved, thus far.
Basically,
we see these centers as providing the bulk of -,,he iraj-ning in
relation to a variety of professional disciplines
for serving the ret,arded.
So that I think, based on the discussion here, we carr get some guide
lines.
DR. MILLER: At a future neeting and, perhaps, we can ger scne inforrnation along these lines much sooner than this.
I would like to ask you, when you ret'.rrn home to ihink a l-i-utle brt along
these lines,
md perhaps jot some ideas on paper and submit what you think
shouLd be included in the way of facilities
and resorr-rces in these ceniers.
DR. POLLACK: Do you think it would be inappropriate
for me to discuss
something on the rnatter?
Johns Hopkins received one of these three. We received $3r5OOrOOC.CO
for
the construction
of one of the centers. fncluded in this center is space for
a dental unit in terns of treating
and orientation.
Amargements have just been cornpieted between the University
and the
Maryland School of Dentistry
and the Johns Hopkins Hospital
for this training
facility
at the Johas Hopkins to be made available
to the students of the
University
of Maryland Dental School.
It is our plan to rotate our students through this institution,
and to
use the institution
as a possible pool of patients for observation of dental
treatment procedr:res .
These plans are in the early stages, but they progressed far enough for
us to be able to count on the availability
of this center for our training
prograrn at the dental school both on the r:ndergraduate, posi-graduate
and
graduate level.
Ittfr,. HORMUIH: I think our concern is in retation
to staffing
of these
facilities
once they are constructed.
ft seems to me in terms of the proposals coming in, we would need some kind of guide and directicns
from a
group Like this as to what kind of people ought to be paid for in terrns of
staff posltions
in this kind of a setup.
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If you are going to have someonewho is going to be in charge of training as a part of the staff of the overall center, what kind of person ought
this to be?
(again this may be a focal
DR. ADEiSQN: this problem of staffing,
nra?r]
om)
I/IUwlerlr/,
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or
f believe the only way it could be soLved is by using university
problem
any
in
staffing
is
a
there
I
think
faculty.
Because
dental school
is
for.
certainly
it
It
no
matter
what
dental
school,
clinic
outside of the
them with adequately trained practitioners.
is a problem staffing
going
I think that the only way you will be
to be practical,
If we are
dental
abl-e to do it is by having a very close link with the iuriversity
faculty.
Othervriser you will staff it with untrained men.
people who are willing
to
DR. MILLER: How about the policy of training
go into the teaching profession3 This is also a problem area.
DR. OBEHvIAN: Isn't it a problem of raising money?
DR. ADEISON: Putting it blirntlyr
Yes.
DR. QBERMAN: Are you implying we need to take a closer look at graduate
fellowshipsr
sg that two years from now you will have some personnel to move
into these slots?
DR. ADEISON: This would be a very wise idea.
DR. MILLER: I nr-ight say, the Childrenrs Bureau is very much interested
in the matter of fellowships.
I think we have reached the point now vyhere we have just about extrausted
you, gentlemen.
from you, gentlemen, a series of recommendations or
We would entertain
in general by way of procan
improve the situation
we
suggestions whereby
interesting
the profession in
or
making
it
available,
viding dentat care, or
retarded
child,
we
al:e now open
So
providing
dental care for the mentally
point.
for yor:r suggestions and recommendations at this
Bureau take a more active role in the
DR. POLL,ACK: That the Childrenrs
edueation of dentists on the local level so that the dentists on the local
level can provide dental services for the mentally retarded. I think we have
already said all that.
prograrns to study
DR. QBERNIAN: Is there a need for support of pilot
certain aspects of dentistrY?
DR. COIDN: I think so. I think there is a need for a demonstration
in areas that are going to have a complete setup
pi-Iot study, preferably
to the one at Johns Hopkins. I think this nakes sense.
similar
services working toward a common
Where you have all of the available
There
goal, I meal a complete diagnostic
and treatment of the abnormal child.
is one other suggestion I would like to make. That the Childrenrs Bureau
stud.y on the dental problers that exist in non-institusponsor a regional
mentally sub-normal patients .
tionalized
pp. [d]T,TnR: I think this suggestion was made yesterday as a motion.
novir. But we are
This one is well taken, and we have this r:nder consideration
We would like to apply
it to the non-institutionalized.
not going to restrict
and relate it to socio-economj.c factors.
this in all areas of retardation,
and non-instituDR. COIIEN: You are going to include institutionalized
populations ?
tionalized
A5
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DR. MILIER: Yes.
DR. A-DEISON:I would like a survey be made of existing facilities
throughout the country.
DR. MILLER: It jnst so happens that a questionnaire on this was prepared ori.ginally. I alluded to it yesterday. This questionriaire was prepared
to those clinic prograrns that are supported by Childrenfs
for distribution
Bureau funds to yield infonnation on existing dental prograru. I donrt want to
put words in the mouth of the Committee, but it niight be easier for this
Cormittee to gather this inforrnation for i:s or to make the recommendation.
DR. A-DEISON:Would there be any objection to sending out on the part
of, let us say, this group to every dental school in the United States a
questionnaire as to whether they are paid to provide any type of dental service?
DR. MILTER: How about including clinic programs?
DR. A-DELSON:Thatts right, and clinic prograns. Because I am not sr:re
that one hundred and thirty two represents the correct figures. One Hundred
ald thirty two may represent only those that you lcrow.
LG,. HORtfl-l'IH:One hundred and thirty two represents only the specialized
clinical services for the retardation. These are in terms of clinical prograns with medical direction which provides special services for retardation.
This does not include large nurnbers of programs as a part of an emphasis on
cerebral palsey, neurological disorders, which also see retardation.
DR. ADEISON: TLris was the point I was getting at. If there are other
prograrns going on for other handicaps where there j.s overlapping,
clinical
the questionnaire can specif)r care of the dentally treated retarded.
This could provide us with a comprehensive suney of what facilities
or-.should the Buthere are, and should we do anyfhing with the faeilities
reau do anybhing.
DR. MILLER: Can this be done in the name of the Corunittee?
DR. POLLACK: I get two distinct impressions here. One impression is that
this Cormnitteewas called together for one single meeting, to accomplish one
single purpose in reference to a future meeting, and as soon as we walk out of
here at 12:00 otcloek, this Conu"nittee
ends.
Than nn *ha nfhar hond r hear reference tO this COmmittee acting in
some purely advisory capacity, as if it is going to be a continuing thing.
DR. MILLER: This Comrnittee was set up originally
as an ad hoc Comnittee
purpose, to establish guide lines for consideration
for this particular
by
q

l nroar

l o -cor -i , - n
- *nr q l

-^ -r-'-ttlce uurB.

Could not this Corrnittee make the recorrnendation that information be obtained in connection with this nerb big regional meeting to assist its
participants
in analyzing the problem, in considering the problem?
DR. POLL,ACK:Doesn't this Comittee end and its duties end forever?
DR. MILLER: flris Comnittee will end as a Coriurittee at l2:OO orclock
today. We may see fit to call some of you people together at other times on
other problems or as other areas present themselves for consideration.
DR. MINK: Vrlouldit be out of Line for this Cormittee to recorrnend to
the appropriate group, whichever it is, perhaps the Arnerican Association of
Dental Schools or something like this, consideration be given for the
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incorporation of an undergraduate course along the lines of dental care for
retarded or handicapped, as a reconmendation from this Cornmittee?
This would requi-re, perhaps, somemeetings, but do you feel strongly
enough this should be incorporated in the teaching curriculum, ffid that this
Corrnittee make that recommendation?
DR. POLLACK: We can make that recournendation to the regional rneeting.
DR. OBERIvIAN:
We went through this with reference to pediatrics,
and we
got
aLrnost
our heads eaten off. This was for pediatric professionals, and they
said, we lcrtewall about mentally retarded children. You are not going to tell
us what we should put in our cr:rriculum. The answer is, we didnrt.
lVe enticed them to the meeting, arryway, and they learned ar awful lot. I
think there are various ways to do it.
DR. MINK: There is a meeting coming up in Detroit, (Proctor & Ga:lbte is
for a memberfrom each pediatric department. But a sirnilar
sponsoring it),
type thing geared for graduate pediatric prograrns for people involved in
teaching undergraduate programs is considering the problem.
One, should this be incorporated in an undergraduate program?
Two, if it should, what t;pe recommendationcould be made?
I feel that too many times somebodyelse is telling us what to do without
giving us ar opportunity to sit dovrn as a group of teachers and plan something.
Dr. Adelson and I were talking about the ADA telling us what to do in ortr
amount of time in the graduate progranrs, where we are convinced time is not
important. What is being taught is important.
True, there is so much difference in graduate programs. Someget a 1ot
of handicapped, soraeget none. Should we work on this?
If the American Board of Pediatrics Meeting stated a section of our work
is going to be related to handicapped children, you bet your life they would
start teaching it in these graduate areas. But somebodyhas got to work on it.
DR. MILLER: While we are talking about need for inforuration on disease
prevalence and dental problerns, md resources available throughout the corurtry for rendering dental care for rnentally retarded children, I would like
to ask you here who have identified yourself with short-terrn training courses
for dentists, whether you would first document your experiences, and then we
woul-d like to get some report on your experience in working with practicing
dentists.
DR. ADEISON: Are you talking
about those who experienced the short
courses in the field of retardation?
DR. IittLLER: Yes.
DR. ROSEItrSTEIN: Could you include cor:rses in the fieLd of handieapped,
ineluding
mental retardation?
DR. IIIILLER: Yes. We wouLd like to get ary of this inforrnation
that
people have prepared and u.sed. Anything that night be applicable
to the problem.
in developing projects
for nentalJy retarded
We are also interested
in training,
children,
nanagement and care of the retarded child.
DR. MINK: You would like us, as a follow-up to this meeting, if we had
subrnlt this to you, and a statement of our feelings
outlines,
as to how the
eourse went and Vhat we would be doing if we did it again?
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DR. ROSENSTEIN: Are we going to receive copies of what has been transcribed?
DR. MILLER: We will see you get copies, yes. These wilt be edited copies,
if that meets with yor:r approval, rather than having every word that has been
trans cribed duplicated.
Did someone recontrnend that we obtain infonnation
on what is happen-ing in
the programs throughout the country in dentistry
for rnentally retarded children as it relates to progra.ms for retardation
in general, in the name of
this Committee?
How would the administration
of this be handled if this Conmrittee is
going to be discharged?
It,G,.HORMIIIH: I think one of the problems in terms of the Children's
Bureau doin$ it,
if we utilize
the sane format with more than ten agencies it
needs to go through Br.:reau of the Budget clearance. We need to get all kinds
of clearance on it in order to use the same form in more tharr ten different
places. This gets kind of complicated.
Tt would be much sintpler if the Committee or School of Dentistry
did
this rather than have the Goverrrment Agency do it.
I dontt lcrow whether you
could do this if you discharged the Committee.
DR. OBERI{AN: This could be on the basis of a grant.
DR. R0SENSTEIN: Could an alternative
be, and I think there is one that
would obviate the need to go to the Budget Department, to take s semFling of
ten. That is your limit.
That would well be a cross-section
of the different
areas, the different
regions of the cor:ntry.
MRS. SCHIFFER: I am a little
rurclear about what the survey would be. V/e
first
talked about what the mental retardation
clinics
do with resard to
dental care.
Then, seeondly, the suggestion was made that it should be broader than
that, that there are other clinics
and facilities
that treat mental retardation.
E)ll+
+L-i-n]-.
^^^*^
+^
-^
-^----L -L
! r^-f-..
Dut,
urLl-rqry, -it' + seems
to me
now
what is
being rtalked
about rs a survey
of dental training
in general education.
DR. MILLER: I think we are talking
about a broad identification
of aII
resources that are available
throughout the country which would include manpower, facilities,
training,
and resources available.
DR. ADEISON: I would like to lcl.ow every fi:nctioning
dental service for
handicapped in the broad sense of the terrn, handicapped rather than retarded,
because of the fact that ma:ry of them are mentally retarded patients,
yet do
not identify
them primarily
as such. They may be CP Centers such as fr,oosevelt,
Long fsland, who are treating
a high percentage of retarded individuals.
They
may be in various areas of the country that we do not lanow of yet, which can
be utilized.
DR. MILLER: This is a tremendous undertaking.
DR. SAUNDEFS: Just sitting
here, I can thlnk of ten centers where dental
treatment could be found in Dallas Cornty alone that could take care of the
handicapped.
DR. ADEISON: If there are these marqr centers, first,
we must find out,
which are the centers and ]ocations that are needed, or can be utilized
to
service the retarded population.
.'tt
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DR. MINK: It seems to me this is a necessary element to this whole business. We decided we are going to find out what they need. Now we oughi; to find
out what is being done.
if
DR. MILI,ER: I think this car:. be handled without too much difficultY
DiviDental
the
through
work
we work through state Dental Directors. If we
sion in each state, we can request from each state Dental Director identificawhich exist within his state for handling handition of these facilities
eapped children.
an undertaking. We need somebody
So I don't think this is too difficult
We can probably work this problem out some way or
to coordinate such effort.
other.
DR. pSLLACK: I would like to strongly suggest that when this questionnaire, or whatever is goir€ to be done, is sent out, that it be determined
what level of care is provided for these children.
I have seen too rm.ny of these things. I was associated with a center before I came here. They said, yes, we provide dental treatment. But really they
didntt.
So I would suggest, also, evaluation of the level of dental care they
receive..
DR. ADEISON: May I suggest with reference to that, that I am not sure
in the level of dental care, so much as we are inthat we are interested
the equipment they have, md what staff
terested in the type of facil-ities,
not to keep
the facility,
they have. The ultimate pur?ose here is to utilize
are
thirty-two
hundred
and
going with what they are doing. I think the one
doing what you want, apparentlY.
DR. p0LLACK: The-question you are suggesting nright give a better pieture.
I donrt care how you do it, but not jrist the simple, do you provide dental
care or dontt you.
DR. MILLER: We feel rather confident we could get some meaningful into send out. Are
It would be no problem to develop a questionnaire
formation.
be
made?
points
to
ariy
other
there
and centers, directly
clinics
DR. I/ESSORI: I think it is very essential
I have obbecause
general
hospital,
with
the
connected
be
and indirectly,
important.
so
becomes
it
times
years
maly
how
served over ihe
with the general hospital?
be identified
DR. MILTER: That these clinics
connected, which,
part
indirectly
or
integral
an
as
DR. IvIESSORE:Either
dental
school. In
a
with
connected
be
they
than
important
in my mind is more
with a
direct
connection
have
didntt
if
we
taking care of these children,
fix.
hospital we would be in a terrible
DR. ADEISON: I have been trying the last day ald a half to take off rny
with a dental
affiliated
blinders which everyone wears. Dr. Mink is, firstly,
put
rny nind in
to
trying
keep
general
I
hospital.
school. Dr. Messore with a
a tremendous
be
may
this
where
of what happens in the rural areas
the position
is
a problem,
forth,
artd
so
problem
in getting the serviees. Transportation,
-anO
parent-group-sponsored
small
yet the only center you may have may be a
where there may be one or two dental chairs with possibly no volfaciiity,
or two volrrnteers.
r:nteers or one volunteer
to find out in
This is the reason why I thought of the questionnaire,
in the
be
utilized
can
what
those rural areas, those ridely separated areas,
future for retarded chi-Idren.
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Have they got a certain nucleus no,ryof men who have some experience in
dealing with the handicapped?
DR. COISN: Dr. Miller, you made much of asking the Departments of Public
Heal-th to give an estimate of what was going on in their particular state regarding dental services for the mentally retarded.
Might I, also, suggest that you include 1n that the Departments of Mental
patients and
Health, and then you would get a picture of the institutionalized
receive.
the dental care that they
DR. A-DEISON:A correct picture. I think we have to very strongly put a
patients and non-institutionalized
sharp cleavage between institutionalized
problem
with the denta] care of retarded
patients. I think this is a state
I think that most of the discussion here
children within the institutions.
in the day and a half has dealt with the non-institutional.
a.dental problem.
DR. COllEN: It is still
DR. ADEISON: It is a tremendor:s problem, but I don't think we have
enough time to go into this area at this point, and certainly not in the last
minutes.
thirty-five
DR. COIfiN: Dr. Miller, I thought, said he was interested in the institutionatized and non-institutionalized.
DR. MILLER: We have to be.
DR. COHEN: I arn jrist making the suggestion to get some data.
involved along the line.
DR. MILLER: There are certain difficulties
within the state adnindifferent
activities
of
departmentalization
There is
artd supervised by
controlled
are
certain
states
in
istrations.
Institutions
and in
of
Department
Hospitals,
Department of Health, md in other states,
but
this,
problems
in
invol-ved
other states in another Department. There are
we will try to get all the inforrnation we carl.
lvlR. HOHMUIH: f wonder if, in talking about these varior:s pieces of information, what we are getting down to is a multifaeeted kind of questiornaire
components, and then somebodyneeds to put
which will go out to different
of a questionnaire going
this together. I could very well see the possibility
out through NARC,thror.rgh the local rxrits raising questions from their point
of vievr as a locaI parent groupr what kind of dental care are they able to
obtain.
Is this, from their point of view, as parents and as a local organization, adequate? 'ilIhere do they get this from?
I doubt whether some of the dental directors in State Health Departments
n n r r l d In/ MrI Un9w i d a
guulu

tuhl l rius

kl \ l ir lnu d

of
v!

il rnD rsb rir us, l +

1v u.u r r * rI ^v v ^s r rs r ' l ^ s e e w h e r e t h i s

would be real

and be nerb to the kind of inforrnation
valuab1e, if it could be collected,
you get
md alongside information
that you might get from Dental Directors,
from clinics,
and alongside infor"roation you get from dental schools.
sor:rces
about a nrunber of different
So it seents to me you are talking
you are trying
to reach and it almost looks like there are a nrunber of different kinds of approaches.
DR. ADEISON: But that is the only way we would be able to get a clear
picture.
DR. MILLER: I think this could be done. We have to realize there are
can be developed applidifferent
and a questioruraire
sou-rces of information
cable to that particular
agency or group of agencies.
qn
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for instance, that might be sent out to the State AssoThe questionnaire,
differ
from the one we sent to
ciation
for Retarded Children would necessarily
but we probably could
the Denta1 Director in the state or to an institution,
turdertake some such thing or have somebody do it for us.
DR. SELI,INGSLOH: I think this would be a very good idea. I think we
area. If you are
should conduct, perhaps, a private study in this particular
going to have this next Conference in the Southeastern region, I think we
exist,
that we can on what facil-lties
should accrmul-ate all the information
and I think this might be a.n
what is being done for the mentally retarded,
for the coordinator
of a future conference.
undertaking
your Regional ConDr. MiIIer,
DR. ADETSON: As a point of infcrmation,
ference will take up six states in the Southeast. What segments of the dental
population will be present at that Regional Conference? Who will that be?
Dr. MILLER: They will be people from dental public health, people from
institutions
of higher learning, (dental schools), people from private practice
in the mentally retarded, representatives
from the Corcnittee
with an interest
or Council on Dental Health or the Comnrittee for Handicapped Children in State
Dental Societies,
etc. Now, if there is nothing else to be brought up to this
Comm.ittee, I would like to express my thanks and discharge the Committee.
(Whereupon, the meeting adjourned. )
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